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An Econometric Model of Hardwood Lumber and
Stumpage Markets in the United States

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study dealt with the markets for hardwood lumber and

sawlog stumpage in the United States. The objective of the study

was to forecast consumption, production, and prices of hardwood

lumber, and removals and prices of sawlog stumpage to the year

2030. Two annual econometric models, each consisting of supply

and demand equations, were developed. Supply and demand equa-

tions were estimated using time series data for the sample

period 1960 to 1976.

The study was undertaken in support of the 1980 Renewable Re-

sources Planning Act Timber Assessment project dircted by the

U.S. Forest Service. In addition to this study, a study of soft-

wood lumber, plywood and stumpage markets was also conducted as

part of the 1980 Timber Assessment [Adams and Haynes, 1980].

Scope

Hardwood Sawlog Stumpage Markets

The study recognized six types of hardwood stumpage: sawlog,

veneer log, pulpwood, miscellaneous products, fuelwood, and par-

ticleboard.' The most important types of hardwood stumpage are

11n this paper, "stuirtpage" refers to all types of hardwood
stumpage. "Sawlog stumpage" refers to stumpage used in the produc-
tion of hardwood lumber.
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sawlog and pulpwood. In 1976, sawlog stumpage accounted for 44 per-

cent of all hardwood stuxnpage removals while pulpwood stumpage

accounted for 35 percent. Fuelwood accounted for 14 percent of

stumpage removals in 1976. Other types of hardwood stumpage made

up seven percent of total removals tU.S. Forest Service, 19781.

Forecasts of removals and prices were developed for hardwood

sawlog stumpage. A separate study of hardwood and softwood pulp-

wood markets was conducted as part of the 1980 Timber Assessment

[Adams and Haynes, 19801. Other types of hardwood stumpage were

not studied due to their small share of total removals.

Five regions of the United States were recognized: Northeast

(NE), North Central (NC), Southeast (SE), South Central (SC), and

the West (W). The geographical boundaries of these regions are

shown in Figure 1.

Removals of hardwood stumpage are concentrated in the four

eastern regions. The NE and NC regions accounted for 18 and 28 per-

cent, respectively, of total hardwood stumpage removals in 1976.

The SE made up 22 percent, while the SC accounted for 29 percent.

Hardwood stumpage removals in the West were only three percent of

total removals [U.S. Forest Service, 1978].

Forecasts of removals and prices of hardwood sawlog stumpage

were developed for each of the four eastern regions. The market

for sawlog stuinpage in the West was not studied due to its small

share of total removals.

Four ownership classes were recognized in the study: national

forest, other government, forest industry, and nonindustrial

private. In the four eastern regions, the nonindustrial private

ownership is the major producer of hardwood stumpage, with forest

industry second. In 1976, the nonindustrial private ownership ac-

counted for 78 percent of hardwood stumpage removals in the four

eastern regions with forest industry removals making up 14 percent.

The two public ownerships accounted for eight percent of total
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removals [U.S. Forest Service, 1978].

Forecasts for sawlog stumpage removals were developed for the

forest industry and nonindustrial private ownerships in each of

the four eastern regions. National forest and other government

sawlog stumpage removals were not studied due to their small share

of total removals.

Hardwood Lumber Market

Hardwood lumber production is concentrated in the four eastern

regions. In 1976, the NE and NC accounted for 22 and 29 percent,

respectively, of hardwood lumber production. The SE made up 20

percent while the SC accounted for 26 percent. Hardwood lumber

production in the West was only three percent of total production

in 1976 [U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1960-1976].

Forecasts of hardwood lumber production were developed for each

of the four eastern regions. Lumber consumption and price fore-

casts were made at the national level. Lumber production in the

West was not studied because of its small share of total production.

Four end-use industries which consume hardwood lumber were

recognized: manufacturing, shipping, residential construction, and

nonresidential construction. The manufacturing and shipping indus-

tries are the major consumers of hardwood lumber. In 1970, manu-

facturing made up 31 percent of U.S. hardwood lumber consumption

while shipping accounted for 40 percent. Nonresidential construc-

tion accounted for 20 percent of U.S. consumption. Residential

construction made up nine percent of total consumption [Phelps,

19761.

Forecasts of lumber consumption were developed for all four

end-use industries. The decision to study residential construc-

tion was based on the trend in its market share over time. Al-

though residential construction accounted for only nine percent of
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total consumption in 1970, its share had been 22 percent eight years

earlier [Phelps, 1976].

Objective

The objective of the study was to forecast consumption, produc-

tion, and prices of hardwood lumber, and removals and prices of

hardwood sawlog stuxnpage to the year 2030.

Methodology

Forecasts were made using two annual econometric models of hard-

wood lumber and sawlog stumpage markets. The Assessment Model was

developed to forecast consumption, production, and prices of hard-

wood lumber, and removals and prices of sawlog stumpage for the 1980

Timber Assessment. The End-Use Demand Model was constructed to fore-

cast hardwood lumber consumption by end-use industry, in addition to

the forecasts made by the Assessment Model.

Each econometric model consisted of behavioral relationships

which explain consumption, production, aiid removals as a function of

price and other explanatory variables. In the Assessment Model,

the lumber market was modeled using a demand equation for national

consumption and four regional supply equations. The sawlog stump-

age sector consisted of four regional markets, each with a demand

equation for regional consumption and two supply equations for re-

movals from forest industry and nonindustrial private ownerships.

The End-Use Demand Model differed from the Assessment Model in

that the demand equation for national lumber consumption was re-

placed by four demand equations representing national lumber con-

sumption by end-use industry. In both models, the TRAS inventory

projection system was used to forecast hardwood sawtirnber inventory

[Larson and Goforth, 1974].
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Forecasts from both the Assessment Model and the End-Use De-

mand Model were developed to compare two methods for forecasting

hardwood lumber consumption. In the Assessment Model, a lumber

demand relationship was constructed using a base price and con-

sumption forecast and an estimate of the price elasticity of

lumber demand [Adams and Haynes, 1980]. Base lumber prices were

computed to represent a continuation of historical trends. Base

lumber consumption was constructed using the forecast of base

prices, along with forecasts of industry activity and use factors

for hardwood lumber end-use industries.

Use factors express lumber consumption per unit of activity

in hardwood lumber end-use industries. Use factors are largely

influenced by changes in lumber prices relative to prices for

substitute materials.

In the End-Use Demand Model, lumber demand relationships

for each of the four end-use industries were estimated using

econometric techniques. In these relationships, lumber end-use

factors were a function of lumber price and substitute prices.

Forecasts of lumber consumption were developed using these

use factor forecasts and forecasts of industry activity.

The structure of both the Assessment Model and the End-Use

Demand Model incorporated several important market linkages. A two-

way directional linkage was established between hardwood lumber and

sawlog stumpage markets, with sawlog stumpage price used to deter-

mine lumber production in each region, and lumber production used

to determine sawlog stumpage consumption. Regional markets were

linked, with national lumber price used to determine regional lumber

production. Sawtimber inventory and sawlog stumpage removals were

also linked, with sawlog stumpage removals a function of sawtimber

inventory. Sawlog stumpage removals were then used in TRAS to up-

date sawtimber inventory. Finally, the End-Use Demand Model in-

corporated a linkage between end-use industries, with national
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lumber price used to determine lumber consumption in each end-use

industry.

Ordinary least squares and two-stage least squares were used

to estimate the behavioral equations in both models. annual data

for the time period 1960 to 1976 were used in the estimation pro-

cesses. Hardwood sawlog stumpage price data were not available be-

fore 1960, precluding the use of a longer sample period.

Forecasts of production, consumption, and prices of hardwood

lumber, and removals and prices of sawlog stumpage were-made in

both models by solving the estimated equations using predeter-

mined forecasts of the other explanatory variables. The vari-

ables to be forecast, production, consumption, and prices, are

referred to as endogenous variables. The other explanatory

variables, for which predetermined forecasts are made, are re-

ferred to as exogenous variables.

Related Studies

Previous studies can be classified into three groups: gap,

single market, and multiple market models. The following discussion

is limited to models capable of projecting consumption, production

and prices. In particular, hardwood market studies which have ex-

amined regional trade flows, such as Holland and Judge [1963] and

Davis, Lyons, and Burchart [1972], are not considered.

Gap Models

In gap models, forecasts of production and consumption are

made using a predetermined forecast of prices. The resulting "gap"

between production and consumption is then examined. If consump-

tion is forecasted to be greater than production, then prices will

exceed their predetermined level. If the opposite holds, then
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prices will be lower than their forecasted level. Studies which

have used the gap model to examine hardwood markets include "Timber

Resources for Zmerica's Future" [USDA Forest Service, 19581, "Timber

trends in the United States" [USDA Forest Service, 1965], and "The

Outlook for Timber in the United States" [USDA Forest Service,

1973].

In the "Timber Outlook" report, national projections of hard-

wood consumption and production were made to the year 2000. Con-

sumption projections were developed for hardwood lumber, plywood,

pulpwood, miscellaneous products, and fuelwood in equivalent volumes

of hardwood stumpage. Three sets of consumption projections were

made, based on the following price assumptions: 1970 relative

prices, rising relative prices, and relative prices above the 1970

level. Projections of removals for hardwood stumpage were developed

by geographical region assuming 1970 levels of forest management and

1970 relative prices. Consumption and production projections were

then aggregated to the national level. The study found that pro-

jected hardwood stumpage removals would exceed all three consump-

tion projections. This implied that future prices would be lower

than 1970 relative prices. The study concluded, however, that

prices for hardwood timber products may rise, since a major part

of the harvest has been concentrated on larger diameter trees Of

preferred species, for which removals have been close to or above

annual growth.

Single Market Models

Single market models consist of behavi,oral relationships which

are used to determine consumption, production, and prices. Statis-

tical methods are used to estimate the behavioral relationships.

The models are termed single market in that the market for only

one product is given full consideration.
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Single market models have been used by Gregory [1960, 19651 and

Dutrow [1971] to study hardwood markets. Gregory examined the

market for hardwood flooring using a supply, demand, and price

equation model. In Dutrow's work, a three-equation model of the

cottonwood stuinpage market was developed. McKillop and Adams [1972]

comment on the behavioral relationships and estimation techniques

used in Dutrow' s study.

Multiple Market Models

In multiple market models, a two-way directional linkage is

established between two or more markets. Specifically, these models

allow the price or consumption for one product to directly affect

the price or production for another product and vice versa. As

used to examine forest products markets, these models have linked

stumpage and log markets to lumber and plywood markets. As with

single market models, behavioral relationships which explain con-

sumption, production, and price are estimated using time series

data. The application of multiple market models has been limited

to examinations of softwood timber markets. Studies which have used

this modeling approach include Adams and Blackwell [1973], Adams

[1974], Robinson [1974], Adams [19771, and Adams and Haynes [19801.

Adams and Blackwell developed a model of the United States

forest products industry. In their model, log and end-product

markets were linked together using lumber and plywood production

and log prices. End-product production was used to determine log

consumption. Log prices were used to determine lumber and ply-

wood prices.

Adams [1974] developed a model of the forest products industry

in the Douglas-fir Region. Market linkages were established via

prices. In addition, a log inventory relationship was specified

which linked end-product markets to stumpage markets.
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In both Adams and Blackwell [1973] and Adams [1974], log

prices were determined for specific end-product markets. Adams and

Blackwell estimated prices for sawlogs and veneer logs, which are

factor prices in lumber and plywood production, respectively. In

Adams' study, log prices were determined for the export market.

The studies conducted by Robinson [1974], Adams [1977], and

Adams and Haynes [1980] differ from the previously discussed studies

in that stumpage and end-product markets are examined for two or

more geographic areas or regions in the United States. In addi-

tion to linkages between stumpage and end-product markets, these

models established linkages between regional end-product markets.

RobinSon [1974] modeled lumber and stuinpage markets in the

Douglas-fir and Southern Pine regions. Stumpage price and lumber

production were used to link Douglas-fir lumber and stuinpage

markets. Stuxnpage price was used to determine lumber production.

Lumber production, in turn, was used to determine stumpage consump-

tion. For the Southern pine region, a one-way directional linkage

was established, with lumber price a function of stumpage price.

The linkage between the two regional markets was also in one

direction, with Douglas-fir lumber demand a function of Southern

Pine lumber price.

Adams [1977] examined the markets for lumber, plywood, and

stumpage for three regions: Western Coastal, Western Pine, and

Southern Pine. Linkages between end-product and stumpage markets

were similar to the Douglas-fir sector of Robinson's model, with

lumber and plywood production a function of stumpage price and end-

product production, in turn, used to determine stumpage consumption,

which assumes factors of production are used in fixed proportions.

In end-product markets, behavioral relationships were estimated

which determined national consumption and price, and regional pro-

duction. Linkages between regional markets were established, with

regional lumber and plywood production a function of national

lumber and plywood price, respectively. Regional stumpage markets
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were therefore linked through regional end-product production.

Adams [19771 model has two features not found in previouS

multiple product models. First, a two-way directional linkage was

established between timber inventory and stumpage removals. Timber

inventory was used to explain stumpage removals. Stumpage removals

were then used to update timber inventory using the TRAS inventory

projection system [Larson and Goforth, 19741. Second, lumber and

plywood conversion factors were used to convert end-product pro-

duction into stumpage consumption.

Adams and HayneS [19801 developed a model of North American

lumber, plywood, and stumpage markets involving six geographic

demand regions and nine supply regions. In structure, it differs

from Adams [19771 in that regional linkages involved lumber and

plywood consumption as well as production. End-product supply and

demand regions were linked via transportation costs and end-

product shipments. Other market linkages were similar to those

in Adams [19771.

Justification

Objective

Forecasts of consumption, production, and prices of hardwood

lumber, and removals and prices of sawlog stumpage are needed in

investment analysis and in the formulation of government policy.

An important problem facing both the public and private sector

is the allocation of investment dollars to such projects as the

purchase of hardwood forest land and timber, silvicultural treat-

ments such as planting, fertilizing, and thinning, and the pur-

chase of hardwood logging and sawmill equipment. A related prob-

lem is that of timing hardwood timber harvest operations; whether
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to harvest today or in the future. Knowledge of future hardwood

prices is a necessary part of the decision-making process.

In the public sector, government officials are concerned with

such issues as the adequacy of future hardwood timber supplies and

the health of hardwood timber-using industries in the future. If

necessary, government programs can be implemented which are de-

signed to improve the prospects for hardwood lumber and sawlog

stumpage markets. Forecasts of consumption, production, and prices

provides an assessment of future market conditions.

The long-time period for which forecasts were developed, to the

year 2030, is necessary for both investment analysis and the formu-

lation of government policy. The time period required to grow and

harvest a stand of hardwood timber is a minimum of 40.years, with

some species requiring longer time periods. Investment and policy

decisions taken today will show results several decades in the

future.

Methodology

The two models developed in this study to forecast consumption,

production, and prices of hardwood lumber, and removals and prices

of sawlog stumpage were multiple market models. Previously, only

single market models have been developed for hardwood timber mar-

kets. The Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model both

established a two-way directional linkage between lumber and saw-

log stumpage markets. The linkage was similar to the Douglas-fir

sector of the model developed by Robinson [1974]. Sawlog stumpage

prices were used to determine lumber production. Lumber production,

in turn, was used to determine sawlog stumpage consumption.

The Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model have two

advantages over the gap model as used in the "Timber Outlook" re-

port [USDA, Forest Service, 19731. First, in both the Assessment
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Model and the End-Use Demand Model, the magnitude and direction

of future prices were projected for lumber and sawlog stuxnpage.

Using the gap model, it is only possible to predict whether future

stumpage prices would increase or decrease from assumed price

levels. The magnitude of the increase or decrease in stuinpage

prices cannot be determined.

Second, regional projections were developed for lumber and

sawlog stumpage using both models. In particular, sawlog stuinpage

removals and price, and lumber production projections were made for

the four eastern regions (see Fig. 1). The "Timber Outlook" report

only developed regional projections for stuxnpage removals.

As compared to single market models, the Assessment Model and

the End-Use Demand Model offered the advantage of linkages between

market levels. This two-way directional linkage assured consis-

tency between lumber and sawlog stumpage market forecasts.

Linkages were also established between regional markets in

both models. These linkages were identical to Adams' [19771 model,

with a national lumber price used to determine regional lumber

production. Each regional sawlog stumpage market was therefore

linked to the other sawlog stumpage markets through regional

lumber production. Previous studies which have not incorporated

such a linkage (e.g., U.S. Forest Service [1973]) may not have

accounted for shifts in regional market shares in lumber produc-

tion and stumpage removals resulting from relative changes in

regional stumpage prices.

Following Adams and Blackwell [1973] and Adams [1974], end-

product and stuinpage prices were specified such that stumpage price

represented the "wood cost" of end-product production. In both

the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model, stuinpage prices

represent the price for sawlog stuinpage, which is used only in the

production of lumber. Other multi-market studies have used an

average stuinpage price, which includes sawlog, veneer log,
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pulpwood, and other types of stumpage to explain end-product pro-

duction (e.g., Robinson [1974]; Adams [19771). Average stumpage

prices may not accurately reflect "wood costs" in the case of

hardwood lumber.

Another feature of both models was the two-way directional

linkage between hardwood timber inventory and stuinpage removals.

The approach used was similar to that used in Adams [1977], with

the TRAS inventory projection system [Larson and Goforth, 19741

used to project timber inventory. Timber inventory was updated

each period using TRAS and stumpage removals. Sawlog stumpage re-

movals were a function of timber inventory last period. Without

such a linkage, forecasts of stumpage removals might be so large

as to exhaust future levels of timber inventory.

Following Adams [1977), lumber recovery factors were used to

convert lumber production into sawlog stumpage consumption. These

factors describe the amount of sawlog stumpage needed to produce a

given quantity of lumber. Without recovery factors, there would be

no assurance that forecasts of lumber production would be consis-

tent with forecasts of sawlog stumpage removals.

The End-Use Demand Model developed forecasts of hard-

wood lumber consumption by end-use industry. These end-use

industries were manufacturing, shipping, residential construction,

and nonresidential construction. Linkages existed between end-use

markets, with national lumber price used to explain lumber con-

sumption in each end-use industry. This linkage ensured that

changes in lumber usage in one industry would directly impact

lumber usage in the other industries.

The principal advantage of the End-Use Demand Model over the

Assessment Model was that forecasts of lumber consumption were

directly related to forecasts of use factors and industry activity.

Use factor forecasts, in turn, were directly affected by relative

price changes in hardwood lumber and substitute materials over the

forecast period.
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In the Assessment Model, base lumber consumption was also

forecast using hardwood lumber use factors and activity measures

by end-use industry. This forecast of base lumber consumption was

used to construct the lumber demand equation in the Assessment

Model. Forecasts of lumber consumption were then developed using

this equation. As a result, the Assessment Model forecast was

different from the base forecast of lumber consumption.

The major problem with this approach is that the information

used to construct the base forecast was not applicable to the

forecast of lumber consumption in the Assessment Model. That is

since the model's forecast of lumber consumption was different,

there is no way to determine the industries in which lumber con-

sumption changed relative to the base forecast. As a result, there

was no direct linkage between the use factors and industry activity

measures in the base forecast and the Assessment Model's forecast

of lumber consumption.

The approach used in the Assessment Model was adopted so that

forecasts of lumber consumption would be consistent with base

lumber consumption forecasts developed by the U.S. Forest Service

for the 1980 Timber Assessment. The use of base price and con-

sumption to construct lumber demand equations represents a transi-

tional stage between gap model forecasts and econometric fore-

casts, such as those developed using the End-Use Demand Model.



CHAPTER II

HARDWOOD FORESTS AND MARKETS

The objective of this study was to forecast consumption, pro-

duction, and prices of hardwood lumber, and removals and prices for

sawlog stumpage. This chapter describes the hardwood forest re-

source, two products derived from that resource, hardwood lumber

and sawlog stumpage, and the markets in which these products are

traded.

The Hardwood Forest Resource

16

Five regions of the United States were recognized: Northeast

(NE), North Central (NC), Southeast (SE), South Central (SC), and

West (W). The geographical boundaries of these regions are shown

in Figure 1. Four ownership classes were recognized. These are

national forest, other government, forest industry, and nonindus-

trial private.

Area of Commercial Timberland

Table 1 shows the area of commercial timberland in the United

States by ownership and region. In the four eastern regions, non-

industrial private was the major owner class, accounting for 71

percent of commercial timberland acreage in 1977. Forest industry

made up 15 percent in these four regions. In the West, the national

forest ownership controlled the largest acreage of commercial

timberland in 1977.

The area of commercial timberland in the United States by

forest type and region is shown in Table 2. The four eastern

regions are largely composed of hardwood forest types. In the NE



TABLE 1. Area of commercial timberland in the United States, by ownership and region, 1977.

Forest Statistics of the United States, 1977.
l33p. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D.C.

National
Forest

Other
Government

Million Acres

Private
All

Owners

Forest Nonindustrial
Industry

Northeast 2.1 5.8 12.7 58.6 79.2

North Central 8.1 15.4 5.0 63,1 91.6

Southeast 4.8 3.6 15.5 63.9 87.8

South Central 6.1 3.2 20.3 71.0 100.6

West 67.9 19.6 14.5 26.5 128.5

Total U.S. 89.0 47.6 68.0 283.1 487.7

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978.



TABLE 2. Area of commercial timberland in the United States, by forest type and region, 1977.

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978.
Forest Statistics of the United States,
1977. l33p. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

Hardwood

Ml1ion Acres

TotalSoftwood Non-stocked

Northeast 57.5 19.6 2.1 79.2

North Central 73.2 14.1 4.3 91.6

Southeast 48.6 35.0 4.2 87.8

South Central 70.6 29.0 1.0 100.6

West 15.0 107.1 6.4 128.5

Total U.S. 264.9 204.8 18.0 487.7
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and NC, hardwood forest types made up 73 and 80 percent, respectively,

of the commercial timberland acreage in 1977. In the SC region, 70

percent of the acreage was in hardwood forest types. The SE region,

however, had only 55 percent of its commercial timberland area in

hardwood forest types in 1977. The West, on the other hand, was

largely composed of softwood forest types.

Table 3 shows the area of commercial timberland for the four

eastern U.S. regions by hardwood and softwood forest type for the

years 1962, 1970 and 1976. Oak-hickory was the dominant hardwood

forest type, accounting for almost 45 percent of hardwood commercial

timberland acres in 1977. The area of commercial timberland in

softwood forest types was greatest in loblolly-shortleaf pine.

The area of commercial timberland has declined for both hard-

woods and softwoods as a result of clearing forest land for agricul-

tural and urban development. An increase in hardwood acreage occurred

in the oak-pine forest type, which rose 28 percent or nearly eight

million acres between 1962 and 1977. This increase is due to in-

adequate pine regeneration following timber harvest by nonindustrial

private owners in the SE and SC regions, which has converted pine

stands to oak-pine [Williston, 19791. Counter to this trend was a

decline of 29 percent in oak-gum-cypress acres. This decline is due

to the clearing of hardwood delta forest land in the SC region to

grow agricultural crops, chiefly soybeans [Sternitzke, 19761.

With the exception of the oak-hickory forest type, the area of

commercial timberland f or each hardwood forest type is largely in

either the NE and NC regions or the SE and SC regions (Table 4).

Oak-pine and oak-gum-cypress are SE and SC forest types while maple-

beech-birch, elm-ash-cottonwood, and aspen-birch are NE and NC

forest types. Oak-hickory was the largest forest type in area of

commercial timberland, in all four eastern regions in 1977, ranging

from 35 percent in the NE region to over 50 percent in the SE region.



TABLE 3. Area of commercial timberland in the Eastern United States, by hardwood and softwood

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1965.
For. Resource Rep. 17, 235
Washington, D.C.

U.S. Forest Service, 1973.
States. For. Resource Rep
culture, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Forest Service, 1978.
States, 1977, l33p. U.S.

ton, D.C.

Timber trends in the United States.
p. U.S. Department of Agriculture,

The outlook for timber in the United
20, 367p. U.S. Department of Agri-

Forest statistics of the United
Department of Agriculture, Washing-

forest type, 1962, 1970, and 1977.

Forest Type 1962

Million Acres

19771970

Oak- hickory 116.0 111.9 110.8
Oak-pine 26.9 35.0 34.5
Maple-beech-birch 33.3 31.1 32.9
Oak-gum-cypress 37.8 30.6 26.9
Elm-ash- cottonwood 20.4 24.7 25.2
Aspen-birch 23.7 20.5 19.6

Total Hardwood 258.1 253.9 249.9

Loblolly-shortleaf pine 58.0 52.8 50.0
Longleaf-slash pine 26.0 18.3 16.8

Spruce-fir 19.6 18.9 17.6
White-red-jack pine 11.1 12.1 11.8

Total Softwood 114.7 102.2 96.2



TABLE 4. Area of commercial timberland in the eastern United States, by hardwood forest type
and region, 1977.

U.S.

Million Acres

Oak Oak Maple Oak Gum Elm Ash Aspen
Hickory Pine Beech Birch Cypress Cottonwood Birch Total

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics
of the United States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Northeast 20.2 2.0 19.2 0.4 10.9 4.8 57.5

North Central 31.6 2.1 13.3 0.4 11.0 14.8 73.2

Southeast 24.7 11.9 0.3 10.1 1.6 0 48.6

South Central 34.3 18.5 0.1 16.0 1.7 0 70.6

Total Eastern 110.8 34.5 32.9 26.9 25.2 19.6 249.9



Growing Stock and Sawtimber Inventory

The inventory of hardwood timber is measured in two ways:

sawtimber inventory and growing stock inventory. Sawtimber in-

ventory measures log volume in board feet of sawtixnber trees. This

log portion must meet certain minimum standards for length, diameter,

and freedom from defect. Growing stock inventory is a measure of

the main stem volume (from the stump to a four-inch diameter top)

in cubic feet of trees at least five inches in diameter at breast

height.

Table 5 shows hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventories

in the United States by region. Growing stock and sawtimber inven-

tories were nearly the same in each of the four eastern regions,

each accounting for 20 to 26 percent of total inventories in 1977.

Hardwood timber inventories in the West were less than 10 percent of

the total.

Tables 6 through 9 describe hardwood growing stock and saw-

timber inventories by region and ownership for the years 1962, 1970

and 1977. In 1977, the nonindustrial private ownership accounted

for 70 to 76 percent of sawtimber and growing stock inventories in

the four eastern regions. Forest industry's share ranged from

six to 20 percent of sawtimber and growing stock inventories.

Hardwood growing stock and sawtiniber inventories have in-

creased in all ownerships and regions from 1962 to 1977.

For all ownerships, growing stock inventory increases ranged

from nine billion cubic feet in the SC region to nearly 15

billion cubic feet in the NE region. Sawtimber inventories showed

a similar trend, with increases of 24-30 billion board feet in the

four eastern regions.

The increase in hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inven-

tories is due to several factors. Demand for hardwood timber pro-

ducts has increased only slightly from 1962 to 1977. During this

22
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Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest
statistics of the United States, 1977,

133p. U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.

TABLE 5. Hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventory in the
United States, by region, 1977

Region

Growing Stock

Billion cubic feet

Sawtimber

Billion board feet

Northeast 67 117

North Central 61 146

Southeast 52 136

South Central 53 138

West 22 57

Total U.S. 255 594



TABLE 6. Hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventory in the Northeast region, by ownership,
1962, 1970, and 1977.

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the
United States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C.

Year
National
Forest

Other
Government

Forest
Industry

Nonindustrial
Private Total

Growing Stock (billion cubic feet)

1962 2.6 4.8 5.5 39.9 52.8
1970 3.0 5.7 6.8 44.8 60.3
1977 3.7 6.5 7.6 49.5 67.3

Sawtimber (billion board feet)

1962 5.0 7.3 10.0 70.5 92.8
1970 5.8 8.5 12.9 77.3 104.5
1977 7.4 10.0 14.8 84.3 116.6



TABLE 7. Hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventory in the North Central region by ownership,
1962, 1970, and 1977.

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the
United States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

Year
National
Forest

Other
Government

Forest
Industry

Nonindustrial
Private Total

Growing Stock (billion cubic feet)

1962 3.9 7.0 2.9 36.4 50.2

1970 4.5 8.0 3.4 40.0 55.9
1977 4.9 9.0 37 43.6 61.2

Sawtimber (billion board feet)

1962 5.8 12.4 7.2 94.0 119.4
1970 7.1 15.0 8.5 101.6 132.2
1977 8.9 17.2 9.4 110.4 145.9



TABLE 8. Hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventory in the Southeast region, by ownership,
1962, 1970, and 1977

Growing Stock (billion cubic feet)

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the
United States, 1977, 133p. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

1962 2.9 1.0 5.5 31.4 40..8

1970 3.4 1.3 6.4 35.1 46.2
1977 4.0 1.6 6.8 40.0 52.4

Sawtimber (billion board feet)

1962 7.8 2.6 14.8 80.5 105.7
1970 9.4 3.6 17.0 90.5 120.5
1977 11.0 4.1 18.0 102.4 135.5

National Other Forest Nonindustrial
Year Forest Government Industry Private Total



TABLE 9. Hardwood growing stock and sawtimber inventory in the South Central region, by ownership,
1962, 1970, and 1977

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest Statistics of the
United States, 1977, 133p. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

Year
National
Forest

Other
Government

Forest
Industry

Nonindustrial
Private Total

Growing Stock (billion cubic feet)

1962 2.3 1.5 7.6 32.2 43.6
1970 2.5 1.8 7.8 33.6 45.7
1977 3.0 2.2 9.6 37.7 52.5

Sawtimber (billion board feet)

1962 6.0 4.5 19.1 84.1 113.7
1970 6.0 5.3 22.4 84.6 118.3
1977 7.6 6.7 27.5 96.4 138.2
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same period, hardwood stands have become established on cutover

lands and abandoned crop land, especially in the NC and SC regions.

Hardwood species have also become established in existing stands

as a result of selective logging practices which remove only large

diameter trees.

Oak, gum, maple, and yellow poplar are the major species in

terms of hardwood sawtiniber inventory in each of the four eastern

regions (Table 10). In the NE and NC regions, these four species

accounted for 67 and 46 percent, respectively, of total inventories

in 1977. In the SE and SC, 83 and 74 percent, respectively, of hard-

wood sawtiniber inventory was in oak, gum, maple, and yellow poplar.

Oak is the most important species in all four regions. Maple

ranks second in the NE and NC regions, while gum is second in the

SE and SC. Yellow poplar sawtimber inventories are significant in

the SE region. Highly preferred species, such as black cherry and

black walnut, make up only a small portion of hardwood sawtimber in-

ventories.

Table 11 describes hardwood sawtirnber inventories by species

in the four eastern regions for the years 1962, 1970, and 1977.

Hardwood sawtintber inventories have increased almost 25 percent

from 1962 to 1977. The major species--oak, gum, maple, and yellow

poplar--increased by 33 percent over this same period. The reasons

for this increase include low demand levels for hardwood timber and

the establishment of hardwood species on bare ground and in existing

stands. Highly preferred species, such as black walnut, have de-

clined in sawtimber inventory from 1962 to 1977. Demand for saw-

timber size material in these species is very strong.

Although hardwood timber inventories have been increasing,

there is concern that tree quality and tree size have deteriorated



Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of
the United States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

TABLE 10. Hardwood sawtimber inventory by species and region, 1977

Billion Board Feet

Species Northeast North Central Southeast South Central

Oak 43.2 55.4 57.1 67.9

Gum 1.5 1.4 30.6 25.9

Maple 27.1 20.7 7.3 2.1

Yellow poplar 6.4 4.4 17.6 5.7

Hickory 3.9 7.9 8.4 13.6

Cottonwood-aspen 2.0 16.5 0.3 2.2

Black cherry 5.6 0.8 0.2 0.3

Black walnut 0.3 1.3 0.3 0.3

Other 26.7 37.5 13.8 20.2

Total 116.6 145.9 135.5 138.2
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Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1965. Timber trends

in the United States. For. Resource Rep.

17, 235p. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Forest Service, 1973. The outlook
for timber in the United States. For.

Resource Rep. 20, 367p. U.S. Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statis-
tics of the United States, 1977, li3p. U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

TABLE 11. Hardwood sawtimber inventory by
States, 1962, 1970, and 1977

species, eastern United

Billion Board Feet

Species 1962 1970 1977

Oak 163.0 184.8 223.6

Gum 51.7 51.8 59.4

Maple 44.9 49.6 57.2

Yellow poplar 21.2 25.1 34.1

Hickory 28.5 30.9 33.8

Cottonwood-aspen 11.3 16.8 21.0

Black walnut 3.0 2.5 2.2

Other 106.9 98.3 104.9

Total 430.5 459.8 536.2
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over this period as a result of concentrating removals on large

diameter trees. Knight and Hilmon [1978] have examined tree size

and tree quality for hardwoods. With respect to tree quality, they

found the percent of hardwood sawtimber inventory in grade one

logs in the four eastern U.S. regions increased from 11 percent to

13 percent from 1963 to 1977. The percent of hardwood sawtixnber

inventory in grade 2 logs has increased from 18 percent to 21 per-

cent over this same period. Tree size has fallen only slightly,

with the percent of hardwood sawtimber inventory in trees 15 inches

in diameter at breast height or larger, declining from 55 percent

in 1963 to 54 percent in 1977. As noted earlier, hardwood sawtimber

inventories have increased almost 25 percent over this same period,

so that the inventory of large-diameter trees has increased between

1963 and 1977. Hardwood sawtimber inventories have decreased, how-

ever, for highly preferred species. Improvements in tree size and

tree quality have likely not occurred for species such as black

cherry and black walnut.

Stumpage Removals

Hardwood stumpage removals in 1976 were highest in the NC and

SC regions, accounting for 28 and 29 percent, respectively, of

total removals (Table 12). Removals in the SE were 22 percent

while the NE accounted for 18 percent of hardwood stuinpage re-

movals. In the West, removals were only three percent of U.S. re-

movals in 1976.

Tables 13 through 16 show hardwood stumpage removals by

region and ownership for the years 1962, 1970 and 1976. In all

four eastern regions, hardwood stuinpage removals are largest for

the nonindustrial private ownership. For 1976, the nonindustrial

private share ranged from 74 percent in the SC region to 81 percent

in the NC region. Forest industry share ranged from six percent in



TABLE 12. Hardwood stumpage removals in the United States, by
region, 1976

Million Cubic Feet

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest
statistics of the United States, 1977,

l33p. U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.
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Removals

Northeast 596

North Central 906

Southeast 733

South Central 959

West 103

Total U.S. 3297



TABLE 13. Hardwood stumpage removals in the Northeast region, by ownership, 1962, 1970, and
1976

Million Cubic Feet

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the United
States, 1977, 133p. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D.C.

1962 9 26 45 438 518

1970 15 28 69 448 560

1976 21 23 89 463 596

National Other Forest Nonindustrial
Year Forest Government Industry Private Total



TABLE 14. Hardwood stumpage removals in the North Central region, by ownership, 1962, 1970,
and 1976

Million Cubic Feet

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the
United States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Washington, D.C.

1962 34 51 41 685 811

1970 40 70 57 738 905

1976 43 72 55 736 906

National Other Forest Nonindustrial
Year Forest Government Industry Private Total



TABLE 15. Hardwood stumpage removals in the Southeast region, by ownership, 1962, 1970, and

1976

I'4illion Cubic Feet

Year
National
Forest

Other Forest
Government Industry

Nonindustrial
Private Total

1962 11 10 96 522 639

1970 17 19 108 566 710

1976 15 25 107 586 733

Source: U.S. Forest Service,
United States, 1977,
culture, Washington,

1978.

l33p.

D.C.

Forest statistics of the
U.S. Department of Agri-



TABLE 16. Hardwood stumpage removals in the South Central region, by ownership, 1962, 1970, and
1976

Million Cubic Feet

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest statistics of the United
States, 1977, l33p. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washing-
ton, D.C.

1962 29 22 227 729 1009

1970 32 30 213 848 1123

1976 18 43 184 712 959

National Other Forest Nonindustrial

Year Forest Government Industry Private Total



2Sawlog stumpage is used in the production of lumber.
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the NC region to 19 percent in the SC region.
Hardwood stumpage removals have increased in each region ex-

cept the SC, over the period 1962 to 1976. In the NE and NC, re-
movals increased by 15 and 12 percent, respectively. In the SE
region, removals increased by 15 percent. Nonindustrial private
contributed the most to the increases in the NC and SC, while
forest industry was the major contributor in the NE. In the SC
region, hardwood stuxnpage removals declined by five percent,
with forest industry contributing significantly to the decline.

The decline in hardwood stumpage removals in the SC region is
attributable in part to the decline in hardwood lumber used as
flooring over this time period, resulting in a decline in sawlog
stumpage removals. Sawlog stumpage removals in the other regions
remained constant or increased as lumber consumption in the manu-
facturing and shipping industries increased. Pulpwood stumpage re-

movals increased over this time period in all regions [U.S. Forest
Service, 19781.

Hardwood Sawlog Stumpage Market

Sawlog Stumpage Removals

The most important types of hardwood stumpage are sawlog and
pulpwood (Table 17). Sawlog stumpage accounted for 44 percent of
all hardwood stumpage removals in 1976 with pulpwood stumpage making
up 35 percent. Fuelwood accounted for 14 percent of hardwood stump-
age removals, while all other removals together accounted for seven
percent.

Sawlog and pulpwood stuxnpage are equally important in the SE
and SC regions. In these regions, sawlog stuxnpage2 accounted for
39 percent of total removals in 1976, while pulpwood stuxnpage made



TABLE 17. Hardwood stumpage removals in the United States, by

product, 1976

Source: U.S. Forest Service, 1978. Forest
statistics of the United States, 1977,

133p. U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.
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Million Cubic Feet

Product Removals

Sawlogs 1432

Veneer logs 101

pulpwood 1155

Miscellaneous products 139

Fuelwood 470

All products 3297
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up 40 percent. In the NE and NC regions, sawlog stumpage was the

major type of hardwood stumpage, accounting for 46 percent of total

removals. Pulpwood stumpage removals in these two regions accounted

for 30 percent of total removals in 1976 [U.S. Forest Service, 1978].

Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals in the four eastern regions

for 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1976 are shown in Table 18. In the NE

and NC regions, sawlog stumpage removals increased by 27 and 15

percent, respectively, from 1960 to 1976. Removals were nearly

unchanged in the SE region, while in the SC region removals de-

clined by 22 percent.

The decline in sawlog stumpage removals in the SC region is due

to the decline in hardwood flooring production in this region. In

the SE region, declines in hardwood flooring were offset by in-

creases in hardwood lumber production for use in furniture.

In the NE and NC regions, increases in sawlog stuinpage removals

were primarily due to the increase in hardwood lumber production

for use in pallets.

Imports and Exports of Logs

Hardwood log imports and exports accounted for less than one

percent of total hardwood stuinpage removals in 1976. Imports have

fallen dramatically as logs from Southeast Asia, which are used pri-

marily in hardwood plywood production, have been replaced by imports

of hardwood plywood from Japan and Korea (Table 19). Exports of

hardwood logs have increased by 68 percent from 1960 to 1976. Log

shipments from Maine to eastern Canada for use in furniture produc-

tion accounted for much of this increase.

Table 20 shows hardwood log imports by major species and coun-

tries. Birch and maple log imports from Canada accounted for most

of the log import volume in 1976. Exports of hardwood logs were

largely oak and maple, with Canada and West Germany the primary

importing countries (Table 21).



TABLE 18. Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals by region, 1960,
1965, 1970, and 1976

Million Cubic Feet

(See Appendix A for source notes.)
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Year NE NC SE SC

1960 184 253 207 345

1965 228 303 259 387

1970 232 313 252 328

1976 233 298 212 270



TABLE 19. Imports and exports of hardwood logs, 1960, 1965,
1970, and 1976

Million Board Feet, Log Scale

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the
ports-commodity by
U. S. Department of
ington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of the
ports-commodity by
U.S. Department of
ington, D.C.

Census. U.S. im-
country. FT 135.
Commerce, Wash-

Census. U.S. ex-
country. FT 410.
Commerce, Wash-
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Year Imports Exports

1960 80.2 56.0

1965 54.6 81.4

1970 37.9 68.9

1976 14.2 94.3



Million Board Feet, Log Scale, Scribner

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. im-
ports-commodity by country. FT 135.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C.
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TABLE 20. Hardwood log imports, by species and by countries with
largest exports to the U.S., 1976

Species Imports
Percent of Total

U.S. Imports

Birch and maple 8.7 61

Mahogany 1.2 8

Philippine mahogany or lauan 0.6 4

Country

Canada 10.7 75

Ivory Coast 0.8 6

Philippines 0.6 4



Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S.

exports-commodity of country.
FT 410. U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C.
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TABLE 21. Hardwood log exports, by species and by
largest imports from U.S., 1976

country with

Million Board Feet, Log Scale, Scribner

Species

Percent of Total
Exports U.S. Exports

Oak 30.9 33

Maple 13.7 15

Black walnut 7.4 8

Country

Canada 42.8 45

West Germany 22.0 23

Italy 5.7 6

Japan 5.1 5

Switzerland 4.9



Geographical Flows of Logs

Few studies are available which describe the movement of hard-

wood logs within the United States. The data that are available

indicate that most hardwood logs are not shipped great distances.

For instance, Bones and Lohr [1977] report that for the Western

Coalfield survey region in Kentucky,3 89 percent of hardwood sawlog

production in 1974 was retained in the survey region with 95 per-

cent retained in the state.

Sawlog Stumpage Prices

Figure 2 shows hardwood sawlog stumpage prices for the four

eastern regions for the years 1960-1976. The similarity between

prices in the NE-NC regions and the SE-SC regions is due to the

way in which sawlog stumpage prices in each region were developed

(see Appendix A). Sawlog stumpage prices for the SE and SC regions

on a trend basis do not appear to increase or decrease over this

period. In the NE and NC regions, sawlog stumpage prices on trend

appear to double, so that by the end of the period these prices

are approximately equal to the SE and SC prices.

The constant trend in SE and SC sawlog stumpage prices over

this time period is due in part to the decline in hardwood floor-

ing production, which was partially offset by increased lumber

production for use in the manufacturing industry. In the NE

and NC regions, the increase in trend for sawlog stumpage prices

is due primarily to the increase in hardwood lumber production

for use in pallets.

For the major hardwood species, sawlog stumpage prices do not

vary greatly. Prices in 1976 ranged from $15/MBF for hard maple to

44

3The Western Coalfield survey region was chosen because vir-
tually all sawlog stumpage removals were in hardwood species.
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FIGURE 2. Hardwood sawlog stunipage prices, by region, 1960-1976.
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$29/MBF for yellow poplar. Highly preferred species, such as black

cherry, command high prices as a result of the strong demand for

these species (Table 22).

Hardwood Lumber Market

Lumber Production

Table 23 shows hardwood lumber production by region for the

years 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1976. Production is highest in the NC

and SC, although production is at nearly the same level in each of

the four eastern regions, ranging from 20 to 29 percent of total

U.S. production in 1976. Production in the West accounted for only

three percent of total production.

Lumber production in the NE and NC increased by 27 and 18 per-

cent, respectively, from 1960 to 1976. In the SE region, produc-

tion increased only two percent, while SC lumber production fell

22 percent. The decline in hardwood flooring production is the

reason for the drop in lumber production in the SC region. In

the SE region, increases in lumber use in furniture were offset

by declines in hardwood flooring production. The rise in

lumber use for shipping pallets is responsible for the. increase in

hardwood lumber production in the NE and NC regions.

Hardwood lumber production by species for 1976 is shown in

Table 24. Four species--oak, maple, yellow poplar, and gum--are

the major species in terms of hardwood lumber production. These

four species together accounted for 76 percent of hardwood lumber

production in 1976.

Imports and Exports of Lumber

Table 25 shows hardwood lumber production, imports, exports,

and .apparent consumption for the years 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1976.



TABLE 22. Hardwood sawlog stumpage prices, by species, 1976

Dollars per Thousand Board Feet,

aDeflated by all commodity wholesale price index (1967 =
100.0).

Source: USDA Forest Service.
prices for sawtimber
National Forests, by
species and region.
D.C.

Stumpage
sold from
selected
Washington,
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Log Scale, Scribnera

Species

Aspen 8

Hard maple 15

White oak 20

Red oak 27

Yellow poplar 29

Black cherry 77



TABLE 23. Hardwood lumber production by region, 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1976

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and mill stocks.

Series MA-24T: Current Industrial Reports. U.S. Department of

Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Year Northeast Worth Central Southeast South Central West Total

1960 1140 1569 1284 2145 116 6254

1965 1417 1880 1608 2401 161 7467

1970 1441 1947 1568 2035 129 7120

1976 1446 1850 1315 1677 161 6449



TABLE 24. Hardwood lumber production, by species, 1976
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Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

aExcludes production in the West region.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber
production and mill stocks. Series

MA-24T: Current Industrial Reports.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington, D.C.

Species
Percent of Total

Productiona U.S. Productiona

Oak 2970 47

Maple 604 10

Yellow poplar 596 10

Gum 562 9

Cottonwood and aspen 309 5



TABLE 25. Hardwood lumber production, imports, exports, and apparent consumption, 1960, 1965,

1970, and 1976

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and mill stocks.

Series M!-24T: Current Industrial Reports. U.S. Department

of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. imports-commodity by country.

FT 135. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. exports-commodity by country.

FT 410. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Year Production Imports Exports
Apparent

Consumption

1960 6254 291 167 6378

1965 7467 334 140 7661

1970 7120 337 128 7329

1976 6449 288 240 6497



Imports and exports of hardwood lumber accounted for less than

five percent of total hardwood lumber production over this time

period. Imports were nearly doithle exports early in the period,

but by 1976 they were nearly equal. The increase in lumber ex-

ports was due to increased exports of oak to Canada. Apparent

consumption closely followed production over this time period.

Imports of hardwood lumber in 1976 were primarily birch-

maple from Canada (Table 26). Also important were imports of

tropical hardwoods from Brazil, Malaysia, and the Philippines.

Hardwood lumber exports were primarily red and white oaks shipped

to Canada, and to a lesser extent Europe (Table 27).

Lumber Inventories
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Table 28 shows hardwood lumber mill inventories in the U.S.

for the years 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1976. In 1976, lumber inven-

tories accounted for nearly 18 percent of total hardwood lumber pro-

duction. No trend in lumber inventories is apparent from 1960 to

1976.

Lumber Prices

Hardwood lumber prices for the years 1960 to 1976 are shown in

Figure 3. Prices have increased approximately 25 percent on a

trend basis over this time period. Non-stumpage production costs,

primarily labor, were increasing over this time period. The in-

crease is also due to rising sawlog stumpage prices in the NE and

NC regions. Stumpage prices in these two regions increased as a

result of rising lumber production for use in pallets.

Hardwood lumber prices by species are shown in Table 29. High-

iy preferred species such as black cherry are very high in price.

Prices for oak, gum, maple, and yellow poplar did not vary greatly,

ranging from $98/MBF for gum to $135/MEF for red oak in 1976.



Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. im-
ports-commodity by country. FT 135.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C.
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TABLE 26. Hardwood lumber imports, by species and
with largest exports to the U.S., 1976

by countries

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

of Total
Imports

Percent
Species Imports U.S.

Yellow birch and hard maple 70 24

Philippine mahogany or lauan 53 18

Mahogany 18 6

Country

Canada 83 29

Brazil 63 22

Malaysia 34 12

Philippines 27 9



TABLE 27. Hardwood lumber exports by species and by countries

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. ex-
ports-commodity by country. FT 410.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C.
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with largest imports from the U.S., 1976

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Species Exports
Percent of Total

U.S. Exports

Red and white oak 115 48

Beech, yellow birch, hard maple 16 7

Ash and hickory 12 5

Country

Canada 169 70

Netherlands 9 4

Belgium 9 4

West Germany 6 3



TABLE 28. Hardwood lumber mill inventories, 1960, 1965, 1970,
and 1976a

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

alnventories on hand as of December 31 of each year.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber
production and mill stocks. Series
MA-24T: Current Industrial Reports.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Wash-
ington, D.C.
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Year Mill Inventories

1960 1265

1965 1085

1970 1153

1976 1137
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FIGURE 3. Hardwood lumber prices, 1960-1976.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Wholesale prices and price indexes.
U.S. Department of Labor, Washing-
ton, D.C.

1975



TABLE 29. Hardwood lumber prices by species, 1976

aDeflated by all commodity wholesale price index.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Wholesale price and price indexes.
US. Department of Labor, Washing-
ton, D.C.
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Dollars per Thousand Board Feet,
Lumber Tally, 1967 Dollarsa

Species Price

Cottonwood 68

Gum 98

Yellow poplar 112

Maple 130

Red oak 134

Black cherry 311



Lumber End-Use Industries
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Four end-use industries which consume hardwood lumber were

recognized: manufacturing, shipping, residential construction,

and nonresidential construction.

In the manufacturing industry, furniture and other products

are made from hardwood lumber. The shipping industry uses hard-

wood lumber in the production of pallets, wooden containers, and

other shipping products. In residential construction, hardwood

lumber is used primarily as flooring. Nonresidential construction

includes hardwood flooring, railroad ties and other products made

from hardwood lumber.

Value of shipments in household furniture increased by 32 per-

cent from 1960 to 1976 (Table 30), closely following growth in the

overall economy during this time period. The SE region is the major

producer of wood household furniture, with 51 percent of the total

value of U.S. shipments in 1972 [U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976].

Household furniture accounted for 63 percent of all lumber

(softwood and hardwood) used in manufacturing industries in 1970

[U.S. Forest Service, 1973, p. 169]. The major hardwood species

used in furniture production are oak, gum, maple and yellow poplar

[Robinson, 1965]. Where appearance is important, such as in fine

wood furniture, only high grade hardwood lumber is utilized. Low

grade hardwood lumber is used where appearance is not important,

such as in upholstered furniture.

Hardwood dimension is hardwood lumber cut to specified thick-

ness, widths and lengths. The furniture industry is the main con-

sumer of hardwood dimension. Most furniture firms, however, produce

in their own plants a majority of the hardwood dimension they use

[Anderson and Sendah, 1972].

The value of shipments of hardwood dimension is largest in the

SC region, with 34 percent of total shipments in 1972 [Bureau of the



TABLE 30. Wood household furniture, value of shipments, 1960,
1965, 1970, and 1976

Year
Value of Shipments

(billions of dollarsa)

aDeflated by all commodity wholesale price index, 1967 =
100.0.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual
Survey of Manufacturers. Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
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1960 3.8

1965 4.9

1970 5.3

1976 5.0
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Census, 1976]. The primary species and grades of hardwood lumber

used in dimension are similar to those used in furniture.

Pallet production more than tripled from 1960 to 1976 (Table

31). This increase was due primarily to new methods of materials

handling which utilize pallets and increased growth in pallet-using

industries [U.S. Forest Service, 1973, p. 174]. The decline in the

value of shipments of wooden containers (21 percent) was due pri-

marily to increased usage of plastic and paperboard containers.
Production of pallets is largest in the NC and NE regions,

with 37 and 22 percent of the total value of U.S. shipments in 1972

[U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972]. The production of wooden con-

tainers is not centered in any one region. Oak is the primary

species used in pallet production (Baldwin, 1968). Because appear-

ance is not important, the lower grades of hardwood lumber are used

in the production of pallets and wooden containers. Pallets

accounted for 55 percent of all lumber (softwood and hardwood)

used in the shipping industry in 1970 while wooden containers

made up 31 percent [U.S. Forest Service, 1973, p. 174].

Oak and maple hardwood flooring production declined by 88 per-

cent from 1960 to 1976 (Table 32). The reason for this decline will

be discussed shortly. Oak is the major species in hardwood flooring,

with lower grade lumber used. Hardwood flooring is primarily pro-

duced in the SC region with 58 percent of the total value of ship-

ments in 1972. The SE region ranks second, with 19 percent of the

total value of shipments [U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976].

Railroad tie consumption increased by 64 percent for 1960 to

1976 (Table 33), due to increased maintenance of existing track re-

sulting from a trend towards higher speed trains and heavier car

loads [U.S. Forest Service, 1973, p. 166]. The production of rail-

road ties is not centered in any one region. Lower grades of oak

lumber are primarily used.



TABLE 31. Pallet production and value of shipments, wooden
containers, 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1976

aDeflated by all commodity wholesale price index, 1967 =
100.0.

Source: National Wooden Pallet and Container
Association, Washington, D.C., and
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Annual
survey of manufacturers. Department
of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
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1960 62 358

1965 88 382

1970 126 390

1976 196 283

Pallets Wooden Boxes
Year (millions) (millions of dollarsa)
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TABLE 32. Hardwood flooring production, by species, 1960, 1965,
1970, and 1976

Million Board Feet

Sources: National Oak Flooring Manufacturers
Association, Memphis, Tennessee,
and Maple Flooring Manufacturers
Association, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

1960 879 36

1965 779 29

1970 315 18

1976 105 13

Year Oak Maple



Geographical Flows of Lumber

Very little data exist which describe the movement of hardwood

lumber within the United States. The data that are available sug-

gest most hardwood lumber is not shipped great distances. Hard-

wood lumber used to make railroad ties, flooring, pallets, and

wooden containers is often oak, and usually lower in grade. Ship-

ments of low grade oak lumber are not great, since oak sawtimber

is plentiful in all four eastern regions. Shipments of hardwood

timber for use in furniture producton, however, are significant.

A study conducted by Davis, Lyons and Burkhart [19721 found that

in their Southern Appalachian study area, 24 percent of the

lumber consumed was imported from outside the region. Hardwood

lumber shipments to the furniture industry likely involve the

higher grades and the highly preferred species. The lower grades

of hardwood lumber used in furniture production are probably not

shipped great distances.

Activity in End-Use Industries

Table 34 shows production activity in industries which use

hardwood lumber. Activity in manufacturing and shipping increased

by 49 and 56 percent, respectively, over the period 1962 to 1976.

Activity in residential construction was relatively unchanged,

although activity increased substantially following this period.

Activity in nonresidential construction nearly doubled.

Lumber Use Factors
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Use factors for hardwood lumber by end-use industry are shown

4me study area included counties in eastern Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, and Georgia, southern West Virginia, and all of Virginia,
North Carolina and South Carolina.



Source: Bureau of Transportation Economics and
Statistics, Transportation statistics
in the United States. U.S. Interstate
Commerce Commission, Washington, D.C.
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TABLE 33. Railroad tie consumption, 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1976

Million Board Feet

Year Consumption

1960 745

1965 776

1970 898

1976 1220



TABLE 34. Activity by hardwood lumber end-use industry, 1962,
and 1970

(See Appendix A for source notes.)
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Industry Activity Measure 1962 1970

Manufacturing Production Index 71 106

(1967 = 100.0)

Shipping Production Index 75 117

(1967 = 100.0)

Residential Housing Starts 1.49 1.47

Construction (Millions of Starts)

Nonresidential Value Put in Place 18 32

Construction (Billions of Dollars)



TABLE 35. Use factors by hardwood lumber end-use industry,
1962, and 1970

65

(See Appendix A for source notes and Phelps, Robert
B. Hardwood timber product trends. Paper presented
at F.I.D.R. Research Coordination Meeting on Hard-
wood Borers, Delaware, Ohio.)

Units in Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally
Per Unit of Activity Measure

Industry Activity Measure Units 1962 1970

Manufacturing 1967 = 100.0 24 21

Shipping 1967 = 100.0 28 25

Residential Millions of Starts 963 463

Construction

Nonresidential Billions of Dollars 69 46

Construction
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in Table 35. These use factors describe lumber consumption per unit

of activity in each end-use industry. Substitution of other goods

for hardwood lumber (or vice versa) in end-use industries result

in changes in these use factors. In all four end-use industries,

use factors for hardwood lumber declined between 1962 and 1970.

The largest drop was in hardwood lumber used in residential con-

struction, which declined by 52 percent. Nonresidential construc-

tion fell by 33 percent, while manufacturing and shipping use

factors declined by 12 and 11 percent, respectively.

The large decline in the use factor for hardwood lumber con-

sumed in residential construction was the result of hardwood floor-

ing being replaced by floors made of softwood plywood and particle-

board subflooring with floor coverings of carpet and vinyl. Rela-

tive price changes are responsible in part for the decline in

hardwood flooring. From 1962 to 1970, the wholesale price index

for red oak flooring increased by eight percent while softwood ply-

wood, particleboard, and floor covering prices fell by 10, 14, and

18 percent, respectively [U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1960-19761.

It is installed price of a construction material versus the

installed price of a substitute, however, that is important in the

consumption of that material [McKillop, 1967, p. 171. Hardwood

flooring requires more labor to install than floors composed of

softwood plywood, particleboard, and floor coverings. Labor

rates, in real dollars, were increasing from 1962 to 1970. As a

result, the installed price for hardwood floors increased faster

than the installed price for floors made of softwood plywood, par-

ticleboard, and floor coverings.

In manufacturing, plastics, and to a lesser extent particle-

board and metal, replaced hardwood lumber in furniture production

[Clark, 1971). Prices for these substitute materials declined

from 1962 to 1970, while hardwood lumber prices increased.

Robinson [1965] attributes the decline in hardwood lumber use in

furniture only in part to price declines for substitutes. More
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important are the higher labor costs when lumber is used relative

to substitute materials.

Although plastics have been an important alternative material

in furniture production [Clark, 1971], only limited substitution of

hardwood lumber by plastics has taken place. The higher grades of

hardwood lumber are used primarily in wood furniture, where quality

and appearance is important. strong consumer preferences have made

it difficult for substitute materials, such as plastics, to re-

place hardwood lumber in the production of quality wood furniture.

The decline in the hardwood lumber use factor for the shipping

industry was not large. The two principal products made from hardwood

lumber are pallets and wooden containers. Some limited substitution

of softwood plywood for hardwood lumber has taken place in pallet pro-

duction. Wooden containers, on the other hand, have been replaced by

plastic and paperboard containers. Prices for these substitute

materials declined from 1962 to 1970 while hardwood lumber prices in-

creased. In addition, the production of wooden containers requires

more labor than the production of plastic and paperboard containers.

In nonresidential construction, hardwood flooring has been re-

placed by floors made of softwood plywood, particleboard, and floor

coverings. The primary substitute material for hardwood lumber in

railroad ties is concrete, but substitution has been.extremely

limited [Howe, 1979].

Lumber Consumption

Hardwood lumber consumption by end-use industry for the years

1962 and 1970 are shown in Table 36. The manufacturing and shipping

industries are the major consumers of hardwood lumber. In 1970,

manufacturing made up 31 percent of total consumption while ship-

ping accounted for 40 percent. Residential construction accounted

for nine percent while nonresidential construction made up 20 per-

cent of U.S. consumption [Phelps, 1976].



TABLE 36. Hardwood lumber consumption by end-use industry,
1962 and 1970

Million Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Source: Phelps, Robert B. 1976. Hard-
wood timber product trends. Paper
presented at F.I.D.R. Research Co-
ordination Meeting on Hardwood
Borers, Delaware, Ohio.
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Industry 1962 1970

Manufacturing 1715 2265

Shipping 2105 2900

Residential construction 1435 680

Nonresidential construction 1245 1455

Total 6500 7300
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Lumber consumption in residential construction declined by 52

percent from 1962 to 1970 as a result of the hardwood flooring be-

ing replaced by floors made of softwood plywood, particleboard and

floor coverings. Manufacturing and shipping increased consumption

of hardwood lumber due to increased furniture and pallet production.

Lumber consumption in nonresidential construction increased

slightly, with increases in the production of railroad ties off-

setting declines in hardwood flooring production.

Market Structure

The structure of both the Assessment Model and the End-Use

Demand Model assumes that the markets for hardwood lumber and saw-

log stumpage are perfectly competitive. The determination of pro-

duction, consumption, and prices in perfectly competitive markets

is made by developing supply and demand equations. These equations

express quantities supplied (production) and quantities demanded

(consumption) as a function of price and other explanatory vari-

ables. Production, consumption and price are determined by equat-

ing quantity demanded with quantity supplied and solving the two

equations for equilibrium price and quantity [Henderson and Quandt,

1971, p. ll41.

Perfectly competitive markets satisfy the following conditions:

(1) sellers produce a homogenous commodity, and buyers are identical

from the seller's point of view; (2) there are many buyers and

sellers, and each buyer and seller is small in relation to aggre-

gate volume of transactions; (3) both buyers and sellers have per-

fect knowledge of market prices; (4) entry into and exit from the

market is free for both buyers and sellers. Perfect competition

prevails if both buyers and sellers act as if they had no control

over market prices [Henderson and Quandt, 1971, p. 1041. The re-

mainder of this chapter describes the extent to which these condi-

tions are satisfied for hardwood lumber and sawlog stuxnpage markets.
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Hardwood Sawlog Stumpage Markets

Figure 4 shows the major flows of hardwood sawlog stumpage

and sawlogs from the forest to the sawmill. Two ownerships are

shown--forest industry and nonforest industry--with non-industrial

private and the two public ownerships comprising the non-forest

industry ownership. Sawlog stumpage is converted to sawlogs in

the logging operation.

Sawlog stumpage from nonforest industry ownerships is sold to

either sawlog contractors or sawmill log buyers. Sawlog contrac-

tors are independent businessmen who purchase stumpage, arrange to

have it logged, and then sell the logs to a sawmill. The sawmill

log buyer performs a similar function for sawmills. Sawlog stump-

age from forest industry is logged directly by a sawmill logging

crew.

Sawlog contractors, while not employed by the sawmill, often

sell sawlogs to only one mill. Sawmills often establish informal

arrangements with several sawlog contractors under which they pur-

chase logs for the sawmill. As a result, the volume of sawlogs

that are bought and sold each year is small relative to sawlog

stumpage removals. For this reason, the market for hardwood saw-

logs was not studied.

Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals vary greatly by species.

However, removals of hardwood sawlog stumpage are largely composed

of four species: oak, gum, maple and yellow poplar. For instance,

in the Western Coalfield survey region in Kentucky,5 74 percent of

all sawlog stumpage production in 1974 was in these four species

[Bones and Lohr, 1977]. In the four eastern regions, 70 percent

of hardwood sawtimber inventory was composed of these species in

1976 [U.S. Forest Service, 1977]. Removals of hardwood sawlog

5me Western Coalfield survey region was chosen because vir-
tually all sawlog stumpage removals were in hardwood species.
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stuinpage also vary by log grade. Although data are not available

for removals, they are available for sawtiinber inventory. In the

Western Coalfield region, 69 percent of all sawtimber inventory in

1974 was in the lower sawlog grades [Kingsley and Powell, 1978].

A large percentage of sawlog stl.unpage removals is likely to be

accounted for by the lower log grades.

In most cases, the number of sellers of sawlog stumpage greatly

exceeds the number of buyers. For example, in the Western Coalfield

survey region in Kentucky, there were 21,500 sellers of hardwood

sawlogs with only 65 buyers (sawmills) in 1974 [Birch and Powell,

1978; Bones and Lohr, 1977].

Most owners of hardwood sawlog stumpage sell only small

volumes. In the Western Coalfield survey region, 99 percent of

all owners of commercial forest land own forest land tracts of

less than 200 acres, accounting for 80 percent of the commercial

forest land acres in the survey region. The average seller owned

27 acres [Birch and Powell, 1978]. Data on the range of sizes of

hardwood sawmills are not available. In general, hardwood saw

mills do not vary greatly in size. Where a firm owns more than one

sawmill, these sawmills are often far enough apart not to be in

competition for hardwood sawlog stuxupage.

purchasers of hardwood sawlog stumpage generally have better

market information than sellers. Sawmills are sellers of hardwood

lumber and, therefore, know prices by lumber species and grade.

Sawmill owners also know their costs, so they can determine how

much to pay for sawlogs. Sellers of hardwood sawlog stumpage are

infrequently in the market. Consequently, their knowledge of mar-

ket conditions is often poor. Schallu [1964] reported that 55

percent of woodland owners in Southern Michigan who sold timber

had no presale knowledge of prices.

Nonindustrial private owners of hardwood forests can enter and

exit the market at little or no cost. For these owners, the in-

come generated from the sale of hardwood sawlog stumpage often
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supplements earnings from other areas, such as personal employment.

Since sales are infrequent, these owners cannot rely on a steady

stream of income from forest land. Entry and exit costs for forest

industry owners are identical to buyers of hardwood sawlog stumpage.

Buyers of hardwood sawlog stumpage cannot enter and exit without

cost. Entry and exit costs include the purchase and sale of saw-

mill machinery as well as the cost of attracting or terminating em-

ployees. Those firms that remain must purchase sawlog stunipage to

keep their sawmills running.

The market for hardwood sawlog stuxnpage violates several condi-

tions of perfectly competitive markets. On the other hand, neither

buyer nor seller appears to have greater control over market prices.

Buyers have better market information. There are also fewer of them

to compete for sawlog stuinpage purchases. Nonindustrial private

owners, however, can enter or exit the market at low cost. (This

ownership accounts for 78 percent of stumpage removals in the four

eastern regions.) Finally, most sawlog stumpage removals can be ac-

counted for by major species and lower log grades. For these rea-

sons, a perfectly competitive market structure was assumed for hard-

wood sawlog stumpage markets.

Hardwood Lumber Market

Figure 5 shows the major flows of hardwood lumber from the saw-

mill to the end-use industry. These end-use industries are manufac-

turing, shipping, residential construction, and nonresidential con-

struction. In shipping, the major products which use hardwood

lumber are wooden containers and pallets. The firms which make

these products often deal directly with sawmills concerning the

purchase of hardwood lumber. In manufacturing, furniture is the

major product made with hardwood lumber. Furniture plants pur-

chase either hardwood dimension or hardwood lumber, from which

they product their own dimension stock. Hardwood lumber purchases
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are often made through a lumber wholesaler. In residential con-

struction, flooring is the major product made from hardwood lumber.

Flooring plants purchase hardwood lumber directly from sawmills.

In nonresidential construction, hardwood flooring and railroad ties

are the major products, with ties being made directly by sawmills.

Hardwood lumber production varies greatly by species. How-

ever, four species--oak, gum, maple, and yellow poplar--accounted

for 76 percent of hardwood lumber production in 1976 [U.S. Bureau

of the Census, MA24-T]. Lumber production by grade is not

available.

An assessment of the number and size of firms which buy

and sell hardwood lumber is shown in Table 37. This table provides

value of shipments of the four largest firms as a percent of total

value of shipments in each industry. For sellers of hardwood lumber,

the hardwood lumber industry, the top four firms accounted for only

14 percent of total shipments in 1972. Buyers of hardwood lumber,

the other industries shown in Table 37, generally do not have large

shares of total shipments in the four largest firms. The one ex-

ceptionis hardwood flooring, in which the share was 32 percent of

total shipments. In 1958, the four largest firms in the hardwood

flooring industry accounted for only 17 percent of total shipments

[U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976]. The increase in share from 1958

to 1972 is due to the decline in hardwood flooring production,

which forced smaller firms out of the market, increasing the share

of total shipments for the larger surviving firms. The large share

for the wooden container industry is also due to production declines.

Both buyers and sellers of hardwood lumber have access to in-

formation concerning market conditions. Publications, such as the

Hardwood Market Report and the National Hardwood Magazine, provide

information on recent market transactions involving hardwood lumber.

Entry into and exit from the hardwood lumber market is costly

for both buyers and sellers. Both need to purchase or sell fac-

tories and machinery. Labor entry and exit costs for both in-

volve training or terminating employees.



TABLE 37. Share of value of shipments accounted for by four
largest firms, by industry, 1972

Industry
Percent Accounted for by

Four Largest Firms

Hardwood dimension 15

Wood household furniture 14

Wood pallets 6

Wood containers 23

Hardwood flooring 32

Hardwood lumber 14

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976.
Census of Manufacturers, 1972. U.S.

Department of Commerce, Washington,
D.C.
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The hardwood lumber market does not satisfy all of the condi-

tions of a perfectly competitive market. However, as with hard-

wood sawlog stumpage, neither buyer nor seller appears to have

greater control over market prices. In addition, major species

account for most of production. For these reasons a perfectly

competitive market structure was assumed for the hardwood lumber

market.



CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE

In this study, two annual econometric models were developed to

forecast production, consumption, and prices for hardwood lumber

and removals and prices of sawlog stumpage. This chapter describes

the structure of both the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand

Model.

Theoretical Framework
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Figure 6 describes factor and product markets under perfect

competition. Factors are goods which are used to produce other

factors or products. For example, sawlog stumpage is a factor

since it is used to produce lumber. Products are goods which are

not used in production. Furniture is an example of a product. In

Figure 6, the factor (Y) is one input in the production of product

(Z). Several factor markets may precede the product market.

The factor market is represented by two relationships.

Factor supply is a function of factor price (PY) and prices for

all inputs used in the production of the factor (PYF) [Ferguson

and Gould, 1975, p. 2371. The demand for a factor is a function of

the price of the product (PZ), and the price of the inputs used to

produce the product, which includes the factor price (PY) and the

prices of other inputs (PZF) [Henderson and Quandt, 1971, p. 1271.

The product market is also represented by two equations.

The specification of the product supply equation is similar to

that of the factor supply equation. Product demand is a func-

tion of product price (PZ), income (M), and the prices for other

goods (PZC) which substitute for, or are used with, the product

[Ferguson and Gould, 1975, p. 93].
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The determination of equilibrium price and quantity in each of

these markets is accomplished by equating quantity demanded with

quantity supplied [Henderson and Quandt, 1971, P. 114). If the

levels of all other variables are known, then market equilibrium

is determined by solving two equations, supply and demand, for

two unknown variables, equilibrium price and quantity.

Figure 6 shows that both the factor and product markets are

linked through equilibrium prices in both markets. The price of

the factor is used to determine product supply. Factor demand is

a function of product price. The simultaneous determination of

market equilibrium in both markets is accomplished by solving

the four equations for the equilibrium prices and quantities in

the two markets.

Finally, factor demand is equal to product supply times a

conversion factor. The conversion factor (K) is defined as factor

use per unit of product supply. The demand for a factor is

given by

d S
Y KZ

or

= K (PZ,PY,PZF) (2)

where factors of production are used in fixed proportions. The con-

version factor is determined by the production functions of all

firms represented by the product supply equation. Production

functions describe production as a function of the consumption

of all inputs used.in the production process for a given level of

technology [Henderson and Quandt, 1971, p. 54]. changes in the

conversion factor result from changes in the production function,

which are in turn the result of changes in technology, Changes in

relative factor usage in production also result in changes in the

conversion factor.

(1)
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Both hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage are classified as

factors. Sawlog stumpage is used to produce lumber. Hardwood

lumber, in turn, is used to produce a variety of products, such as

furniture, pallets, and flooring. This section describes the struc-

ture of the Assessment Model, which was used to develop forecasts

of production, consumption, and prices of hardwood lumber and re-

movals and prices of sawlog stumpage for the 1980 Timber Assess-

ment. It begins with a description of the behavioral relationships

in the model.

Sawtimber Inventory

Forecasts of hardwood sawtimber inventory for the nonindus-

trial private and forest industry ownerships in the four eastern

regions were developed using the TRAS inventory projection system

[Larson and Goforth, 1974]. TRAS is a computer model that projects

changes in timber inventory in response to net growth and removals.

TRAS projections are based upon an extrapolation of past stand per-

formance as measured in one or more regional timber surveys con-

ducted by the U.S. Forest Service.

The model assumes that the aggregate stand, in this study for

an ownership and region, can be described by an inverse J-shaped

diameter distribution (Fig. 7). Growth is modeled as the movement

of trees from one diameter class to the next based on radial growth

rates. In Figure 7, growth shifts the diameter distribution to the

right (from D0 to D1). The shaded area shows ingrowth for one

diameter class. Natural mortality and stumpage removals shift the

diameter distribution to the left.
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Sawlog Stuinpage Supply

Sawlog stumpage supply equations were developed for the non-

industrial private and forest industry ownerships in the four

eastern regions. As described earlier, hardwood sawlog stumpage

removals are concentrated in these ownerships and regions.

The relationship for factor supply described in the previous

section was not used for the sawlog stumpage supply equations in the

Assessment Model. The factor supply equation explains production

of a factor over one time period. The time period required to grow

and harvest a stand of hardwood timber is a minimum of 40 years,

with some species requiring longer time periods. The sawlog

stumpage supply equations developed in this study explain removals

(not production) of sawlog stumpage.

The specification of a relationship which explains sawlog

stumpage removals involves both current and future levels of

stumpage price, interest rates, and timber inventory (Duerr, 1960,

pp. 219-220). Since the future is not known, stumpage owners de-

velop expectations as to future market conditions. Target levels

of future stumpage production are then set, from which owners de-

cide whether to increase or decrease current timber inventory.

Decreases in timber inventory should result in a reduction in stum-

page removals. Changes in current stumpage prices and interest

rates may alter the rate of timber inventory adjustment.

The major problem in specifying a relationship for sawlog

stumpage removals is that stumpage owners' expectations as to

future market conditions, and therefore target levels for future

stuinpage production, are not known. Stumpage removals by nonindus-

trial private owners are infrequent and non-timber concerns may

prevail, further complicating the specification of such a relation-

ship. The specification of a relationship for sawlog stumpage re-

movals by forest industry owners is complicated by the need to

83
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generate cash flow as well as the need to supply its production

facilities.

Previous studies which have developed relationships for stump-

age removals include Robinson [1974], Adams [1977], and Adams and

Haynes [1980]. Robinson's equation explained Douglas-fir stumpage

supply as a function of current stumpage price arid interest rates,
with interest rates measuring the opportunity cost of holding

timber. Adams [1977] developed an equation for softwood stumpage

supply with current price and timber inventory as explanatory vari-

ables. Similar relationships were developed by Adams and Haynes

[1980].

The relationships for sawlog stuinpage removals used in this

study were based on two simple assumptions. First, private stump-

age owners will vary sawlog stumpage removals directly with saw-

log stumpage price. Second, sawlog stumpage removals will be

greater if sawtimber inventory is greater and less if sawtimber

inventory is reduced [Adams and Haynes, 1980].

Two forms of this equation were considered:

.
=a +ct p. bf.

ikt 0 1 it 2 ikt

sikt/bfikt - 0 + 11 pit

where:

5ikt
is sawlog stumpage removals from the kth ownership

in the th region

is sawlog stumpage price in the th region

bfikt is sawtixnber inventory on the kth ownership in

the th region.

Equation (4) uses sawlog stuinpage price to explain the ratio of

removals to inventory.



In (3), both and
2
are expected to have positive signs.

In (4), and should be positive in sign.

Two additional forms of this relationship were derived.

Assume that (3) and (4) represent the desired levels of sawlog

stumpage removals (s.'kt). In addition, assume the actual

change in sawlog stumpage removals from one period to the

next is some percentage (0) of the difference between desired

supply in the current period and actual supply last period.

5ikt - Siktl = 0 (s.' - siktl) (5)

If we rearrange terms in (5) and substitute desired removals for

actual removals in (3) and (4) we obtain

s. = Øci. + Øa p. + Øa bf. + (1 - 0) Siktlikt 0 1 it 2 ikt
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(6)

sikt/bfikt = 0 + l it
+ - ikt-l"ikt

Equations (6) and (7) are partial adjustment forms of (3) and (4).

All coefficients are expected to be positive in sign. The partial

adjustment term, 0, takes on values between zero and one.

The partial adjustment equation form assumes that removals

cannot adjust to changes in price and inventoy in the course of

a year. Rigidities in sawlog stumpage supply adjustment involve

the time required to modify timber appraisal, timber sale, roading,

and logging activities.

Sawtixnber inventory was used in the sawlog stumpage supply

equations instead of growing stock inventory since it better

represents the volume of sawlogs in the inventory. Sawtimber in-

ventory measures the volume of only the sawlog portion of live

trees at least 11.0 inches in diameter. Growing stock inventory

measures total volume from a one-inch stump to a four-inch top of
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live trees greater than 5.0 inches in diameter.

The price elasticity with respect to sawlog stumpage removals

in all equations is positive. The elasticity of sawtimber inven-

tory with respect to removals is also positive. In (4) and (7),

increases in sawtimber inventory result in increases in the saw-

log stumpage price elasticity.

All four equation forms were estimated using ordinary least

squares for the two private ownerships in each of the four eastern

regions. Annual data for the period 1960 to 1976 were used in the

estimation process. Using selection criteria that are discussed in

Chapter Four, one equation form was selected for use in the Assess-

ment Model for each region and ownership.

Sawlog Stumpage Demand

The relationship for sawlog stuxnpage demand in the four eastern

regions was developed through the use of conversion factors. These

conversion factors are defined as sawlog stuinpage consumption per

unit of lumber production. It is equivalent in concept to the

conversion factor discussed earlier. Adams [19771 used this ap-

proach to convert lunther and plywood production into demand for

stuinpage.

Sawlog stumpage demand in the Assessment Model was given

by

d. =K. S.
it it it

where:

d.t is sawlog stumpage consumption in the th region

is the lunther-sawlog stuxupage conversion factor

in the th region

is lumber production in the th region

(8)



As noted earlier, conversion factors are determined by the

production functions of all firms. Ideally, conversion factors

would be a function of new additions and replacements to produc-

tive capacity in hardwood lumber production, but data which de-

scribe changes in conversion factors over time are not

available. As a result, conversion factors for hardwood

lumber-sawlog stuxnpage are treated as exogenous in the Assess-

ment Model.

Lumber Supply

Lumber supply relationships in the Assessment Model were de-

veloped for each of the four eastern regions. As discussed earlier,

hardwood lumber production is concentrated in these regions.

The specification of the lumber supply relationship was based

on the factor supply equation. Lumber production is a function of

lumber price, sawlog stumpage price, and the prices of other in-

puts used to produce hardwood lumber.

Previous studies which have developed lumber supply equations

include McKillop [1967], Robinson [19741, Adams [1977], and Adams

and Haynes [1980]. McKillop provided equations for all lumber and

softwood lumber supply which were a function of lumber price, in-

put prices, productivity, and other variables. Robinson developed

a similar relationship for Douglas-fir lumber.

Adams [1977] developed lumber supply equations for Douglas-fir,

Southern Pine, and Western Pine using the partial adjustment equa-

tion form. Rigidities in lumber supply adjustment included the

time required to modify employment, raw material flows, and pro-

ductive capacity. Lumber production was a function of lumber price,

stumpage price, wage rates, petroleum prices, and production last

period.

Adams and Haynes [1980] represented softwood lumber production
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by a combination of supply equations and capacity adjustment pro-

cesses. The supply equations explained lumber production as a func-

tion of profit margin and production last period, where profit

margin was computed as lumber price less all production costs. Pro-

duction costs were divided into stumpage and non-stumpage components.

The advantage of this approach over previous studies is that actual

costs of production are used rather than proxy variables, such as

wage rates and petroleum prices. The capacity adjustment process

shifts these supply equations in response to changes in profit

margins.

In this study, an attempt was made to develop relationships

which explain hardwood lumber production as a function of profit

margins. Nonstumpage production cost data for hardwood lumber were

obtained from U.S. Forest Service appraisal estimates of all logging

and manufacturing costs. This data series extends back to only

1974, however, with data prior to that including both hardwoods

and softwoods. Several attempts were made to construct a nonstump-

age production cost data series, using U.S. Forest Service and other

sources, with no success.

The supply relationships for hardwood lumber developed in this

study used unit input prices as proxy variables for hardwood lumber

production costs. Table 38 shows production costs for hardwood

lumber by USFS region in 1976. Region 8 is similar to the NE and

NC regions used in this study, while Region 9 is similar to the

SE and SC regions. Manufacturing and logging accounted for 70 and

76 percent of production costs, respectively, in Regions 8 and 9.

Both manufacturing and logging are composed largely of labor.

Energy inputs are less important.

Lumber supply equations of the following form were considered:

(9)



TABLE 38. Hardwood lumber production data, by USFS regions,
fiscal year 1976

Dollars per Thousand Board
Feet Log Scalea

aDeflated by all commodity wholesale price index (1967 = 100.0

sawlog stumpage prices.

Source: Correspondence with Ellen Corey,
Timber Management, Washington
Office, U.S. Forest Service, dated
June 2, 1977.
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Region 8 Region 9

Total 112.40 94.97

stumpageb 33.82 22.97

Nonstumpage 78.58 72.00

Logging 33.31 23.96

Manufacturing 45.27 48.04



where:

S. is lumber production in the th region

Pt
is lumber price

is sawlog stumpage price in the th region

is the wage rate in the th region

pt is petroleum price

In (9), is expected to be positive in sign, with
2' 3

and

possessing negative sign.

The partial adjustment equation form was also considered. If

the actual change in hardwood lumber production is some percentage

(0) of the difference between desired production (S) and last

period production

S. - S. = 0 (S.' - S.it it-1 it it-1

then we have

s = 0 O2p. + 0 w. + 0 pt + (1-0) St1it 3it 4

The partial adjustment term, 0, takes on values between zero and one.

Rigidities in hardwood lumber supply adjustment are similar to those

described by Adams [1977) for softwood lumber. Firms reacting to

changes in hardwood lumber price or the price of inputs must modify

employment, raw material flows, and productive capacity. This

equation form assumes all adjustments cannot be completed in the

course of a year.

The lumber price elasticity with respect to lumber production

is positive for both equations. The sawlog stumpage price, wage

rate, and petroleum price elasticities are all expected to have

negative sign.

Both equation forms were estimated using ordinary least squares

for each of the four eastern regions. Annual data for the period

90
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1960 to 1976 were used in the estimation process. One equation

form for each region was selected for use in the Assessment Model.

Lumber Demand

The lumber demand relationship in the Assessment Model was de-

veloped for total consumption. Lumber demand was given by

Dt = Ao + AiPt (12)

where

Dt is lumber consumption in the U.S.

is lumber price

In (12), X1 is expected to be negative in sign.

The lumber demand equation was constructed using a base price

and consumption level, and an estimate of the price elasticity

with respect to hardwood lumber consumption. The equation was con-

structed using

_AlPt (13)

D,P - Dt

where is the price elasticity of lumber demand for a linear de-

mand equation and all variables except A1are known.

The base lumber price forecast was constructed to represent a

continuation of price trends in the base period, 1950 to 1976. The

forecast for base lumber consumption was developed using the base

price forecasts. Use factors were forecast, which express lumber

consumption per unit of activity in hardwood lumber end-use indus-

tries. Activity in end-use industries was also forecast. The

product of use factor times industry activity gives lumber consump-

tion for that end-use industry in a given year. The sum over all

end-use industries gives base lumber consumption [Adams and Haynes,

1980].
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The structure of the Assessment Model is shown in Figure 8.

The behavioral relationships in the model are shown in Table 39.

Sawtixnber inventory was determined using the TRAS inventory

projection system for the nonindustrial private and forest industry

ownerships in the four eastern regions. Sawtiinber inventory at the

beginning of each period was determined by subtracting stumpage re-

movals last period and adding net growth last period to sawtimber

inventory at the beginning of last period (Equation (vi)). Net

growth was determined by TRAS. Stumpage removals consisted of saw-

log stumpage and other types of hardwood stumpage. Sawlog stumpage

removals for the nonindustrial private and forest industry owner-

ships in each of the four regions were endogenous variables in the

model. Other types of hardwood stumpage were exogenously deter-

mined. Pulpwood stumpage removals were developed in a separate study

conducted for the 1980 Timber Assessment [Adams and Haynes, 19801.

Other types of hardwood stumpage were treated as exogenous due to

their small share of total removals.

Sawlog stumpage supply from nonindustrial private and forest

industry ownerships were a function of sawlog stumpage price and

sawtixnber inventory for that ownership and region (Equation (v)).

Sawlog stuinpage removals from the two public ownerships were treated

as exogenous due to their small share of total removals. Sawlog

stumpage demand (Equation (iv)) in each region was given by lumber

production times the lumber-sawlog stumpage conversion factor.

Equilibrium was determined in each of the four regional sawlog

stumpage markets by equating regional demand with removals from the

four ownerships (Equation (vii)). The endogenous variables were

sawlog stumpage removals for the nonindustrial private and forest

industry ownerships and sawlog stumpage price in each of the four

eastern regions. Sawlog stumpage market equilibrium is shown in

Figure 8.
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S lumber production in the Westwt

= lumber imports

= lumber exports

Sikt sawlog stumpage removals from the kth
ownership in the 1th region

bf kt sawtimber inventory on the kth owner-
ship in the 1th region

ns ft = non-sawlog stumpage removals from thei kth ownership in the 1th region

net growth on the kth ownership in the
it region

(* denotes endogenous variables)

Regional sawlog stumoaqe demand (i=l,4)

d. =K. $it it it
Cv) Regional sawlog stumpage supply

tion (i=l,4 k=3,4)

ikt -
TRAS)bf.i

Regional sawLog stumpaqe market equi-
librium (i=l,4)

= k=l ikt
k=3 ikt

Lumber and sawIng stumpage region
(i=l,4)

1 northeast (rE)
2 northcentral (IC)

i 3 southeast (SE)
1 4 southcentral (SC)

Sawiog stumpage owner classes )k=i,4)

k = 1 national forest )NF)
k 2 other government COG)
k = 3 forest industry (Fl)
k = 4 nonindustrial private COP)

tquations Variables

Ci) Lumber demand = lumber consumption in the U.S.
= D (P)

Pt lumber price
(ii) Lumber sur)ply Ci = l4) = lumber production in the ith region

(iii)

St S ,pt,wt,ptt)

Lumber market equilibrium

sawlog stumpage price in the th region

wage rate in the th region
4

S +5 -I +Et it wt ti=l t pt = petroleum price

)i=l,4 k=3,4)
d.t = sawlog stumpage consummtion in the

region

(vi)

5ikt Sk (P1bfi)
Regional sawtimber inventory projec-

K. =it lusnber-sawlog stuispage conversion factor
in the th region
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Lumber production in each of the four eastern regions was a

function of lumber price, sawlog stumpage price, wage rates, and

petroleum prices (Equation (ii)). Lumber production in the West

was treated as exogenous due to its small share of total production.

Lumber demand was a function of lumber price (Equation (i)).

National lumber market equilibrium (Equation (iii)) was determined

by equating nationwide consumption with regional lumber produc-

tion, imports, and exports. Lumber imports and exports were treat-

ed as exogenous due to their small share of total production. The

endogenous variables were national lumber consumption and price,

and lumber production in the four eastern regions. Lumber market

equilibrium is shown in Figure 8.

The structure of the Assessment Model incorporated several im-

portant market linkages (Fig. 8). A two-way directional linkage

was specified between hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage markets.

Lumber production was a function of sawlog stumpage price in each

region. Lumber production, in turn, was used to determine sawlog

stumpage consumption. Regional markets were linked, with national

lumber price used to determine regional lumber production. Saw-

timber inventory and sawlog stumpage removals were also linked,

with sawlog stumpage removals a function of sawtimber inventory.

Sawlog stumpage removals were then used in TRAS to update sawtimber

inventory.

The structure of the Assessment Model assumes that the mar-

kets for hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage are perfectly compe-

titive. As previously discussed, both markets violate several

conditions of perfectly competitive markets. However, neither

buyer nor seller appears to have greater control over market

prices. For this reason, a perfectly competitive market structure

was assumed for both markets.

Shipments of hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage were not in-

cluded in the structure of the. model. Hardwood lumber shipments

between the four eastern regions are not large, and usually in-

volve the higher grades and the highly preferred species.
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Shipments of hardwood sawlogs are also not great, with most re-

tained in the state in which they were harvested.

The structure of the Assessment Model includes a national

market for hardwood lumber and four regional markets for hardwood

sawlog stumpage. In fact, both lumber and sawlog stumpage are

traded in much smaller geographic areas. The model's structure, in

effect, aggregates many smaller markets to the regional or national

level. This aggregation assumes that the aggregate markets can be

represented by a perfectly competitive market structure.

In the case of sawlog stumpage, the TRAS inventory projection

system was updated by the U.S. Forest Service to project timber

inventory in the four eastern regions. The availability of TRAS

projections was largely responsible for the selection of the four

eastern regions as sawlog stumpage markets.

Two options were considered with respect to lumber consumption,

production, and price. The first involved four regional lumber

markets, with no consideration of interregional shipments, since

these shipments appear to be small. The second option was to

specify a national market for hardwood lumber, with lumber consump-

tion and price determined at the national level and lumber production

determined at the regional level. The principal advantage of the

second approach is that shifts in regional lumber production shares

in the national market depend on market conditions in each of the

regional lumber markets. For this reason, a national market was

used to represent hardwood lumber in the Assessment Model.

One of the conditions of perfectly competitive markets is that

the commodity which is traded is homogenous. While this is not

true for hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage, a large portion of

both markets is composed of a few major species. While little data

are available concerning grades, the lower grades of hardwood

lumber and sawlog stumpage likely account for a major share of

both markets. Forecasts developed using the Assessment Model re-

flect trends for the major species and lower grades of hardwood

lumber and sawlog stumpage.



Lumber demand relationships were developed for the four end-

use industries: manufacturing, shipping, residential, and non-

residential construction. The specification of the relationship

was based on the factor demand equation. Lumber demand is a func-

tion of lumber price, the price of the product produced in the end-

use industry, and the prices of other inputs used to produce this

product.

Previous studies which have developed lumber demand equations

include McKillop [19671, Adams and Blackwell [1973], Robinson [19741,

and Adams [1977]. McKillop provided equations for all lumber and
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The market for hardwood sawlogs was not included in the struc-

ture of the Assessment Model. The volume of sawlogs that are

bought and sold each year is small in relation to sawlog stump-

age removals. For this reason, the market for hardwood sawlogs

was not examined.

Imports and exports of hardwood sawlogs were not included in

the structure of the Assessment Model due to their small share of

total sawlog stumpage removals. Lumber and sawlog inventories

were also not included in the model. Lumber inventories have been

relatively constant over time. Data on sawlog inventories are not

available.

End-Use Demand Model

The End-Use Demand Model was constructed to forecast hardwood

lumber consumption by end-use industry, in addition to the fore-

casts made by the Assessment Model. It differs from the Assess-

ment Model in that the demand equation for lumber consumption was

replaced by four demand equations representing lumber, consumption

by end-use industry.

Lumber Demand
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softwood lumber demand which were a function of lumber price,

prices of substitutes and activity measures in end-use industries.

Similar relationships for all lumber and softwood lumber were de-

veloped by Adams and Blackwell, Robinson, and Adams.

In this study, hardwood lumber demand relationships were de-

veloped by end-use industry. The principal advantage of this

approach is that forecasts are developed by end-use industry. A

secondary consideration in adopting this approach was that each

end-use demand equation requires few explanatory variables. Pre-

vious studies have had to include as many as ten explanatory

variables in lumber demand relationships to account for the major

end-use industries, greatly increasing the problems of multi-

collinearity6 in the estimated relationships.

Two forms of the lumber demand relationship were considered:

D. = +71 p
jt 0 1

t71 PS. +71 A.
2 jt 3 jt

D /A P +IL) sjt jt 1 t 2 jt

where:

is lumber consumption in end-use industry j

is lumber price

PS is the price of substitutes for lumber in end-use

industry j

At is the measure of activity in end-use industry j

Equation (15) uses lumber and substitute prices to explain hardwood

lumber use factors. The principal advantage of this equation is

that use factors respond to relative changes in lumber and substi-

tute prices. In addition, the equation includes one less explana-

tory variable, reducing the potential for multicollinearity.

6Multicollinearity will be discussed in Chapter Four.



In (14), is expected to be negative in sign while 712 and

It3 are positive in sign. In (15), and have positive sign,

with negative in sign. Lumber price elasticities with respect

to end-use lumber demand are negative in both equations. The sub-

stitute price and activity measure elasticities are positive for

both equations. In (15), increases in the activity measure will

increase (in absolute terms) the elasticity of lumber demand with

respect to lumber and substitute prices.

As discussed earlier, substitution of other materials for

hardwood lumber depends on lumber and substitute prices, and the

cost of labor in the production process where these materials are

used. Labor costs involve both wage rates and the amount of labor

used in production. Labor costs were not included in the lumber

demand equations due to a lack of data. Substitute prices in

these equations serve as a proxy variable for both substitute

prices and labor costs.

Both equations were estimated using ordinary least squares

for the four hardwood lumber end-use industries. annual data for

the period 1960 to 1976 were used in the estimation process. One

equation form was selected for use in the End-Use Demand Model for

each end-use industry.

Model Structure
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The structure of the End-Use Demand Model is shown in Figure 9.

The behavioral relationships in the model are shown in Table 40.

With the exception of the lumber market, the structure is

identical to the Assessment Model. In the lumber market, the

lumber demand equation was replaced with lumber demand equations

for each of the four end-use industries. Lumber demand in these

equations was a function of lumber price, substitute prices, and a

measure of activity in the end-use industry (Equation (i)). National

lumber market equilibrium was determined by equating nationwide
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ThBLE 40. End-Use Demand Model behavioral relationships

Equations

Lumber demand (j=l,4)

D* (p*p5 ,A.
jt jt t jt jt

Lumber supply (i=1,4)

= st

Lumber market equilibrium
.4 4

D= +S -I
J . it wt t

J=l i=l

Regional sawlog stumoage demand (i1,4)

K. S
it it it

Reolonal Sawlog Stumpage Supply
(1=1,4 k=3,4)

s* = 5 (p* bf
ikt ikt - it ' ikt

Regional aawtimber inventory projection
(1=1,4 k=3,4)

bf. =
ikt

TRAS (bf. ,s. +ns.
ikt-1 ikt-1 ikt-1

Regional sawlog Stumoage market equili-
brium )i=1,4)

*
d. = L S. +

2it
k=1

ikt
k=3

ikt

Lumber end-use industries (j=l,4)
j=L manufacturing (MANF)
j=2 shipping (SHIP)
j=3 rasidential construction (RES)
j=4 nonresidntiaj and other con-

struction (NRES)

Lumber and Sawlog stumpaqe region (i=l,4) ng
i=1 northeast (NE)
i=2 northcentraj. (NC)
13 southeast (SE)
i=4 southcentral (SC)

Sawlog stumpage owner classes (k1,4)
k=1 national forest (NP)
k=2 other government (OG)
k=3 forest industry (Fl)
k=4 nonindustrial private (OP)

Variables

= lumber consumption in end-use
industry

= lumber price

PS. = price of substitutes for lumber
in end-use industry

Ait = measure of activity in end-use
industry

S. lumber production in the th

region

Pt = sawlog stumpage price in the
1 th region

w. = wage rate in the ith region

petroleum price

lumber production in the West

lumber imports

= lumber exports

= sawlog stumpage consumption in
the ith region

K. = lurnber-sawlog stumpage conver-
it

sion factor in the th region

= sawlog stumpage removals from
the kth ownership in the ith
region

It

a.
it

bfikt = sawtimber inventory on the kth
ownership in the ith region
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= non-sawlog stumpage removals
the kth ownership in the

th region

net growth on the kth ownership
in the th region

)* denotes endogenous variables(
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consumption by end-use industry with regional lumber production,

imports, and exports. The endogenous variables were national

lumber consumption by end-use industry, national lumber price, and

lumber production in the four eastern regions. Lumber market

equilibrium is shown in Figure 9.

In addition to the linages incorporated in the Assessment

Model, the End-Use Demand Model included linkages between hardwood

lumber end-use industries, with national lumber price used to ex-

plain lumber consumption in each end-use industry. The main ad-

vantage of this approach as compared to the lumber demand equation

in the Assessment Model is that lumber usage in one industry

directly impacts lumber usage in the other industries.



CHAPTER IV

EST IMAT ION

The Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model consisted

of behavioral relationships which explain consumption, production,

and removals as a function of price and other explanatory vari-

ables. This chapter describes the estimation of the lumber de-

mand, lumber supply, and sawlog stuxnpage supply equations. It

begins with a discussion of the estimation method used in the study.

Methodo logy

Estimation Techniques

The desired properties of an estimator are that it be consis-

tent, efficient, and unbiased. A consistent estimator is one in

which the bias and the variance of an estimator both approach zero

as the sample size increases [Johnston, 1972, p. 271]. An esti-

mator is efficient if it has the minimum variance among all esti-

mates in its class. An estimator is unbiased if its expected

value is equal to the true value of the parameter [Murphy, 1973,

p. 97].

Ordinary least squares (OLS) is an estimation technique which

provides coefficient estimates for linear equations which are con-

sistent, efficient, and unbiased if all assumptions are met. The

assumptions of OLS are (1) the right-hand side variables are fixed

(exogenous) and linearly independent, (2) the residual term is a

normally distributed random variable with mean zero and finite

variance, (3) residuals are uncorrelated, so that the covariance of

any two residuals is zero, and (4) that the number of coefficients

do not exceed the sample size [Murphy, 1973, p. 186].

103
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The behavioral relationships in the Assessment Model and the

End-Use Demand Model violate the first condition of OLS estimation.

These equations included endogenous variables, lumber price and/or

sawlog stumpage price, on the right-hand side. These right-hand side

endogenous variables are correlated with the residual term. Apply-

ing OLS to these equations would have resulted in estimates which

were biased and inconsistent [Johnston, 1972, p. 343].

Two-stage least squares (2SLS) overcomes the problems of OLS

estimation in simultaneous equation systems, such as the Assess-

ment Model and the End-Use Demand Model. Conceptually, 2SLS in-

volves the application of OLS in two sequential steps. First, the

endogenous variables on the right-hand side of each equation are

represented in terms of all predetermined variables in the model.

These variables should be independent of the residual term, so

that if OLS is applied to this relationship, the predicted values

of the right-hand side endogenous variables are uncorrelated with

the residual term. In the second stage, the actual values of the

tight-hand side endogenous variables are replaced with the predicted

values obtained from OLS estimation in the first stage, making OLS

estimation in the second stage appropriate [Murphy, 1973, p. 455].

The application of the first stage of 2SLS to estimate the

behavioral relationships in both the Assessment Model and the End-

Use Demand Model violated the fourth condition of OLS estimation.

The number of exogenous variables in each model exceeded the number

of observations in the first stage equations. If OLS estimation

were employed, a completely deterministic situation would have re-

sulted, with the predicted values of the right-hand side endogenous

variables equal to the actual values. The final 2SLS estimates

would have been identical to the OLS estimates of the second stage

alone.

To bypass this difficulty, a subset of exogenous variables

was used in the first stage of 2SLS. For each right-hand side
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endogenous variable, this subset included all predetermined vari-

ables in the behavioral relationship, including any lagged endo-

genous variables. The same subset of exogenous variables was used

for all right-hand side endogenous variables in a given behavioral

relationship [McCarthy, 1971]. Additional exogenous variables from

other behavioral relationships in the model were included using a

causal ordering criteria suggested by Fisher [1965]. Exogenous

variables were included which most directly affect the right-hand

side endogenous variable. Where several exogenous variables pro-

vided similar information and were highly correlated with one

another, one exogenous variable was chosen.

Autocorre lation

Autocorrelation results from residuals being correlated, so

that the covariance between any two residuals is not zero. Auto-

correlation results in coefficient estimates which are inefficient

and in which the estimated variances of the regression coefficients

are biased. This bias underestimates the true variance of the re-

gression coefficients, resulting in students' "t" statistics for

the estimated coefficients which are seriously overstated [Johnston,

1972, p. 246]. Estimates of the regression coefficients are still

unbiased, but may range widely from the true values of the coeff i-

cients [Murphy, 1973, p. 310].

Autocorrelation is detected through the use of the Durbin-

Watson test statistic. The statistic is computed using the esti-

mated residuals, and is then compared to upper and lower critical

values for a given confidence level. The null hypotheses of no

autocorrelation is rejected in favor of the alternative hypotheses

of autocorrelation if the calculated value of the statistic is

less than the lower critical value. If the calculated value exceeds

the upper critical value, the null hypothesis is not rejected. For
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calculated values which lie between the lower and upper critical

values, the test is inconclusive [Johnston, 1973, p. 252].

The Durbin-Watson statistic is biased towards an indication

of no autocorrelation when lagged endogenous variables are used, or

when used to test individual behavioral relationships in a simul-

taneous equation system. Both of these situations exist in the

Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model. In the case of

lagged endogenous variables, Taylor and Wilson [19641 found that the

test remained powerful if the inconclusive regions were used to in-

dicate autocorrelation. Durbin [1970] has developed an alternative

procedure to detect autocorrelation in this situation. Durbin [1957]

showed this test to be a good approximation for detecting autocorre-

lation in simultaneous equation systems.

If autocorrelation was detected in the estimated equation, the

behavioral relationship was reestimated using an iterative two-stage

least squares (I2SLS) technique developed by Fiar [1970]. The first

stage of I2SLS is identical to that of 2SLS. In the second stage,

the autoregressive coefficient (p) is estimated using the equation

= Pu1 + e (16)

where u are the estimated 2SLS residuals at time t, and e is

the disturbance term. Equation (16) assumes a first-order auto-

regressive scheme, but any autoregressive scheme can be used.

Second- and higher-order autoregressive schemes may be indicated

if a first-order scheme fails to remove autocorrelation.

The second step is to transform all the data using the esti-

mated autoregressive coefficient. For a first-order scheme,

this transformation is given by:
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where z represents the actual values of all endogenous and exo-

genous variables, plus the predicted values of any right-hand side

endogenous variables, is the estimated autoregressive coeffici-

ent, and z represents the transformed data.

In the third step, OLS estimation is applied to the trans-

formed data. The final step is to use the residuals from the OLS

estimation of the transformed data to estimate a new autoregressive

coefficient. If the revised estimate is sufficiently close to pre-

vious estimate then the process is terminated. If this estimate

of the autoregressive coefficient is not close to the previous

estimate, then the transformation in step two is repeated using

the revised estimate. The process may go through several iterations

[Murphy, 1973, pp. 314-322].

Multicollinearity

Multicollinearity occurs when the explanatory variables are

correlated with one another. Multicollinearity results in an in-

crease in the variance of the regression coefficients compared to

a situation without multicollinearity. The resulting Students' "t"

statistics for the estimated coefficients are too low [Johnston,

1972, p. 1601.

Multicollinearity can be detected by examining regressions

which alternately include and exclude explanatory variables. If

the inclusion of an explanatory variable does not significantly

increase R2 but the variances increase for the estimated coeffici-

ents, then multicollinearity is a problem.

If two or more variables in an estimated relationship are

collinear, removing all but one will reduce multicollinearity.

The exclusion of variables, however, may cause specification

error. Specification error results in estimated coefficient and

coefficient variances that are biased [Johnston, 1972, p. 169].
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Two steps were taken in this study to reduce multicollinearity.

First, equation forms were considered which expressed the left-hand

side of the equation as a ratio of an endogenous and exogenous

variable. These equation forms involve one less explanatory vari-

able in estimation, reducing the potential for multicollinearity.

Second, composite variables were constructed using several explana-

tory variables. The explanatory variables that were combined were

similar in their influence on the left-hand variable and often

were highly correlated with one another.

Variable Specification

Three forms of each right-hand side variables were examined

for the behavioral relationships in the Assessment Model and the

End-Use Demand Model. These forms were current period (zt),

last period or once lagged (zi), and a simple moving average

(zt + zt1), where is a right-hand side variable. All possi-

ble combinations of variable forms were examined. For example, if

an equation contained two right-hand side variables, then nine

regression equations were estimated. Lack of observations pre-

vented more variable forms from being examined. Where variable

forms other than current period are adopted, the behavioral impli-

cations of the chosen form is examined.

Selection Criteria

All behavioral relationships were initially estimated with

OLS using the variable forms just described and the equation

forms described in Chapter Three. Annual data for the period

1960 to 1976 were used in the estimation process. The selection

criteria which were used to determine variable and equation forms

for each behavioral relationship were as follows:
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expected signs were obtained for all estimated coefficients

all variables specified by economic theory were included

all estimated coefficients are significantly different from

zero as tested by the students' "t" statistic at the five per-

cent confidence level

greatest multiple correlation coefficient (R2)

fewest right-hand side explanatory variables

absence of autocorrelation as tested by the Durbin-Watson

statistic at the five percent confidence level.

Criteria (1) and (2) helped ensure that the forecasts de-

veloped using these estimated equations were based on theoretically

sound economic relationships. If expected signs are not obtained,

then irrational and inconsistent forecasts may result.

Criteria (3) and (4) measured, in a sense, the statistical

performance of the estimated equations. The Students' "t" statis-

tic was used to determine if the estimated coefficients were signi-

ficantly different from zero. This statistic is computed as the

ratio of the coefficient to its standard error. The null hypothesis

that the coefficient is zero is rejected in favor of the alternative

hypothesis that the coefficient possesses correct sign if the cal-

culated value of the statistic is greater than the critical value

for a given confidence level. If the calculated value is less than

the critical value, the null hypothesis is not rejected.

Criterion (5) implied a reduced potential for multicollinearity

in the estimated relationship. These last two criteria helped en-

sure that the coefficients of the estimated relationships are

consistent.

The selected variable and equation forms were not required to

be the same for all regions, ownerships, and/or end-use industries,

although this occurred in most cases. Once selections were made,

the behavioral relationships were reestimated using 2SLS.



Results

Sawlog Stumpage Supply

Sawlog stumpage supply equations were estimated for the non-

industrial private and forest industry ownerships in the four

eastern regions.

All variable and equation forms were estimated using OLS.

The results were disappointing for all equation forms, with co-

efficients for sawlog stumpage price or sawtimber inventory often

possessing negative sign. For example, using the partial adjust-

ment form of the removal-inventory ratio equation (7) and current

values of all variables, five of the eight estimated equations

contained one coefficient with negative sign. The estimated

equation for the forest industry ownership in the NC region

possessed a negative price coefficient while the SC equation con-

tained a negative inventory coefficient. For the nonindustrial

private equations, the NE and NC equations possessed negative

price coefficients, with the NE coefficient nearly zero, while

the SC equation contained a negative inventory coefficient.

The negative price coefficients obtained in three of the

four NE and NC equations may reflect a true price elasticity of

supply which is positive but extremely inelastic, with price

coefficients only slightly greater than zero. If this were

true, then large coefficients variances might result in esti-

mated price coefficients which possess negative sign but which

are not significantly different from zero. In fact, for all

four equations in the NE and NC regions, the estimated price

coefficients were not significantly different from zero at the

five percent confidence level.

The negative inventory coefficients in the two SC sawlog

stumpage supply equations reflect, in part, the decline in hard-

wood flooring production, resulting in reduced lumber production

110
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and sawlog stumpage removals despite a growing inventory.

Two approaches were considered for removing coefficients with

unexpected signs. One approach involves dropping variables with

negative coefficients. This was undesirable, however, since saw-

log stuxnpage price was endogenous in both models, and several im-

portant model linkages involved sawlog stumpage price or saw-

timber inventory. The second approach is to constrain coefficient

values based on results from estimated equations in which all

coefficients possessed expected signs. This second approach was

adopted.

Because of the poor estimation results, the selection cri-

teria described in the previous section were not used to select

variable and equation forms for the sawlog stumpage supply equa-

tions. The partial adjustment form of the removal-inventory ratio

equation (2) and current values of all variables were used in

the estimated relationships.

Estimation results for the nonindustrial private and forest

industry sawlog stuxnpage supply equations are shown in Table 41.

Coefficients which possessed negative signs were constrained and

the equation reestimated using OLS. In the NE and NC equations,

where the price coefficient was negative, coefficients were con-

strained using the price elasticity estimates from unconstrained

equations. For these equations, coefficient variances may have

been too large to consistently estimate positive but highly inelas-

tic price elasticities. In the SC equations, where the inventory

coefficients were negative, coefficients were constrained in a

similar fashion. In this region, further declines in hardwood

flooring production in the future are not expected.

In the NC forest industry equation, the partial adjustment co-

efficient changed signs when the price coefficient was constrained

(perhaps due to multicollinearity), requiring both coefficients to

be constrained in OLS estimation. In the SC forest industry
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equation, constraining the partial adjustment coefficient resulted

in an inventory coefficient with positive sign. The procedures

used to constrain the various coefficients are noted in Table 41.

Durbin-Watson and "t" statistics are not shown for equations with

constrained coeffIcients.

Three of the eight relationships possessed expected signs in OLS

estimation and were reestimated using 2SLS (Table 41). In the SE

equations, the price coefficients were significantly different from

zero at the five percent confidence level. The Durbin-Watson sta-

tistic, however, indicated autocorrelation in these equations.

These equations were reestimated using I2SLS (Table 42). The

resulting Durbin-Watson statistics fell just below the upper criti-

cal value. However, the estimated partial adjustment coefficients

(0) in both equations were quite large relative to the estimates in

the other equations. Since these coefficients were not significant,

the I2SLS estimates were not adopted for use in the Assessment Model

and the End-Use Demand Model.

It is important to note, however, that there is evidence which

supports adopting the I2SLS results. In particular, if autocorrela-

tion exists, then the estimated lagged supply coefficient is biased

upwards. The lagged supply coefficients in the SE nonindustrial

private equation are higher using 2SLS (autocorrelation detected)

than I2SLS (autocorrelation not detected).

Elasticity estimates for the forest industry and nonindustrial

private equations in the four eastern regions are shown in Table 43.

Table 44 shows elasticity estimates from softwood stumpage supply

equations for northern and southern regions developed in previous

studies.

Lumber supply equations were estimated for the four eastern

regions. All variable and equation forms were estimated using OLS.



TABLE 41. Estimation results for sawlog stuittpage supply
equations

NE Forest Industr' (RNEPZ/BFNI)

Constant
Sawlog 3taqe price NE (PSNE)
Ratio of sawlog stiipage revals last period

to sawt.mb.r inventory (RNIL/BFNI)
R2 - .79
Durbin-Watson = 1. 52°
Sasiple period 1961-1976
Estimation method: 1'wo-staqe Least Scuares

NC Forest Industry (RNC'I/BFICI)

*
5.956 X 10_4
9.23 x 10

Constant 5.784 x 10
Sawlog sttpaqe price NC (PSNC) 1.207 x 10 NA

Ratio of sawlog sttpag. removals last period
to sawtinher inventory (RNCIL/&'NCTI) .6543 NA

- NA
Durhin-Watson - NA
Sanole Period 1961-1976
Estination method: Ordinary Least Squares with PSNC and P /BFNCL coefficients

constrained. Elasticity estimates from the NE forest industry
equation were used to estimate these coefficients.

SE Forest Industry
Constant 2.275 x
Sawlog 3tupage price SE (PSSE) 1.305 x 100 2.26
Ratio of sawlog stoaqe removals last period

to sawtisthsr inventory (RSEPILJ3E'S!I) .7356 * 4.54

= .73
Durbin-Wat3on 1.03
Sanole period 1961-1976
Estimation method: ¶wc-stage Least Squares

SC Fnrest ndustrv (RSC?I/BFSc'I)
Constant 3.357
Sawlog stumpage price SC (PSSC) 1.008 x 10 NA

Ratio of sawlog stmpage removals last period
to sawtinber inventory (RSCI'IL/3FSCFI) .7356 NA

R2 - NA
Durbin-Watson - NA
Sample period 1961-1976
Estimation method: Ordinary Least Squ_ares with the RSLJ3FSCFI coefficient con-

strained. The elasticity estimate from the SE forest industry
enuation was osed to estimate this coeffioient.

NE !4onindustrial Priva1e (NNEOP/8pNEOp)

Constant 3.485 x l0 NA

Sawlog stipage price NE (PS2E) 1.703 x 10 NA

Ratio of sawlog stsepaqe removals last period
to sawtnher inventory (RNEOPL/BFNECP) .7177 NA

N NA

Durbin-Watsca NA

Samole period 1961-1976
Estimation method: Ordinary Least Shares with the ?SNE cnefficiait constrai.xied.

The elasticity estimate from the 3E .ioni.ndustrial przate
equation used to estimate this coefficient.
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.6543* 4.09

Ratio of Sawlog Stpaqe Removals to
Sawtisther Inventory

Varjale Coefficient t-statztic

2.40
1.38
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Variable Coefficient t-statistic

NC Nenind1strial Private (RNCOP/BVNCCP)

Constant 2.186 x l0 NA

Sawlog st1mpage price NC (PSNC) 1.879 x 10 NA

Ratio of sawlog stupage removals last period
to sawtimber inventory (PCOPL/BFNCOP) .7323 NA

R2 NA
bin-Watscn - NA

Sample period 1961-1976
Estimation method: ordinary Least Squares with the PSNC coefficient constrained.

Th. elasticity estimate fr the SE nonindustrial private
equation was used to estimate this co.ffici.nt.

SE Nonindustrial. Private (RSEOP/3VSECP)

Constant 1.674 x 10 .42

Sawlog sttpaq. price SE (9855) 1.29 x 10 2.16

Patio of sawlog etumpage raovals last period
to sawtisther inventory (RSZOPI./BFSEOP) .7622* 4.73

R2 - .74
Durbin-Watson 1.04
Sample period - 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

SC Nonindustrial Private (RSCCP/BTSECP)

Constant 3.191 NA

Sawlog stuatpage price SC (PSSC) 1.867 x 10 NA

Ratio cf sawl.og staqe removals last period
to sawtimber inventory (RSCCWL/EFSCCP) .7284 NA

Durhia-Watson = NA
Sample period - 1961-1976
Estimation method: Ordinary Least Squares with the coefficient of the Ooflstant tC

constrained. The elasticity estimates fron the NE. MC, and SE

nonindustrial. private equations ware used to estimate this

coefficient.

R is madjusted for degrees of freedom.

* significantly different fron zero at five percent cnf±dence level.

a positive autocorrelation nor detected at five percent confidence level..

NA not applicable.
'fariable descriptcs and sourre notes in Appendia A.
Original historical. data in Appendix B.



Ratio of Sawlog Stumpage Removals to
Sawtimber Inventory

R2 .58

Durbin-Watson 140a
Sample period 1961-1976
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TABLE 42. Iterative Two-stage Least Squares estimation results,
SE sawlog stumpage supply equations

R2 is unadjusted for degrees of freedom.

* significantly different from zero at five percent level.

a positive autocorrelation not detected at five percent level.

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix 3.

Variable Coefficient t- statistic

SE Forest Industry (RSI/rSErI)
5.133 x 10_5*
1.481 x 10

3333*

2.41
3.76

1.77

Constant

Sawlog stumoage price SE (PSSE)
Ratio of sawlog stumpage removals last period to

sawtimber inventory (RSEFIL/BFSEI)

R2 .58

Durbin-Watson 1.37
Sample period 1961-1976

SE Nonindustrjal Private (RSCOP/BFSCOp)
_4*

Constant 3.259 x 10 2.51
Sawlog stumpage price SE (PSSE) 1.490 X 10 3.88
Ratio of sawlog stumpage removals last period to

sawtimber inventory (RSEOPL/BFSEOP) .2978 1.56



*
Coefficient constrained in estimation process.

2SLS is two-stage least squares.
OLS is ordinary least squares.

Estimates are computed using average values over the sample
period.

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.
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TABLE 43. Elasticity estimates for sawlog stiimpage removals

Dependent Sawlog Stump- Sawtimber Estimation
Variable age Price Inventory Method

RNEFI PSNE .10 BFNEFI .35 2SLS

PNCFI PSNC* - BFNCFI* - OLS

RSEFI PSSE .18 BFSEFI .26 2SLS

RSCFI PSSC .10 BFSCFI* - OLS

RNEOP PSNE* - BFNEOP .28 OLS

RNCOP PSNC* - BFNCOP .27 OLS

RSEOP PSSE .17 BFSEOP .24 2SLS

RSCOP PSSC .18 BFSCOP .27 OLS



aRegion definitions (NE,NC,SE,SC) and ownership definitions
(FI,OP) are identical to those used in this study.
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TABLE 44. Elasticity estimates for softwood stumpage removals
from previous studies

Study
Stumpage Removal

Variable

Stumpage
Price

Elasticity
Inventory
Elasticity

Adams [1977) Southern Pine .23 .13

Adams and NE-F I .32 37

Haynes [19801a
NC-Fl 99 .20

SE-F I .47 .49

SC-Fl - .41

NE-OP - -

NC-OP - -

SE-OP .30 .72

SC-OP .39 .66
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Equation (11) performed the best based on the selection criteria

discussed in the beginning of this chapter. This appears to pro-.

vide some evidence in support of the partial adjustment equation

form.

Sawlog stumpage price was expressed as a simple moving aver-

age. The moving average price for sawlog stumpage may be due to

the size of sawlog mill inventories. These inventories are often

large to ensure an adequate supply of raw material. At any point

in time inventory is comprised of logs purchased over more than

one time period. A moving average is a better estimate of actual

cost.

In both the NE and NC equations, the wage rate coefficient

possessed positive sign. One possible explanation for this result

is that the true elasticity for wage rates is negative but highly

inelastic, so that wage rate coefficients are only slightly less

than zero. Large coefficient variances might cause estimated

coefficients to possess positive sign. A similar situation existed

for the price coefficients in the northern sawlog stumpage supply

equations. Another explanation is that wage rates were colinear

with lumber price or sawlog stumpage price.

The two approaches that were considered for use in removing

the unexpected coefficients in the sawlog stumpage supply equations

were also considered for the wage rate coefficients. In this case,

the wage rate variable was dropped from the NE and NC lumber supply

equations. Unlike sawlog stumpage price, wage rates are exogenous

in both the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model. In addi-

tion, they are not involved in any market linkages as are sawlog

stuxnpage prices and sawtimber inventories.

Petroleum prices did not enter any of the equations with the

correct sign, reflecting, in part, its small contribution to total

hardwood lumber production costs. This variable was also dropped,

since it was exogenous in both models and not involved in any

market linkages.
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Table 45 shows the estimated 2SLS hardwood lumber supply equa-

tions for the four eastern regions. Lumber price was significantly

different from zero in all but one equation, while the partial

adjustment coefficient was sig-nificant in all equations. Stumpage

price was significant in only one equation and there the lit Ii

statistic was only slightly greater than the critical value. The

Durbin-Watson test did not indicate autocorrelation in any of the

equations.

Elasticity estimates for the lumber supply equations are shown

in Table 46. The sawlog stumpage price elasticity is inelastic in

all regions, resulting from a lack of substitutes for sawlog stump-

age in lumber.production. Pulpwood stumpage is generally not sub-

stituted for sawlog stumpage, since pulpwood log quality is often

poor. Other types of hardwood stumpage are of minor importance.

The wage rate elasticities are inelastic in the SE and SC regions,

resulting from limited opportunities for substitution of labor

or other inputs in hardwood lumber production.

Lumber and stumpage price elasticities for softwood lumber

supply equations from previous studies are shown in Table 47.

Lumber Demand

Lumber demand equations were estimated for the four hardwood

lumber end-use industries.

Activity measures for the end-use industries were production

indexes for manufacturing and shipping containers, total housing

starts for residential construction, and value put in place of non-

residential construction (see Appendix A for source notes). The

manufacturing index was used instead of value of shipments for

household furniture in order to account for products other than

furniture which consumed more than one-third of all lumber in

manufacturing in 1970 [U.S. Forest Service, 1973, p. 169]. In



TABLE 45. Estimation results for lumber supply equations

Variable Coefficient t-statistic
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R2 is unadjusted for degrees of freedom.

* = significantly differer.t from zero at five percent level.

= autocorrejatjon not detected at five percent level.

Variabla descriptions and sourre notes in Appendi: A.
Criginal historical data in Appendix B.

NE Lumber Production (pLNE)

Constant 28.35 0.10

Lumber price (PL) 4.001* 1.91

Moving average sawlog stumpage price NE (SNE) -5.960 -1.14

NE lumber production last period (QLNEL) .6480* 3.04

R2 .70

Durbin-Watson 1.44
Sample period = 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

NC Lumber Production (QLNC)

constant 157.8 .44

Lumber price (PL) 44g7* 1.80

Moving average sawlog stumpage price NC (frSNC) -4.714 .85

NC lumber production last period (QLNCL) 5944* 2.77

R2 = .66
Durbin-Watson
Sample period = 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

SE Lumber Production (OLSE)

Constant 229.0 .75

Lumber price (PL) 5.360 1.59

Moving average sawlog stumpage price SE (SSE) 7.539 .86

Wage rate SE (WSE) -315.4 -1.46

SE hmther production last period (QLSEL) .8514* 3.51

R2.66
Durbin-Watson 1.46
Sample period = 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

SC Lumber Production (QLSC)

Constant 277.4 .50

Lumber price (PL) 11.90* 2.62

Moving average sawlog stumpage price SC (NPSSC) *17.54* -1.85

Wage rate SC (WSC) *670.2* -2.83

SC lumber production last period (QLScL) .8535* 5.44

.80

Durbin-Watson l.79'
Sample period 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares



Estimates are computed using average values over the
sample period.

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.
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TABLE 46. Elasticity estimates for luiriber production

Dependent Lumber Stumpage Wage

Variable Price Price Rate

QLNE PL .44 MPSNE -.10 -

QLNC PL .38 MPSNC -.05 -

QLSE PL .55 MPSSE -.18 WSE -.37

QLSC PL .87 MPSSC -.28 WSC -.59



aRegion definitions are identical to those used in this study.
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TABLE 47. Elasticity estimates for softwood lumber production
from previous studies.

Study
Lumber Produc-
tion Variable

Lumber
Price

Elasticity

Stumpage
Price

Elasticity

Adams [1977] Southern Pine .68 -.24

Adams and SE .31 -.11
Haynes

[1980]a
Sc .79 -.28
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shipping, the two products that consumed a major share of hardwood

lumber were pallets and wooden containers. The shipping container

production index was used to represent both. A similar situation

existed for nonresidential construction, with hardwood flooring

and railroad ties the major products which used hardwood lumber.

Substitute prices were expressed as a composite of two vari-

ables in some cases. Variable forms included (1/4 At + 3/4 Bt),

(1/2 At + 1/2 Bt), and (3/4 At + 1/4 Bt), where At and Bt are two

substitute prices. Once lagged (last period) values of these

composite variable forms were also examined. The composite vari-

able forms were developed in an attempt to reduce multicollinearity

in the estimated relationships. The selection criteria were used

to identify the best composite variable forms.

.All variable and equation forms were estimated using OLS.

Equation (15) performed the best based on the selection criteria.

Current values were used as a variable form for lumber price.

In manufacturing, three substitute prices were considered:

plastic, particleboard, and metal. The substitute price in the

estimated equation was a weighted average of current values for

plastic (75%) and particleboard (25%). The substitution of hard-

wood lumber in furniture production has been limited, with plastic,

and to a lesser extent, particleboard and metal the primary

substitutes.

In the lumber demand equation for the shipping industry, three

substitute variables were examined: plastic, paperboard and soft-

wood plywood. The substitute price in the estimated equation was

a weighted average of current values for plastic (75%) and softwood

plywood (25%). plastic and paperboard containers have been the

primary substitutes for wooden containers. Limited substitution

of softwood plywood for hardwood lumber occurred in pallet

production.

For residential construction, three substitute prices were

examined: particleboard, softwood plywood, and floor coverings.
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The substitute price in the estimated equation was once lagged

particleboard price. Particleboard production increased substan-

tially during the mid-l960's, with this increase due, in part,

to substitution for hardwood flooring in residential construction.

Particleboard price may, therefore, more directly explain this

substitution than a composite variable involving particleboard,

softwood plywood and/or floor covering price. The lag in

particleboard price may be due to "technical rigidities" in which

building contractors are more responsive to last period's price

than current period's price in adopting new construction tech-

niques [McKillop, 1967, p. 181.

In the lumber demand equations for nonresidential construc-

tion, softwood plywood, particleboard, floor coverings, and con-

crete prices were considered as substitute prices. In the esti-

mated equation, the substitute price was a weighted average of

last period softwood plywood (50%) and particleboard (50%). The

reason for the difference between this result and the substitute

price for the residential construction equation is that cabinets

made of hardwood lumber are also used in residential construction.

Particleboard has been an important substitute material in cabinet

production. Substitution for hardwood lumber by concrete in rail-

road ties has been extremely limited.

For the manufacturing and shipping equations, estimation over

the sample period 1961-1976 resulted in positive lumber price and

negative activity measure coefficients. In neither case were these

coefficients significantly different from zero at the five percent

confidence level.

The time series data were examined in an attempt to identify the

cause of these positive coefficients. Plastic price, which occurs

in both equations, declined steadily from 1960 to 1973, falling 40

percent (see Appendix B, variable PLAS). From 1973 to 1976, price

increased by 55 percent, as a result of the 1973-1974 Arab oil

embargo.
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Two approaches for removing the coefficients with unexpected

signs were considered. One approach involves using a dunmiy variable

to represent the Arab oil embargo. The second approach involves

excluding the observations from time series data. Since the number

of observations to be excluded were small, the second approach was

adopted.

Table 48 shows the estimated 2SLS lumber demand equations by

end-use industry. In the manufacturing and shipping equations,

two observations (1975 and 1976) were excluded from the data set.

Substitute prices were significantly different from zero for

all four equations. Lumber price was significant for the residen-

tial construction and nonresidential construction equations. The

Durbin-Watson test, however, detected autocorrelation in all four

equations.

All equations were reestixnated using I2SLS. In the reestimated

equations, autocorrelation was not detected in two of the four equa-

tions, with the other two equations possessing Durbin-Watson statis-

tics much closer to the critical value. In each equation, however,

two or more of the coefficients did not possess expected sign. For

this reason, the 2SLS estimates were retained.

Elasticity estimates are shown in Table 49 for the four hard-

wood lumber end-use industries, as well as a lumber price elasticity

for all hardwood lumber end-use industries. The lumber and sub-

stitute price elasticities are largest (in absolute terms) for

residential and nonresidential construction, reflecting the sub-

stitution of particleboard, softwood plywood, and floor coverings

for hardwood flooring. The manufacturing and shipping elasticities

are much more inelastic, reflecting limited substitution of hard-

wood lumber in household furniture and pallets.

The lumber price elasticity for all end-use industries (-.53)

compares to an elasticity of -.69 developed by Waggener, Schreuder,

and Hoganson [1978]. This elasticity was used in the Assessment



TABLE 48. Estimation results for lumber demand equations
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Ratio of Lumber Consumption
to Industry Activity

R2 .78

Durbin-Watson 1.13
Sample period 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

R2 is unadjusted for degrees of freedom.

* = significantly different from zero at five percent level.

a autocorrelatjon not detected at five percent level.

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in appendix B.

Variable Coefficient t-statistic

Manufacturing (QMANP/AMANF)

Constant 11.70 1.23
Lumber price (PL) -.0394 -1.01
Price of substitutes in manufacturing (SMNF) .1773* 4.05

R2 = .84
Durbin-Watson 1.23
Sample period 1961-1974
Estimation method: Two-stage Lease Squares

Shipping (QSHIP/ASHIP)

Constant 5.124 .26

Lumber price (PL) -. 0346 - .47

Price of substitutes in shipping (SSHIP) .2827* 2.81

R2 .64

Durbin-Watson .58

Sample period = 1961-1974
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

Residential Construction (QRES/ARES)

Constant 118.7 .22

Lumber price (PL) _4.776* -1.80
Price of substitutes in residential construction (SBES) 12.27* 4.35

R2 .69

Durbin-Watson = 1.11
Sample period 1961-1976
Estimation method: Two-stage Least Squares

Nonresidential Construction (QNRES/ANRES)

Constant 21.94 .94

Lumber price (Pt) 3473* -3.50
Price of substitutes in nonresidential construction .8430* 534
(SNRES)
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Model to construct the lumber demand equation. Substitutes for

hardwood lumber in the estimated equations include particleboard,

softwood plywood, and plastic.

In comparison, a price elasticity of softwood lumber of -.35

was also developed by Waggener, Schreuder, and Hoganson. This

elasticity estimate was used in Adams and Haynes [19801.



TABLE 49. Elasticity estimates for lumber demand

Dependent Lumber Substitute
Variable Price Price

Estimates are computed using average values over
the sample period.

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appen-
dix A.

Original historical data in Appendix B.
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QMANF PL -.27 SMANF .75

QSHIP PL -.19 SSHIP 1.01

QRES PL -1.22 SRES 1.94

QNRES PL -.95 SNRES 1.52

QL PL -.52



CHAPTER V

HISTORICAL SIMULATIONS

This chapter describes the results of historical simulations

used to assess the predictive ability of the Assessment Model and

the End-Use Demand Model.

Assessment Model

Methodology

Table 50 provides a list of the variables in the Assessment

Model. Appendix A provides source notes and variable descrip-

tions. Appendix B contains the original historical data.

Historical simulations were developed by solving the 22 be-

havioral relationships in the Assessment Model for the 22 endogen-

ous variables for the period of common data availability, 1962 to

1974.

For the lumber supply and sawlog stumpage supply equations, the

coefficient estimates used were those described in Chapter Four.

For sawlog stumpage demand, a luxuber-sawlog stuinpage conversion

factor of 161 (cubic feet of sawlog stuinpage per thousand board

feet of lumber) was used for all regions and time periods.7 The

lumber demand equation was constructed using actual historical

lumber price and lumber consumption each period and a price elas-

ticity of lumber demand of - .69 obtained from Waggener, Schreuder,

and Hoganson [19781.
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7mis conversion factor was developed by Thomas C. Ellis, U.S.
Forest Service, and was transmitted in a memorandum dated June 28,
1978.



TABLE 50. List of variables for Assessment Model--Historical
Simulation

Variable Definition

Endogenous Variables

QL
PL
OLNE
QLNC

QLSE

QLSC
PSNE
PSNC
PSSE
PSSC

RNEFI
RNCFI
RSEFI
RSCFI
RNEOP

RNCOP
RSEOP
RSCOP

Strictly Exogenous Variables

Lumber consumption
Price of lumber
NE lumber production
NC lumber production
SE lumber production
SC lumber production
Sawlog stumpage price NE
Sawlog stumpage price NC
Sawlog stumpage price SE
Sawlog stuxnpage price SC

NE Fl sawlog stumpage removals
NC Fl sawlog stuinpage removals
SE Fl sawlog stumpage removals
SC Fl sawlog stumpage removals
NE OP sawlog stuinpage removals

NC OP sawlog stumpage removals
SE OP sawlog stumpage removals
SC OP sawlog stumpage removals
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1. WSE Wage rate SE
2. WSC Wage rate SC
3. QLIM Lumber imports
4. QLEX Lumber exports
5. QLW Lumber production in the West
6. RNENF NE NF sawlog stumpage removals
7. RNCNF NC NF sawlog stumpage removals
8. RSENF SE NF sawlog stumpage removals
9. RSCNF SC NF sawlog stumpage removals

10. RNEOG NE OG sawlog stumpage removals

11. RNCOG NC OG sawlog stumpage removals
12. RSEOG SE OG sawlog stumpage removals
13. RSCOG SC OG sawlog stumpage removals
14. EFNEFI NE forest industry sawtimber inventory
15. BFNCFI NC forest industry sawtimber inventory

(çntinued)



TABLE 50 (continued)
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Lagged Endogenous Variables

QLNEL
QLNCL
QLSEL
QLSCL
PSNEL

PSNCL
PSSEL
PSSCL
RNEFIL

RNCFIL

RSEFIL

RSCFIL

RNEOPL

RNCOPL

RSEOPL

RSCOPL

Other Variables

BQL
BPL

NE lumber production last period
NC lumber production last period
SE lumber production last period
SC lumber production last period
Sawlog stumpage price NE last period

Sawlog stumpage price NC last period
Sawlog stumpage price SE last period
Sawlog stumpage price SC last period
NE forest industry sawlog stuxnpage removals

last period
NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals

last period

SE forest industry sawlog stuinpage removals
last period

SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals
last period

NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

NC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

Base lumber consumption
Base price of lumber

Variable Definition

16.

17.

BFSEFI
BFSCFI

SE forest industry sawtimber inventory
SC forest industry sawtixnber inventory

18. BFNEOP NE nonindustrial private sawtimber inventory
19. BFNCOP NC nonindustrial private sawtirnber inventory
20. BFSEOP SE nonindustrial private sawtixnber inventory

21. BFSCOP SC nonindustrial private sawtimber inventory
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Strictly exogenous variables were set at their actual histori-

cal values in the simulation. Actual historical values of lagged

endogenous variables were supplied for the first year of the simu-

lation, with predicted endogenous variables used in subsequent

years.

Solutions to the Assessment Model are developed for each year

in the historical simulation. The first step in the solution pro-

cedure is to develop a composite sawlog stumpage supply equation

for each region. This is done each period by summing the two

private sawlog stumpage supply equations and exogenous values for

sawlog stumpage removals from the two public ownerships. The two

sawlog stumpage supply equations in a given region are

s31 = a31bf3. + a32p.bf3.t + a33s3.1

54it = a41bf4. + a42p.bf4.t + a43s4.i

where all variables are as previously defined and the first sub-

script for all terms denotes either the forest industry (K3)

or the nonindustrial private (K=4) ownership. The coefficients

a through ak3 are positive in sign. Using the predetermined

values for sawtimber inventory at the start of the period

(bfkit), and endogenous values for sawlog stumpage removals from

the national forest (s1.t) and other government ownerships

and last period's private sawlog stumpage removals

(skit , the sawlog stumpage supply equation for a region is

given by

5. =
it O + lit
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= k=3
kit (20)

where s., is sawlog stumpage removals in region i and and

are positive in sign. The number of endogenous variables and

equations in the system is reduced by four. Stumpage removals

for forest industry and nonindustrial private owners are com-

puted from their original supply equations upon completion of

the solution. The system is further simplified by directly

equating sawlog stuinpage demand and supply in each region, thus

eliminating four more equations and endogenous variables. Im-

plicitly the sawlog stumpage demand variables (d.t) are equal to

sawlog stumpage supply (s.). Finally, if forecasts for future

time periods are to be developed, the eight sawtimber inventory

variables are computed at the start of each period and depend

solely on values of variables in the preceding period. Hence,

they form a strictly recursive block in the model. In historical

simulations, sawtimber inventory is treated as strictly exogenous.

This leaves 14 behavioral relationships which must be solved

arid 14 endogenous variables.

The system is linear in coefficients and variables and may be

written as:

B Y = G X
nxn nxl nxm mxl (21)

where

B is a matrix of endogenous variable coefficients

G is a matrix of exogenous variable coefficients

Y is a vector of values for endogenous variables

X is a vector of values for exogenous variables

n is the number of endogenous variables and the number

of equations (14)

m is the number of exogenous variables (29).



AAPE measures the absolute value difference between actual and
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A solution to this system of equations (the vector Y) is de-

termined by multiplying both sides of (21) by the inverse of the

B matrix (B1)

B1 B Y = B1 C X

nxn nxn nxl nxn nxm mxl

which yields

Y = . G X

nx 1 nxn nxm mxl (23)

This procedure is repeated for each year in the historical

simulation.

Two evaluation techniques were used to examine predictive

power in the historical simulations: average absolute percent

errors (AAPE) and plots of actual historical values versus model

predicted values. The AAPE of an endogenous variable is given by

AAPE = l/T
(t=l

PtAt /At
(24)

where

Pt
is the model predicted values of the endogenous

variable

At is the actual historical values of the endogenous

variable

T is the nuniber of observations

(22)
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predicted values of an endogenous variable as a percent of the

actual values. An AAPE of zero for an endogenous variable means

that the predicted values exactly equal the actual values. Plots

of actual versus predicted values are examined to determine if the

predicted values follow the general trends in the actual values

and if the timing of peaks and troughs are nearly the same.

Results

Table 51 shows AAPE's for the endogenous variables in the

Assessment Model. Plots of actual versus predicted values are shown

in Figure 10.

In the lumber market, AAPE's were less than five percent for

all endogenous variables. The plots show predicted values follow-

ing the general trends in actual values with the timing of peaks

and troughs nearly the same.

In the sawlog stumpage markets, AAPE's for sawlog stumpage

prices were large, especially in the two northern regions. On the

other hand, predicted values follow the general trends in the

actual values. The timing of peaks and troughs were nearly the

same, except in 1974 for NE and NC sawlog stumpage prices, where

prices increased sharply. This sharp increase in prices may have

been due to speculation on the part of sawlog stuinpage purchasers

expecting continued growth in hardwood lumber end-use industries.

Sawlog stumpage prices in the NE and NC regions dropped sharply

from 1974 to 1975 as renewed economic growth failed to materialize.

Previous studies which have examined softwood stuinpage mar-

kets have also had difficulty in predicting stumpage prices

(Table 52). Both Robinson [1974] and Adams [1977] provide AAPE's

for softwood stumpage price, which are similar to the AAPE's for

hardwood sawlog stumpage price in the present study. Adams [19771

and Adams and Haynes [1980] provide plots of actual versus



TABLE 51. Average absolute percentage forecast errors (AAPE)
Assessment Model, historical simulation, 1962-1974
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Endogenous Variables AAPE

Lumber consumption (QL) 2.8
Price of lumber (PL) 4.0
NE lumber production (QLNE) 3.6
NC lumber production (QLNC) 3.3
SE lumber production (QLSE) 4.2
SC lumber production (QLSC) 3.9
Sawlog stumpage price NE (PSNE) 26.0

Sawlog stumpage price NC (PSNC) 31.8

Sawlog stuinpage price SE (PSSE) 10.8

Sawlog stuinpage price SC (PSSC) 16.9

NE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals 4.8
(RNEFI)

NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage re- 4.5
movals (RNEOP)

NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals 9.1
(PNCF I)

NC nonindustrial private sawlog stuxnpage re- 3.4
movals (RNCOP)

SE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals 4.0
(RSEFI)

SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage re- 4.4
movals (RSEOP)

SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals 18.9
(RSCFI)

SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage re- 2.2
movals (RSCOP)
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TABLE 52. Average absolute percent errors (AAPE) for softwood
stumpage price from previous studies

Stumoage Price
Study Description AAPE

Robinson [1974] Douglas- fir 23.7

Southern Pine 11.0

Adams [1977) Western Coastal 34.7

Western Pine 27.5

Southern Pine 13.6
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predicted values for softwood stuinpage price. Adams' model fails

to tract the sharp cyclical price movement in Western Coastal

stumpage price from 1969 to 1971. Adams and Haynes' model misses

the 1974 to 1975 movements in western stumpage prices.

For sawlog stuzupage removals by region and ownership, AAPE's

were less than five percent for all variables except for NC and

SC forest industry removals. With the exception of these two

variables, predicted values follow actual values with the timing

of peaks and troughs nearly the same.

For NC forest industry removals, predicted values decline

slightly while actual values generally increase. Actual removals

from the SC forest industry ownership decline more rapidly than

the model's predicted values. The sawlog stumpage equations in

both ownerships were estimated using constrained coefficients.

In the NC forest industry equation, price and last period removals

were constrained using the results from the NE forest industry

equation. In the SC equation, last period removals were con-

strained using the SE forest industry equation.

These results suggest that the explanatory variable coeffici-

ents in the NC and SC forest industry equations should be modi-

fied. There is no evidence, however, to suggest which variable

coefficients should be changed. For this reason, and because

AAPE's are not large, the original coefficient estimates were

retained.

End-Use Demand Model

Methodology

Table 53 provides a list of variables in the End-Use Demand

Model. Appendix A provides source notes and variable descriptions.

Appendix B contains the original historical data.
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TABLE 53. List of additional variables for End-Use Demand Model
--Historical Simulation

Endogenous Variables

construction

Strictly Exogenous Variables

1. PLAS Price of plastic
2. PBRD Price of particleboard
3. PLY Price of softwood plywood
4. PBRDL Lagged price of particleboard
5. PLYL Lagged price of softwood plywood

6. ANANF Manufacturing activity
7. ASHIP Shipping activity
8. ARES Residential construction activity
9. ANRES Nonresidential construction activity

1. QNANF Lumber consumption in manufacturing
2. QSHIP Lumber consumption in shipping
3. QRES Lumber consumption in residential con-

Struction
4. QNRES Lumber consumption in nonresidential

Variable Description
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The End-Use Demand Model differs from the Assessment Model in

that the lumber demand equation is replaced by four lumber demand

equations by end-use industry. Four additional endogenous vari-

ables, national lumber consumption by end-use industry, replace

national lumber consumption. Additional exogenous variables are

substitute prices and activity measures in the hardwood lumber

end-use industries.

Historical simulations were developed by solving the 25 be-

havioral relationships in the End-Use Demand Model for the 25

endogenous variables for each year in the time period 1962 to

1972. The coefficients used in the end-use lumber demand equations

were those described in Chapter Four.

The solution procedure is similar to the Assessment Model. A

sawlog stumpage supply equation is developed for each region. By

elimination of identities and use of combined sawlog stuinpage supply

relations, the number of behavioral relationships and endogenous

variables is reduced to 17. A simultaneous equation solution proce-

dure is then used to determine the predicted values of the endoge-

nous variables. Sawlog stuinpage removals by region and private

ownership are determined using the predicted regional sawlog stump-

age prices and the original sawlog stumpage supply equations. The

procedure is repeated for each year in the simulation.

Re suits

Table 54 shows AAPE's for the endogenous variables in the End-

Use Demand Model. Plots of actual versus predicted values are shown

in Figure 11.

In the lumber market, AAPE's were not large, with the excep-

tion of lumber consumption in residential construction. The plot

of actual versus predicted values for lumber consumption in residen-

tial construction shows predicted values following the general

trend in actual values except in 1971, where lumberconsumption
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TABLE 54. Average absolute percentage forecast errors (AAPE) for
End-Use Demand Model, historical simulation, 1962-1972

Endogenous Variables AAPE

Lumber consumption in manufacturing (QMANF) 3.9

Lumber consumption in shipping (QSHIP) 6.2

Lumber consumption in residential construction (QRES) 16.2

Lumber consumption in nonresidential construction 5.8
(QNRES)

Price of lumber (PL) 5.5

NE lumber production (QLNE) 5.2

NC lumber production (QLNC) 4.0

SE lumber production (QLSE) 5.4

SC lumber production (QLSC) 5.5

Sawlog stumpage price NE (PSNE) 24.0

Sawlog stuxnpage price NC (PSNC) 30. 2

Sawlog stumpage price SE (PSSE) 11.4

Sawlog stumpage price SC (PSSC) 16.2

NE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals (RNEFI) 4.6

NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals 6.2
(RNEOP)

NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals (RNCFI) 8.9

NC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals 4.4
(RNCOP)

SE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals (RSEFI) 5.1

SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals 5.7

(RSEOP)

SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals (RSCFI) 17.4

SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals 3.4

(RSCOP)
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FIGURE 11. Plots of actual and predicted endogenous variables for
End-Use Demand Model. (P-predicted, A=actual)
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declines even though residential construction activity increases

over 40 percent. This decline may have been due to increased

efforts by home builders to control costs following the 1969-1970

recession. For the rest of the lumber market, the plots show pre-

dicted values following the trends in actual values with the timing

of peaks and troughs nearly the same.

In the four sawlog stumpage markets, AAPE's and plots of actual

versus predicted values were similar to those developed for the

Assessment Model.

Table 55 compares AAPE's for the Assessment Model and the End-

Use Demand Model. On the whole, AAPE'S are larger for the End-Use

Demand Model. This was expected since the lumber demand equation

in the Assessment Model was constructed using actual lumber con-

sumption and lumber price. In effect, predictions over the histori-

cal period using the Assessment Model begin with lumber market

equilibrium in lumber and sawlog stumpage markets. This is a major

advantage over the End-Use Demand Model in developing historical

predictions. It is significant, however, that AAPE'S are only

slightly larger. In developing forecasts of future periods the

lumber demand equation in the Assessment Model is constructed using

forecasts, not actual values, of base lumber price and lumber

consumption. The End-Use Demand Model may possess greater predic-

tive ability relative to the Assessment Model.

From the viewpoint of model validation, these results appear

to provide some support for the structure of both the Assessment

Model and the End-Use Demand Model. A perfectly competitive mar-

ket structure appears to have performed well for both lumber and

sawlog stumpage.

The Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model were de-

veloped to forecast consumption, production, and prices of hardwood

lumber and removals and price of sawlog stumpage. Based on this

analysis, both models appear to provide adequate predictive ability

to meet this objective.
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TABLE 55. Average absolute percentage forecast errors (AAPE),
Assessment Model (1962-1974), and End-Use Demand
Model (1962-1972)

removals (RSCOP)

aCompares actual QL with sum of the predicted QMANF, QSHIP,
QRES, and ONRES.

Assessment
Endogenous Variables Model

End-Use
Demand Model

Lumber consumption (QL) 2.8

Price of lumber (PL) 4.0 5.5

NE lumber production (QLNE) 3.6 5.2

NC lumber production (QLNC) 3.3 4.0

SE lumber production (QLSE) 4.2 5.4

SC lumber production (QLSC) 3.9. 5.5

Sawlog stumpage price NE (PSNE) 26.0 24.0

Sawlog stuxupage price NC (PSNC) 31.8 30.2

Sawlog stumpage price SE (PSSE) 10.8 11.4

Sawlog stumpage price SC (PSSC) 16.9 16.2

NE forest industry sawlog stumpage
removals (RNEFI)

4.8 4.6

NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals (RNEOP)

4.5 6.2

NC forest industry sawlog stumpage
removals (RNCFI)

9.1 8.9

NC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals (RNCOP)

3.4 4.4

SE forest industry sawlog stumpage
removals (RSEFI)

4.0 5.1

SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals (RSEOP)

4.4 5.7

SC forest industry sawlog stumpage
removals (RSCFI)

18.9 17.4

SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage 2.2 3.4



Methodo logy

A list of variables in the Assessment Model is shown in Table

56. In developing forecasts, additional exogenous variables were

required over those used in the historical simulation. These

variables were used in the TRAS inventory projection system to fore-

cast sawtimber inventory by region and private ownership.

The coefficients for the lumber supply and sawlog supply equa-

tions were those described in Chapter Four. For regional sawlog

stumpage demand, the lumber-sawlog stumpage conversion factor was

assumed to decline linearly from 161 (cubic feet of sawlog stump-

age per thousand board feet of lumber) in 1976 to 146 in 2030, a

decline of approximately 10 percent.8 As previously noted, changes

in conversion factors are the result of changes in technology and

changes in relative factor usage. The lumber demand equation was

constructed using base lumber price and lumber consumption each

period and a price elasticity of lumber demand of - .69 obtained from

Waggener, Schreuder, and Hoganson [1978].

The base lumber price forecast was constructed to represent a

continuation of price trends in the base period, 1950 to 1976. The

CHAPTER VI

FORECASTS

This chapter describes the forecasts of consumption, produc-

tion and prices of hardwood lumber and removals and prices for

hardwood sawlog stumpage.

Assessment Model
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8Ellis, Thomas C. Memorandum dated June 28, 1978.
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Strictly Exogenous Variables

(continued)

TABLE 56. List of variables for Assessment Model--Forecasts

Variable Definition

Endogenous Variables

1.

2.

QL
PL

Lumber consumption
Price of lumber

3. QLNE NE lumber production
4. QLNC NC lumber production
5. QLSE SE lumber production

6. QLSC SC lumber production
7. PSNE Sawlog stumpage price NE
8. PSNC Sawlog stumpage price NC
9. PSSE Sawlog stumpage price SE

10. PSSC Sawlog stumpage price SC

11. PNEFI NE Fl sawlog stumpage removals
12. RNCFI NC Fl sawlog stumpage removals
13. RSEFI SE Fl sawlog stumpage removals
14. RSCFI SC Fl sawlog stumpage removals
15. RNEOP NE OP sawlog stumpage removals

16. RNCOP NC OP sawlog stumpage removals
17. RSEOP SE OP sawlog stumpage removals
18. RSCOP SC OP sawlog stumpage removals

1. WSE Wage rate SE
2. WSC Wage rate SC
3. QLIM Lumber imports
4. QLEX Lumber exports
5. QLW Lumber production in the West

6. TRNENF NE national forest stumpage removals
7. TRNCNF NC national forest stumpage removals
8. TRSENF SE national forest stumpage removals
9. TRSCNF SC national forest stumpage removals

10. TRNEOG NE other government stumpage removals

11. TRNCOG NC other government stumpage removals
12. TRSEOG SE other government stuxnpage removals
13. TRSCOG SC other government stumpage removals
14. PLYNE NE veneer log stumpage removals
15. PLYNC NC veneer log stumpage removals
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Lagged Endogenous Variables

QLNEL
QLNCL
QLSEL
QLSCL
PSNEL

PSNCL
PSSEL
PSSCL
RNEFIL

RNCFIL

RSEFIL

RSCFIL

NE lumber production last period
NC lumber production last period
SE lumber production last period
SC lumber production last period
Sawlog stumpage price NE last period

Sawlog stumpage price NC last period
Sawlog stumpage price SE last period
Sawlog stumpage price SC last period
NE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals

last period
NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals

last period

SE forest industry sawlog stuxnpage removals
last period

SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals
last period

(continued)

TABLE 56 (continued)

Variable Definition

16.

17.

PLYSE
PLYSC

SE veneer log stumpage removals
SC veneer log stumpage removals

18. PPWNE NE pulpwood stumpage removals
19. PPWNC NC pulpwood stumpage removals
20. PPWSE SE pulpwood stumpage removals

21. PPWSC SC pulpwood stumpage removals
22. MPNE NE misc, product stumpage removals
23. MPNC NC misc. product stumpage removals
24. SE SE misc, product stuinpage removals
25. MPSC SC misc. product stumpage removals

26. FLWNE NE fuelwood stumpage removals
27. FLWNC NC fuelwood stumpage removals
28. FLWSE SE fuelwood stumpage removals
29. FLWSC SC fuelwood stumpage removals
30. PBDNE NE particleboard stumpage removals

31. PBDNC NC particleboard stumpage removals
32. PBDSE SE particleboard stumpage removals
33. PBDSC SC particleboard stumpage removals



TABLE 56 (continued)
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Other Variables

BOL
BPL

Base luniber consumption
Base lumber price

Variable Definition

RNEOPL NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

RNCOPL NC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

RSEOPL SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period

RSCOPL SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage
removals last period
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hardwood lumber base price increases from $160 per thousand board

feet in 1976 to $233 per thousand board feet in 2030 [Adams and

Haynes, 1980].

The forecast for base lumber consumption was developed

assuming that future observed prices would be equal to the base

prices. Use factors were forecasted, which express lumber con-

suinption per unit of activity in hardwood lumber end-use indus-

tries. Activity in end-use industries was also forecast. The

product of use factor times industry activity gives lumber con-

sumption for that end-use industry in a given year. The sum over

all end-use industries gives base lumber consumption. Base lumber

consumption increases from 6.8 billion board feet in 1977 to 17.4

billion board feet in 2030. The rate of increase is greatest from

1976 to 1990. This is due to demographic factors as economic

growth, and therefore growth in lumber demand, is expected to peak

during this time period. Much of the trend increase in the base

lumber consumption forecast is attributable to increased demand

for hardwood lumber in the manufacturing and shipping industries.

Forecasts of strictly exogenous variables were developed for

the period 1977 to 2030. With the exception of wage rates in the

two southern regions, these forecasts were obtained from the 1980

RPA Timber Assessment.9 All exogenous variable forecasts are pre-

sented in Appendix C.

Wage rates in the SE and SC regions were forecast to increase

by one percent a year from 1977 to 2030, with the 1977 value an

average value for the period 1972 to 1976. This rate of increase

approximates growth rates in personal disposable assumed in 1980

Timber Assessment work.

Imports of hardwood lumber were forecast to increase from 400

U.S. Forest Service. 1982. An Analysis of the Timber Situa-
tion in the United States: 1952-2030. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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million board feet in 1976 to one billion board feet in 2030, with

much of the increase in tropical hardwood species. Exports of hard-

wood lumber were forecast to increase from 200 million board feet

in 1976 to 500 million board feet in 2030, with Canada the primary

importing country.

Lumber production in the West region was forecast to remain

constant from 1977 to 2030 at the average value for the period

1960 to 1976.

Stumpage removals from the two public ownerships in the four

eastern regions increase from 1976 to 2030 in all cases. These

forecasts were developed by the Forest Service using the TRAS in-

ventory projection system and a set of "roundwood" equations which

predict stumpage removals as a function of several explanatory

variables, including stumpage price, growing stock inventory, and

the ratio of sawtiither inventory to growing stock inventory. Fore-

casts were developed in a recursive fashion, with stumpage re-

movals determined by last period's inventory characteristics and

current period stumpage prices. Stumpage removals were used in

TRAS to forecast timber inventory in the next time period.

The procedure used to develop pulpwood stumpage removal fore-

casts began with total U.S. pulp production. Pulp production was

allocated among regions based on mill residue production, growing

stock inventories, and wage rates in pulp and paper. Regional

pulp production was converted to wood input requirements using

average net pulp yields. Wood input was then split between hard-

woods and softwoods, and then by pulpwood and mill residues. A

complete description of this procedure is given in Adams and

Haynes [1980]. Hardwood pulpwood stumpage removals more than

double in all regions. The percentage increase is nearly the

same in the NE, NC and SC regions. The percentage increase in the

SE region is only two-thirds of the increase in the other regions.

Veneer log stumpage removals also increased throughout the

forecast period. Increases in demand for hardwood plywood in the
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future were expected to be met largely by imports from Asia prior

to 1990, with domestic production gradually increasing its share

of the market to the year 2030. Veneer log stumpage removals,

however, account for only a small proportion of stumpage removals

over the forecast period.

Stuinpage removals for miscellaneous products were forecast to

remain constant from 1976 to 2030 at historical levels. Forecasts

of fuelwood stumpage removals increased nearly four times from

1976 to 2030, reflecting an apparent increased demand for alterna-

tive energy sources. Particleboard stumpage removals were also

forecast to increase, as structural grades of particleboard re-

placed softwood plywood in residential construction.

Lagged endogenous variables were supplied for the first year

of the simulation, with average values for the period 1972-1976

used.

Solutions to the Assessment Model are developed for each year

in the forecast period. A sawlog stumpage supply equation is de-

veloped for each of the four regions (see Chapter Five). Removals

of sawlog stumpage from the two public wnerships are computed

each period using stuinpage removals arid the 1970 removal ratio be-

tween sawlog stumpage and all other types of stuxnpage [U.S. Forest

Service, 1973].

The number of behavioral relationships is reduced to 14. A

simultaneous equation solution procedure is used to determine the

forecast values of the endogenous variables. Sawlog stumpage re-

movals by region and private ownership are determined by solving

the sawlog stumpage supply equations using the predicted endogenous

and other exogenous variables.

The final step is to update sawtirnber inventory using TRAS.

Forecasts of removals for other types of stuinpage (pulpwood, veneer

log, miscellaneous products, fuelwood, and particleboard) for all

ownerships in a region are added together. Removals of other types

of stumpage for the two public ownerships are computed using stump-

age removals and the 1970 removal ratio described earlier. Total
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removals less public removals gives private removals for other

types of stumpage. Removals are then split between the forest in-

dustry and nonindustrial private ownerships using the ratio of

sawtiinber inventories in the two ownerships. For each region and

private ownership, sawlog stumpage removals and other types of

hardwood stumpage removals are summer together. Stumpage removals

are then used by TRAS to update timber inventories for each region

and private ownership.

This methodology for developing forecasts of hardwood lumber

and sawlog stumpage markets has several shortcomings. The fore-

casts are developed assuming that the structure of hardwood lumber

and sawlog stumpage markets will not change in the future. In some

cases, as with the lumber-sawlog stumpage conversion factor, co-

efficients are modi-fied over time to reflect expected structural

changes. In general, however, it is assumed that the value of the

coefficients in the estimated behavioral relationships will not

change over time. In addition, the forecasts depend greatly on

the forecasts of the exogenous variables, which are assumptions as

to future conditions over a five-decade period.

In the next sections, forecasts are presented for consumption,

production, and prices of hardwood lumber, and removals and prices

for hardwood sawlog stumpage. As previously discussed, these fore-

casts represent future trends for the major hardwood species (oak,

gum, maple, and yellow poplar) and for the lower grades of hardwood

lumber and sawlog stumpage.

Hardwood Lumber Market

Forecasts of hardwood lumber consumption and lumber price are

shown in Table 57, along with the base forecasts. The Assessment

Model forecast lower lumber consumption and higher lumber price as

compared to the base forecasts. This result was due to the way in

which the lumber demand equation is constructed, using base lumber
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TABLE 57. Hardwood lumber consumption and price, Assessment
Model, base and prediction values, 1970-1976 average,
with forecasts to 2030

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appen-
dix A.

Original historical data in Appendix B.

Base Prediction Base Prediction

(BQL) (QL) (BPL) (PL)

1990 10.9 9.8 177 202

2000 12.3 11.2 189 213

2010 14.1 12.6 203 234

2020 16.0 13.9 217 259

2030 17.4 14.8 233 282

Lumber Consumption Price of Lumber

Year Billion Board Feet, LT $/MBF, LT,l967 Dollars

1970-1976 6.8 157
average

Forecasts
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price and lumber consumption each period and an estimate of the

price elasticity of lumber demand. One point on the constructed

lumber demand equation therefore corresponds to base lumber price

and lumber consumption. Since the demand equation is negatively

sloped, declines in forecasted lumber consumption relative to the

base must result in an increase in forecast lumber price.

The forecast increase in lumber consumption followed the

general trend in base lumber consumption. The lumber consumption

forecast appears to reflect increased lumber demand in mariufac-

turing and shipping industries.

Table 58 shows production, imports, exports, and consumption

of hardwood lumber. Lumber imports and exports increased at

nearly the same rate, so that production and consumption were very

similar over the forecast period. The large rate of increase from

1970-1976 to 1990 in lumber consumption and production was appar-

ently due to increased economic activity during this time period.

Lumber production forecasts by region are shown in Table 59.

The SE and SC regions' shares of total production increased from

21 and 27 percent in 1970-1976, to 25 and 31 percent in 2030.

Market shares were constant in the NE region and declining in the

NC region over the forecast period. This result was due to price

elasticities of lumber supply which are more elastic in the south-

ern regions than in the northern regions.

In the SC region, lumber production peaked in 2020 and then

remained constant to 2030. Sawlog stumpage prices, which are pre-

sented in the next section, were increasing in this region over

this time period, while sawlog stumpage prices in other regions

were constant. This increase in sawlog stumpage price shifts the

supply curve to the left.
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TABLE 58. Hardwood lumber production, imports, exports, and con-
sumption, Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with
forecasts to 2030

Billion Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
Consumption

(QL)

Imports
(QLIM)

Exports
(QLEX) Production

1970-1976
Average

6.8 0.4 0.2 6.6

Forecasts

1990 9.8 0.4 0.2 9.6

2000 11.2 0.6 0.3 10.9

2010 12.6 0.8 0.4 12.2

2020 13.9 0.9 0.5 13.5

2030 14.8 1.0 0.5 14.3



TABLE 59. Hardwood lumber production, Assessment Model, 1970-
1976 average, with forecasts to 2030
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Billion Board Feet, Lumber Tally

NE NC SE SC W
Year (QLNE) (QLNC) (QLSE) (QLSC) (QLW) Total

1970-1976
Average

1.4 1.9 1.4 1.8

Forecasts

1990 1.9 2.3 2.3 3.0 0.1 9.6

2000 2.1 2.5 2.7 3.5 0.1 10.9

2010 2.3 2.8 3.0 4.0 0.1 12.2

2020 2.6 3.1 3.3 4.4 0.1 13.5

2030 2.9 3.3 3.6 4.4 0.1 14.3

0.1 6.6

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appen-
dix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.



Hardwood Sawlog Stuinpage Markets

Forecasts of sawlog stumpage removals by region are shown in

Table 60. Sawlog stumpage removals followed the general trend in

lumber production over the forecast period. Removals in the SE

and SC regions showed the largest increase in market share over

the forecast period, with constant and declining shares in the NE

and NC regions.

Tables 61 through 64 show hardwood sawlog stumpage removals

for the four eastern regions and the four ownership classes:

national forest (NF), other government (OG), forest industry (Fl),

and nonindustrial private (Op). The nonindustrial private share

of total removals declined by as much as 17 percent in the NC

region and by as little as four percent in the NE region over

the forecast period. Forest industry's share was constant or

declined slightly, while the increase in share of removals for

the two public ownerships ranged from 13 percent in NC region to

four percent in the NE and SC regions. The increase in share

for the national forest and other government ownerships over the

forecast period was due primarily to forecasted increases in timber

inventory for these ownerships.

Stumpage removals for all types of hardwood stuinpage increased

in all regions from 1976 to 2030 (Table 65). The percentage in-

crease was nearly the same in all regions except the SC, where

removals increased nearly twice as fast as in the other regions.

This increase in the SC region was due to large forecasted in-

creases in pulpwood and sawlog stumpage removals. In the two

northern regions, pulpwood stumpage removals increased at nearly

the same rate as in the SC region, but sawlog stumpage removals

did not. In the SE region, pulpwood stumpage removals increased

at a slower rate than in the SC region, with increases in sawlog

stumpage removals nearly the same.

176
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TABLE 60. Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals, Assessment Model,
1970-1976 average, with forecasts to 2030

Million Cubic Feet

Year NE NC SE SC

1970-1976
Average

230 300 231 297

Forecasts

1990 293 363 355 478

2000 322 388 406 546

2010 353 419 449 601

2020 387 452 492 646

2030 416 482 525 647
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TABLE 61. Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals, Northeast region,
Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with forecasts
to 2030

Million Cubic Feet

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
NF

(RNENF)

OG Fl
(PNEOG) (RNEFI)

OP
(RNEOP) Total

1970-1976
Average

6 11 32 181 230

Forecasts

1990 17 19 39 218 293

2000 20 22 44 236 322

2010 22 23 49 259 353

2020 24 25 53 285 387

2030 25 26 56 309 416
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TABLE 62. Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals, Northcentral region,
Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with forecasts to
2030

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
NF

(RNCNF)

Million Cubic Feet

OP
(RNCOP) Total

OG
(RNCOG)

Fl
(RNCFI)

1970-1976
Average

10 24 19 247 300

Forecasts

1990 30 53 27 253 363

2000 31 62 33 262 388

2010 32 71 39 277 419

2020 33 79 44 296 452

2030 34 87 48 313 482
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TABLE 63. Hardwood sawlog stumpage removals, Southeast region,
Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with forecasts
to 2030

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appen-
dix A.

Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
NF

(RSENF)

Million Cubic Feet

OP

(RSCOP) Total
OG Fl

(RSEOG) (RSEFI)

1970- 1976

Average
6 5 36 184 231

Forecasts

1990 14 15 48 278 355

2000 18 18 55 315 406

2010 23 21 61 344 449

2020 29 24 67 372 492

2030 35 27 73 390 525



TABLE 64. Hardwood sawlog stuxnpage removals, South Central
region, Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with
forecasts to 2030
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Million Cubic Feet

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
NF

(RSCNF)
OG Fl

(RSCOG) (RSCFI)

OP

(RSCOP) Total

1970- 1976

Average
2 10 38 247 297

Forecasts

1990 12 20 83 363 478

2000 14 25 98 409 546

2010 16 28 106 450 601

2020 18 31 111 486 646

2030 19 32 109 487 647



TABLE 65. Hardwood stumpage removals, Assessment Model, 1976,
with forecasts to 2030

Million Cubic Feet

Year NE NC SE SC

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

182

1976 596 906 733 959

Forecasts

1990 669 997 997 1631

2000 810 1209 1230 2058

2010 974 1435 1429 2461

2020 1149 1673 1665 2948

2030 1295 1860 1818 3340
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Tables 66 through 69 show forecasted stumpage removals by

region and ownership. In all cases, the percent of removals

accounted for by each ownership changed only slightly from 1976

to 2030.

Forecasts of sawtiniber and growing stock inventories for the

forest industry and nonindustrial private ownerships are shown in

Tables 70 through 73. From 1977 to 2000, inventories increased

rapidly in all regions and ownerships. From 2000 to 2030 this

rate of increase slowed as hardwood stands reach high levels of

basal area stocking. In the SC region, inventories actually de-

clined due to large increases in sawlog and pulpwood stumpage

removals.

The forecasts for sawlog stumpage prices ranged from increases

of 30 percent in the SC region from 1976 to 2030 to declines of 20

to 40 percent in the other three regions. From 1970-1976 to 1990,

prices were constant to increasing in all regions (except the NC)

due to increased economic activity during this time period. As

growth in lumber consumption slowed, prices declined due to in-

creased sawtiinber inventories. From 2010 to 2030, prices were

constant to increasing as sawtimber inventories showed only small

rates of increase relative to earlier periods (Table 74).

Sawlog stuinpage prices increased in the SC region due to

larger increases in sawlog and pulpwood stumpage removals relative

to the other regions. Sawlog stumpage removals directly affect

price, while both pulpwood and sawlog stumpage removals affect

price indirectly through reduced rates of increase or actual de-

clines in sawtimber inventories. In the NE region, price declined

slightly due to the region's constant share of lumber production

over the forecast period. Price declined in the SE region due to

a slower rate of increase in pulpwood stumpage removals. In the NC

region, the sawlog stuinpage price decline was the greatest due to

the decline in the region's share of hardwood lumber production, and

therefore sawlog stumpage removals.



Million Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.s., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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TABLE 66. Hardwood stumpage removals, Northeast region, Assess-
ment Model, 1976, with forecasts to 2030

Year NF OG Fl OP Total

1976 21 23 89 463 596

Forecasts

1990 33 38 90 508 669

2000 39 43 110 618 810

2010 44 46 133 751 974

2020 47 49 159 894 1149

2030 50 52 177 1016 1295



TABLE 67. Hardwood stumpage removals, North Central region,
Assessment Model, 1976, with forecasts to 2030
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Million Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statis-
tics of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Year NF OG Fl OP Total

1976 43 72 55 736 906

Forecasts

1990 65 116 73 743 997

2000 68 136 97 908 1209

2010 70 156 124 1085 1435

2020 73 174 151 1275 1673

2030 75 191 172 1422 1860



Million Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics of
the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.
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TABLE 68. Hardwood stumpage removals, Southeast region, Assess-
ment Model, 1976, with forecasts to 2030

Year NF OG Fl OP Total

1976 15 25 107 586 733

Forecasts

1990 33 36 137 791 997

2000 43 43 168 976 1230

2010 56 51 196 1126 1429

2020 70 58 233 1304 1665

2030 83 65 260 1410 1818



TABLE 69. Hardwood stumpage removals, South Central region,
Assessment Model, 1976, with forecasts to 2030

Million Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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Year NF OG Fl OP Total

1976 18 43 184 712 959

Forecasts

1990 33 55 344 1199 1631

2000 40 69 445 1504 2058

2010 45 79 530 1807 2461

2020 49 85 634 2180 2948

2030 53 89 718 2480 3340



TABLE 70. Hardwood sawtixnber inventory, forest industry,
Assessment Model, 1977, with forecasts to 2030
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Billion Board Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.

Year NE NC SE SC

1977 14.8 9.4 18.0 27.5

Forecasts

1990 19.6 13.5 23.7 35.7

2000 22.5 17.1 28. 3 41.6

2010 24.7 20.4 33.0 44.1

2020 26.7 22.8 37.1 43.5

2030 27.5 24.7 40.4 39.2



Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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ThBLE 71. Hardwood sawtinther inventory, nonindustrial private,
Assessment Model, 1977, with forecasts to 2030

Billion Board Feet

Year NE NC SE SC

1977 84.3 110.4 102.4 96.4

Forecasts

1990 111.2 144.8 138.0 114.7

2000 129.3 170.8 165.6 131.1

2010 143.9 193.5 190.2 141.2

2020 153.9 209.2 208.8 141.3

2030 160.9 221.3 220.6 128.4



TABLE 72. Hardwood growing stock inventory, forest industry,
Assessment Model, 1977, with forecasts to 2030

Billion Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics
of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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Year NE NC SE SC

1977 7.6 3.7 6.8 9.6

Forecasts

1990 9.6 5.2 8.9 12.5

2000 10.5 6.3 10.4 14.1

2010 11.0 7.2 11.9 14.8

2020 11.3 7.8 13.0 14.8

2030 11.2 8.1 13.8 13.8



TABLE 73. Hardwood growing stock inventory, nonindustrial
private, Assessment Model, 1977, with forecasts
to 2030

Billion Cubic Feet

Source for historical data:

U.S. Forest Service. 1978. Forest statistics

of the U.S., 1977. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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Year NE NC SE SC

1977 49.5 43.6 40.0 37.7

Forecasts

1990 64.5 56.0 53.0 45.0

2000 72.9 63.7 62.0 49.4

2010 78.2 69.4 68.9 51.7

2020 80.4 72.2 73.1 51.4

2030 81.0 73.9 74.7 47.6
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TABLE 74. Hardwood sawlog stumpage prices (1967 dollars),
Assessment Model, 1970-1976 average, with forecasts
to 2030

$/MBF, Log Scale, Scribner

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
NE

(PSNE)

NC

(PSNC)

NE
(pSSE)

SC

(PSSC)

1970-1976
Average

28 26 33 32

Forecasts

1990 27 23 32 37

2000 22 18 27 33

2010 22 16 25 34

2020 22 15 24 38

2030 23 15 23 42
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Averaged across all four regions, sawlog stumpage prices

were projected to decline from 1976 to 2030. Hardwood lumber

prices, however, were forecast to increase during this time period.

Although these forecasts were not developed using lumber production

cost data, the results appear to indicate that increases in lumber

prices were primarily due to increases in nonwood lumber produc-

tion costs over the forecast period.

In summary, consumption, production and prices of hardwood

lumber were forecast to increase to the year 2030. The regional

shares of lumber production increased in the southern regions and

were constant or declining in the northern regions. Sawlog

stumpage removals were increasing for all ownerships and regions,

with the nonindustrial private share declining. Sawlog stumpage

prices increased in the SC region, but declined in the other three

regions.

End-Use Demand Model

The description of the forecasts using the End-Use Demand

Model are not as extensive as in the previous discussion. The em-

phasis placed on the Assessment Model forecasts is due to their

use by the U.S. Forest Service in the development of the 1980

Assessment and Program as required by 1974 Renewable Resources

Planning Act. In addition, following sections show that the fore-

casts using the End-Use Demand Model differ only slightly from the

Assessment Model forecasts. The major difference between the two

forecasts is that the End-Use Demand Model provides forecasts of

lumber consumption by end-use industry.

Methodo logy

Table 75.

A list of variables in the End-Use Demand Model is shown in
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TABLE 75. List of additional variables for End-Use Demand Model--
Forecasts

Strictly Exogenous Variables

Endogenous Variables

1. QMANP Lumber consumption in manufacturing
2. QSHIP Lumber consumption in shipping
3. QRES Lumber consumption in residential con-

struction
4. QNRES Lumber consumption in nonresidential con-

struction

1. PLAS Price of plastic
2. PBPJD Price of particleboard
3. PLY Price of softwood plywood
4. PBRDL Lagged price of particleboard
5. PLYL Lagged price of softwood plywood

6. ANANF Manufacturing activity
7. ASHIP Shipping activity
8. ARES Residential construction activity

Variable Definition
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The End-Use Demand Model differs from the Assessment Model in

that the lumber demand equation is replaced by four lumber demand

equations by end-use industry. There are four additional endogen-

ous variables, national lumber consumption by end-use industry,

which replace national lumber consumption. Additional exogenous

variables include substitute prices and activity measures in end-

use industries.

Forecasts were developed by solving the model's behavioral

relationships for the endogenous variables. The coefficients used

in the end-use lumber demand equations were those described in

Chapter Four. The solution procedure was similar to the Assessment

Model. The only difference was that four equations and endogenous

variables replace one equation and one endogenous variable.

Forecasts of strictly exogenous variables were developed for

the period 1977 to 2030. Where possible, these forecasts were

taken from or are consistent with the forecasts developed for the

1980 RPA Timber Assessment. 10 These forecasts are presented in

Appendix C.

For manufacturing and shipping, the major exogenous variables

were plastic prices and activity measures. Plastic prices were

forecast to increase at 1.5 percent a year due to expected

increases in petroleum prices. Activity measures for manufactur-

ing and shipping were forecast to increase 1.5 and 1.0 percent a

year to 1990, and then 0.5 percent a year to 2030, with the higher

rate of increase in the earlier years due to increased economic

activity. This increase in activity reflects increased production

of furniture and pallets over the forecast period. An average

value over 1970-1976 was used initially as a starting value.

These exogenous variable forecasts when used in the End-Use

10U.S. Forest Service. 1982. An Analysis of the Timber Situ-
ation in the United States: 1952-2030. U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Washington, D.C.
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Demand Model resulted in forecasts of lumber consumption in manu-

facturing and shipping in the first few years (1977-1979) that

were substantially higher than the most recent historical data

(1974-1976). This may have been due to the exclusion of the 1975

and 1976 observations in estimating these equations. As noted

earlier, plastic prices increased rapidly from 1973 to 1976 due to

the Arab oil embargo.

This problem was overcome by "calibrating" the manufacturing

and shipping end-use demand equations using the starting value for

the activity measures. A starting value using the average over

1967 to 1971 provided forecasts of lumber consumption early in the

forecast period which were similar to the recent historical data.

For residential and nonresidential construction, the major

exogenous variables were particleboard price, softwood plywood

price, and activity measures in these industries. Particleboard

prices were forecast to increase at one percent a year from the

1970-1976 average, with price declines experienced in the early

1970's not expected to continue. Softwood plywood price forecasts

were taken from Adams and Haynes [1980]. Forecasts of residential

construction activity, which were taken from the 1980 RPA Timber

Assessment, show activity increasing into the late-1980's and

then declining gradually to 2030. Nonresidential construction

activity was forecast to increase at one percent a year from the

1970-1976 average value, reflecting increased construction activity

and increased production of railroad ties.

Hardwood Lumber Market

Table 76 shows the forecasts for lumber price and prices for

hardwood lumber substitutes. Lumber price has been converted to a

price index in the table in order to compare it directly with sub-

stitute prices. From 1970-1976 to 2000, plastic prices increased



TABLE 76. Hardwood lumber price and the price of hardwood lumber substitutes: plastic, particle-
board, and softwood plywood, End-Use Demand Model, 1970-1976 average, with forecasts
to 2030

Price of Lumber Price of Plastic Price of Particleboard Price of Softwood
Year (PL) (pLAS) (PBRD) Plywood (PLY)

$/MBF,LT 1967=100 1967=100 1967=100 1967=100

1967 Dollars Deflated Deflated Deflated Deflated

1970-1976
157 106 86 80 103

Average

Forecasts

1990 191 128 106 92 137
2000 206 139 123 101 142
2010 229 154 143 112 151
2020 257 173 166 123 155
2030 291 196 192 136 158

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.
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most rapidly (43 percent) followed by softwood plywood and hard-

wood lumber prices (38 and 31 percent), and particleboard prices

(26 percent). From 2000 to 2030, plastic prices increased 56 per-

cent, hardwood lumber and particleboard prices increased 41 and

35 percent, respectively, and softwood plywood prices increased

by 11 percent.

The forecasts for hardwood lumber use factors reflect the

rate at which lumber price increases relative to substitute prices

(Table 77). For the manufacturing and shipping industries, use

factors increased rapidly over the entire forecast period as

plastic prices increased at a faster rate than hardwood lumber

prices. This increase in use factors reflects substitution of

hardwood lumber for plastic in furniture and shipping containers.

In residential construction, the use factor was relatively un-

changed over the forecast period as lumber price and particleboard

price increased at nearly the same rate.

For nonresidential construction, the use factor increased

slightly to 2000 due to the rapid increase in softwood plywood

prices. From 2000 to 2030, the use factor declined gradually as

hardwood lumber price increased faster than softwood plywood

price. Rates of changes were moderate since hardwood lumber price

and particleboard price increase at nearly the same rate.

Forecasts of hardwood lumber consumption by end-use industry

are shown in Table 78. Increases in lumber consumption in manu-

facturing and shipping over the forecast period were due to in-

creases in use factors and industry activity. In residential con-

struction, use factors remained constant, resulting in no change

in lumber consumption. In nonresidential construction, increased

industry activity causes lumber consumption to increase over the

forecast period.

The shipping industry increased its share of hardwood lumber

consumption from 39 percent in 1970-1976 to 48 percent in 2030.



TABLE 77. Hardwood lumber use factors by industry, End-Use Demand Model, 1970-1976 average, with
forecasts to 2030

Consumption/Activity
Nonresidential

Manufacturing Shipping Residential Construction Construction
Year (QMANF/AMANF) (QSHIP/ASHIP) (QRES/ARES) (QNRES/ANRES)

1970-1976
Average

Index Index
MMBF/19671000 MMBF/1967100

0

18.1 21.4 350 44.7

Forecasts

MMBF/Millions of Starts

1990 22.3 30.7 321 50.7
2000 24.4 34.1 365 52.3
2010 26.6 38.1 382 52.4
2020 29.1 42.3 389 49.4
2030 31.8 47.0 386 44.4

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

MBF/B0 of
Dollars



TABLE 78. Hardwood lumber consumption by industry, End-Use Demand Model, 1970-1976 average, with
forecasts to 2030

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Year
Manufacturing

(QMANF)

Billion Board Feet, Lumber Tally

Nonresidential
Construction

(QNRES) Total
Shipping
(QSHIP)

Residential Construction
(QRES)

1970-1976
2.2 2.8 0.6 1.4 6.9

Average

Forecasts

1990 2.9 3.9 0.7 1.7 9.2

2000 3.4 4.6 0.7 1.9 10.6

2010 3.9 5.4 0.7 2.1 12.1

2020 4.4 6.3 0.7 2.2 13.6

2030 5.1 7.3 0.6 2.2 15.2
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The manufacturing industry's share increased from 32 to 34 percent.

The two construction industries both experienced declines in their

lumber consumption shares over the forecast period. This result

was due to price elasticities of lumber demand which are more

inelastic in manufacturing and shipping than in residential and

nonresidential construction. Lumber consumption in manufacturing

and shipping is less responsive to price, which is increasing over

the forecast period. As previously discussed, substitution of

hardwood lumber has been limited in manufacturing and shipping

during the 1960's and early 1970's, while substitution has been ex-

tensive in the construction industries, with hardwood flooring re-

placed by floors made of softwood plywood, particleboard, and

floor coverings. This more inelastic response for manufacturing

and shipping was assumed to persist during the forecast period.

In summary, lumber consumption was forecast to increase in all

industries except residential construction. Lumber consumption

shares increased for the manufacturing and shipping industries.

Lumber consumption incieases were due to increased usage of hard-

wood lumber in furniture and shipping containers and increased pro-

duction of furniture, pallets, and railroad ties.

Comparison of Models

Tables 79 through 81 compare the endogenous variable fore-

casts of the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model.

In the lumber market, consumption and price forecasts

differed only slightly over the forecast period. Lumber produc-

tion was nearly the same in the two northern regions. In the SE

and SC regions, lumber production forecasts varied somewhat more

between the two models. As noted earlier, production is more

responsive to lumber price in these regions. Changes in lumber

consumption, therefore, have a greater impact on lumber produc-

tion in the SE and SC regions.
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TABLE 79. Forecasts of endogenous variables, lumber market,
Assessment Model (AM) and End-Use Demand Model (EUDM),
1970-1976 average, with forecasts to 2030

aSum of QNANF, QSHIP, QRES, and QNRES.

Variable descriptions and source notes in
Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Average
Variable Model 1970-1976 2000 2030

Lumber consumption (QL) AM 11.2 14.8
MMNBF EUDMa 6.9

10.6 15.2

Price of lumber (PL)
$ /MBF

AN
EUDM

157
213

206

282

291

NE lumber production (QLNE)
MMMBF

AN
EUDM

1.4
2.1
2.0

2.9

2.9

NC lumber production (QLNC)
MMMBF

AN
EUDM

1.9
2.5
2.4

3.3
3.4

SE lumber production (QLSE) AM 2.7 3.6
MMMBF EUDM

1.4
2.4 3.7

SC lumber production (QLSC)
MMNBF

AN
EUDN

1.8
3.5

3.2

4.4
4.6
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TABLE 80. Forecasts of endogenous variables, Northeast and North

Central sawlog stumpage markets, Assessment Model (AM)

and End-Use Demand Model Eu0M, 1970-1976 average,

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

with forecasts to 2030

Variable Model
Average
1970-1976 2000 2030

Sawlog stumpage price NE (PSNE) AM
28

22 23

$/MBF EUDM 22 24

Sawlog stumpage price NC (PSNC) AM
26

18 15

$/MBF EUDM 18 16

NE forest industry sawlog stump- AM
32

44 56

age removals (RNEFI) ETJDM 43 56

CF

NC forest industry sawlog stump- AM
19

33 48

age removals (RNCFI) EUDM 32 49

MMCF

NE nonindustrial private sawlog AM
8

236 309

stumpage removals (RNEOP) EUDM
1 1

225 317

MMCF

NC nonindustrial private sawlog AM
247

262 313

stuinpage removals (RNCOP) EUDM 250 323

I'4MCF
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TABLE 81. Forecasts of endogenous variables, Southeast and South
Central sawlog stumpage markets, Assessment Model (AM)
and End-Use Demand Model (EUDM), 1970-1976 average,
with forecasts to 2030

Variable descriptions and source notes in Appendix A.
Original historical data in Appendix B.

Variable Model 1970-1976 2000 2030

Sawlog stumpage price SE (PSSE)
$/MBF

AM
EUDM

33
27

26

23

25

Sawlog stumpage price SC (PSSC)
$ /MBF

AN
EUDM

32
33

30

42

45

SE forest industry sawlog stump-
age removals (RSEFI)

AM
EUDM

36
55

51

73

75

SC forest industry sawlog stump-
age removals (RSCFI)

AN
EUDM

38
98

91

109

113

SE nonindustrial private sawlog AM 315 390

stuxnpage removals (RSEOP) EUDM
184

290 401

MMCF

SC nonindustrial private sawlog AM 409 487

stumpage removals (RSCOP) EUDM
247

372 510

MMCF
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In the regional sawlog stumpage markets, differences between

the two models' forecasts were greatest in the SE and SC regions.

These differences reflect changes in forecasted hardwood lumber

production in the two southern regions.

The reason that the forecasts using the Assessment Model and

the End-Use Demand Model were similar is that the exogenous vari-

able forecasts were developed for both models to be consistent

with the 1980 RPA Timber Assessment forecasts.

Table 82 compares the base lumber consumption forecast used

in the Assessment Model to construct the lumber demand equation

with a base lumber consumption forecast developed using the End-

Use Demand Model. This latter forecast was developed by solving

the use factor equations in the End-Use Demand Model using the

base lumber price forecast and exogenous forecasts of industry

activity and substitute prices. For both models, base consumption

forecasts are shown by end-use industry. The major differences

between the two forecasts occur in the shipping and nonresidential

construction industries, with base lumber consumption for all in-

dustries nearly the same. In the shipping industry, the large in-

crease in base consumption for the Assessment Model relative to

the End-Use Demand Model reflects rapid growth in the use of

pallets. For nonresidential construction, the base forecast for

lumber consumption using the End-Use Demand Model exceeds the

Assessment Model due to lower growth in lumber prices relative to

particleboard and softwood plywood prices, resulting in increased

usage of hardwood lumber.

The principal advantage of the End-Use Demand Model was that

forecasts were developed by hardwood lumber end-use industries.

In particular, forecasts of lumber consumption were directly re-

lated to forecasts of use factors and industry activity. Use

factor forecasts, in turn, were directly affected by relative

price changes in hardwood lumber and substitute materials over the

forecast period.
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TABLE 82. Forecasts of base lumber consumption, by end-use in-
dustry, Assessment Model (AM) and End-Use Demand Model
(EUDM), 1970-1976 average, with forecasts to 2030

Source for Assessment Model forecasts:

U.S. Forest Service. 1982. An Analysis of the
Timber Situation in the United States: 1952-2030.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

Model
Average
1970-1976 2000 2030

Lumber Consumption AM
EUDM

6.9
11.4
11.3

17.4
17.0

Lumber Consumption in AM
2.2

3.4 5.3

Manufacturing (MMMBF) EUDM 3.5 5.4

Lumber Consumption in
Shipping (MMMBF)

AM
EUDM

2.8
5.2

4.7
9.2
7.6

Lumber Consumption in
Residential Construction
(MMMBF)

AM
EUDM

0.6
0.9
0.9

0.8
1.0

Lumber Consumption in
Nonresidential Construction

AM
EtJDM

1.4
1.9
2.2

2.1
3.0

(MMMBF)
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In the Assessment Model, base lumber consumption was also

forecast using hardwood lumber use factors and activity measures

by end-use industry. This forecast of base lumber consumption was

used to construct the lumber demand equation in the Assessment Model.

Forecasts of lumber consumption were then developed using this

equation. As a result, the Assessment Model forecast was different

from the base forecast of lumber consumption. By the year 2030,

the Assessment Model forecast of lumber consumption was 2.6 billion

board feet lower than the base forecast.

The major problem with this approach is that the information

used to construct the base forecast was not applicable to the fore-

cast of lumber consumption in the Assessment Model. That is,

since the model's forecast of lumber consumption was lower, there

is no way to determine the industries in which lumber consumption

declined relative to the base forecast. As a result, there was

no direct linkage between the use factors and industry activity

measures in the base forecast and the Assessment Model's forecast

of lumber consumption. In addition, forecasts of substitute

prices were not used in the Assessment Model, so that changes in

use factors cannot be related to relative changes in hardwood

lumber and substitute prices.

Discussion

The forecasts developed using the Assessment Model arid the

End-Use Demand Model depend upon the forecasts of the exogenous

variables. These forecasts are highly uncertain given the length

of the forecast period. In particular, changes in certain exo-

genous variables, such as base lumber price and consumption, and

pulpwood stumpage removals, would have a major impact on the

Assessment Model's forecasts. In the End-Use Demand Model, the

forecasts would be significantly altered by changes in activity

measure, substitute price and pulpwood stumpage removal forecasts.
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The forecasts developed in this study also depend upon the

coefficient estimates in the behavioral relationships. For the saw-

log stuinpage supply equations, problems were encountered in both

specification and estimation. As previously discussed, the level

of sawlog stumpage removals invovies both current and future

levels of explanatory variables. This theoretical relationship

does not readily lend itself to estimation using regression tech-

niques. The sawlog stuxnpage supply equations used in this study

are based upon admittedly simple assumptions concerning aggregate

owner behavior in response to sawlog stumpage price and sawtimber

inventory. In estimation, these relationships performed poorly.

These poor results may be due to the lack of a sound theoretical

foundation underlying the sawlog stumpage supply equations.

For the manufacturing and shipping lumber demand equations,

problems were encountered in developing coefficient estimates and

exogenous variable forecasts. In these industries, structural

change may have occurred as a result of the 1973-1974 Arab oil em-

bargo. The forecasts developed using the End-Use Demand Model

do not account for this structural change. The two observations

(1975 and 1976) available following the Arab oil embargo did not

allow the effect of this structural change to be estimated.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to develop forecasts of con-

sumption, production, arid prices of hardwood lumber and removals

and prices of hardwood sawlog stumpage. This chapter describes

areas for further research and implications of the study for

forest economists.

Both the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand Model de-

veloped forecasts which include all species and grades of hard-

wood lumber and sawlog stuxnpage. As previously discussed, a

large proportion of hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage is account-

ed for by the major species and the lower grades.

A major conclusion of this study is that hardwood sawlog

stumpage supplies appear adequate to meet forecast increases in

hardwood timber demand over the next five decades. Removals of

hardwood stuinpage, particularly sawlog, pulpwood, and fuelwood

stumpage, are forecast to be increasing over this time period.

Hardwood sawtiinber inventories, however, are also forecast to in-

crease. As a result, hardwood sawlog stumpage prices are not ex-

pected to rise in the future.

Since these forecasts were developed, the U.S. economy has

experienced several years of slow growth relative to earlier

periods. In light of this development, some forecasters have

lowered their view of future economic- activity. The impact of

lower growth in the U.S. economy on hardwood timber markets would

be further downward pressure on hardwood prices.

nother conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that

hardwood lumber will increase its share of lumber markets in the

future relative to softwood lumber [Adams and Haynes, 1980]. This

is largely due to increased demand for hardwood lumber in the

209
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manufacturing and shipping industries. In manufacturing, hardwood

lumber is the preferred material in the production of furniture.

In the shipping industry, pallets can be produced at lower cost

using hardwood lumber due to its availability and price relative

to softwood lumber.

One extension of this study would be to develop forecasts for

two categories of hardwood lumber and sawlog stumpage: high-

quality and low-quality hardwoods. Interregional shipments would

be examined for high-wuality hardwoods, since these shipments are

important. Lumber consumption and price would be forecast by

region, instead of at the national. level for both high- and low-

quality hardwoods. Linkages between regional lumber and sawlog

stumpage markets would involve only high-quality hardwoods.

The two most important types of hardwood stumpage are sawlog

and pulpwood. In the Assessment Model and the End-Use Demand

Model, only sawlog stumpage removals and prices were forecasted.

Pulpwood stumpage removals and prices were forecast. Pulpwood

stumpage removals were forecast by another study conducted for the

1980 RPA Timber Assessment [Adams and Haynes, 19801. Forecasts

of pulpwood stumpage prices were not developed.

Another extension of this study would be to forecast pulp-

wood stumpage removals and prices. Although the model structure

necessary to develop forecasts of pulpwood removals and price is

unclear, linkages would be necessary between sawlog and pulpwood

markets and between hardwood and softwood pulpwood markets.

The implications of this study for forest economists is that

forecasts of lumber consumption by end-use industry can be de-

veloped using econometric techniques. In the Assessment Model,

the lumber demand equation was constructed rather than estimated

using base forecasts of lumber price and lumber consumption and

an estimate of the price elasticity of lumber demand. In the End-

Use Demand Model, forecasts of lumber consumption by end-use in-

dustry by end-use industry. The approach used in the End-Use
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Demand Model was preferred since lumber consumption forecasts for

end-use industries can be directly related to forecasts of substi-

tute prices, use factors, and industry activity.

The forecasts developed in this study are intended for use in

the evaluation of government programs and in investment analyses.

In the public sector, government officials are concerned with such

issues as the adequacy of future hardwood timber supplies and the

health of hardwood timber-using industries in the future. If

necessary, government programs can be implemented which are de-

signed to improve the prospects for hardwood lumber and sawlog

stumpage markets. An important problem facing both the public and

private sector is the allocation of investment dollars to such pro-

jects as the purchase of hardwood forest land and timber, silvicul-

tural treatments such as planting, fertilizing, and thinning, and

the purchase of hardwood logging and sawmill equipment. A related

problem is that of timing hardwood timber harvest operations;

whether to harvest today or in the future. Knowledge of future

hardwood market conditions is a necessary part of the decision-

making process.
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QL: Lumber consumption

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and
mill stocks. Series MA-24T: Current Industrial Re-

ports. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. exports-commodity by
country, FT41O. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. imports-commodity by
country, FT135. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally, of apparent
consumption. Lumber consumption was constructed by
taking total U.S. hardwood lumber production, adding
hardwood lumber imports to the U.S., and subtracting
U.S. hardwood lumber exports.

PL: Lumber Price

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices
and price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washing-
ton, D.C.

Description:

Units in dollars per thousand board feet lumber tally,
deflated by all commodity Wholesale Price Index
(1967 = 100.0). Lumber price, which is an average
U.S. price for major hardwood species, was constructed
by multiplying the actual dollar price in 1967 times
the WPI index price for hardwood lumber. Lumber price

does not cover the wpi hardwood dimension grades.

QLNE: NE Lumber production
QLNC: NC Lumber production
QLSE: SE Lumber production
QLSC: SC Lumber production
QLW: Lumber production in the West

Assessment Model

Lumber Market
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Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and

mill stocks. Series MA-24T: Current Industrial Re-

ports. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally.

QLNEL: NE Lumber production last period
QLNCL: NC Lumber production last period
QLSEL: SE Lumber production last period
QLSCL: SC Lumber production last period

Source:

See QLNE, QLNC, QLSE, QLSC.

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally. Pnnua1

observations represent last periods hardwood lumber
production.

QLIM: Lumber imports

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Imports-commodity by

country, FT135. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
ton, D.C..

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally.

QLEX: Lumber exports

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. exports-commodity by

country, FT41O. U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-

ton, D.C.

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally.

WSE: Wage rate SE
WSC: Wage rate SC



RNEOP:
RNCOP:
RSEOP:
RSCOP:

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 1977. Employment
and earnings statistics for states and areas, 1939-1976.
U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and
price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,
D.C.

Description:

Units in dollars per hour deflated by all commodity

Wholesale Price Index (1967 = 100.0). Wage rates
represent average hourly earnings of production or
nonsupervisory workers.

Stumpage Market

RNENF: NE national forest sawlog stuxnpage removals
RNCNF: NC national forest sawlog stumpage removals
RSENF: SE national forest sawlog stuinpage removals

RSCNF: SC national forest sawlog stumpage removals

RNEOG: NE other government sawlog stumpage removals
RNCOG: NC other government sawlog stumpage removals
RSEOG: SE other government sawlog stumpage removals
RSCOG: SC other government sawlog stumpage removals

RNEFI: NE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals
RNCFI: NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals
RSEFI: SE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals
RSCFI: SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals

NE nonindustrial private
NC nonindustrial private
SE nonindustrial private
SC nonindustrial private

Sources:

sawlog stuinpage removals
sawlog stumpage removals
sawlog stumpage removals
sawlog stumpage removals
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U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and mill

stocks. Series MA-24T: Current Industrial Reports.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Forest Service. 1973. The outlook for timber in
the United States. Forest Resource Report 20. U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 367p.
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U.S. Forest Service. Undated. Unpublished hardwood

lumber-stumpage conversion factor. Forest Products

Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin.

Description:

Units are in million cubic feet. The first step in

constructing sawlog stumpage removals by ownership

was to convert lumber production in each region to

sawlog stumpage removals using the conversion factor,

.i6i cubic feet/M board feet, lumber tally

which was derived from mill studies reported by the

U.S. Forest Service. Sawlog stumpage removals by

ownership are then obtained by multiplying total
regional removals times percent removals by ownership.

For 1962 and 1970, percent removals by ownership were

constructed using data from the Outlook report (Table

21, p. 274). Linear trends and extrapolations using

the 1962 and 1970 estimates were employed to develop

an annual series.

PNEFIL: NE forest industry sawlog stumpage removals last period

BNCFIL: NC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals last period

RSEFIL: SE forest industry sawlog stuxnpage removals last period

RSCFIL: SC forest industry sawlog stumpage removals last period

RNEOPL: NE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals lastperiod

RNCOPL: NC nonindustrial private sawlog stuinpage removals last period

RSEOPL: SE nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals last period

RSCOPL: + SC nonindustrial private sawlog stumpage removals last period

Source:

See RNEFI, BNCFI, RSEFI, RSCFI, RNEOP, RNCOP, RSEOP,

RSCOP.

Description:

Units in million cubic feet. annual observations repre-

sent last periods sawlog stumpage removals.

Sources:

U.S. Forest Service. Stumpage prices for sawtimber sold

from national forests, by selected species and region.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

PSNE: Sawlog stumpage price NE

PSNC: Sawlog stumpage price NC

PSSE: Sawlog stumpage price SE

PSSC: Sawlog stumpage price SC
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U.S. Forest Service. 1965. Timber trends in the

United States. Forest Resource Report 17. U.S. De-

partxnent of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 235p.

U.S. Forest Service. 1973. The outlook for timber

in the United States. Forest Resource Report 20.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 367p.

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and

price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in dollars per thousand board feet, log scale,

Scribner deflated by all commodity Wholesale Price

Index (1967 = 100.0). Stumpage price data for 1960 to

1976 were available only for the following species-

regions: red oak (eastern), red oak (southern), maple

(eastern), yellow poplar (southern). These prices were

first converted from a fiacal to calendar year basis.

Then the following relationships were used in construc-
ting the sawlog stumpage price variables:

PSNE = .71 x red oak (eastern) + .29 x maple (eastern)

PSNC = .84 x red oak (eastern) + .16 x maple (eastern)

PSSE = .76 x red oak (southern) + .24 x yellow poplar
(southern)

pSSC = red oak (southern)

Species weights for each region were computed by deter-

mining total stumpage removals for the species given

above, and then determining percent removals by species.

A simple average was computed using data for 1962

(Timber Trends report, Table 30, p. 177) and 1970 (Out-

look report, Table 24, p. 278).

Sawlog stumpage price NE last period
Sawlog stumpage price NC last period
Sawlog stumpage price SE last period
Sawlog stunipage price SC last period

Source:

See PSNE, PSNC, PSSE, PSSC.

Description:

Units in dollars per thousand board feet, log scale,

Scribner, deflated by the all commodity Wholesale Price

Index (1967 = 100.0). Annual observations represent
last periods sawlog stumpage price.

PSNEL:
PSNCL:
PSSEL:

PSSCL:
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See PSNE, PSNC, PSSE, PSSC

Description:

Units in dollars per thousand board feet, log scale,
Scribner, deflated by all commodity Wholesale Price

Index (1967 100.0). Annual observations are given

by:

(Pt +

2

where
Pt

represents current period price and is

last periods price.

BFNEFI: NE forest industry sawtimber inventory
BFNCFI: NC forest industry sawtimber inventory
BFSEFI: SE forest industry sawtimber inventory
BFSCFI: SC forest industry sawtiinber inventory

BFNEOP: NE nonindustriàl private sawtirnber inventory

BFNCOP: NC nonindustrial private sawtimber inventory
BFSEOP: SE nonindustrial private sawtixrtber inventory

BFSCOP: SC nonindustrial private sawtixnber inventory

Sources:

U.S. Forest Service. 1973. The outlook for timber in

United States. Forest Resource Report 20. U.S. De-

partment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 367p.

Description:

Units in million board feet, log scale, International.

sawtimber inventories are net volumes of hardwood saw-

timber on commercial timberland. Hardwood sawtimber

is defined by the U.S. Forest Service as live trees of

commercial species containing at least one 12-foot saw-
log or two noncontiguous 8-foot sawlogs, which are at

least 11 inches in diameter. Sawtiuiber inventories

were constructed from 1962 and 1970 data (Outlook report,

Table 9, pp. 246-47) by linear trends and extrapolation.

MPSNE: Moving average sawlog stumpage price NE

MPSNC: Moving average sawlog stuinpage price NC

MPSSE: Moving average sawlog stumpage price SE

MPSSC: Moving average sawlog stuinpage price SC

Source:



End-Use Demand Model

Lumber Market (additional variables)

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Lumber production and mill

stocks. Series MA-24T: Current Industrial Reports.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of
country, FT41O.
ton, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of
country, FT135.
ton, D.C.

the Census. U.S.

U.S. Department
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imports-commodity by
of Commerce, Washing-

Phelps, Robert B. 1976. Hardwood Timber Products

Trends. Paper presented at FIDR Research Coordination

Meeting on Hardwood Borers, Delaware, Ohio.

Description:

Units in million board feet, lumber tally. Lumber con-

sumption by end-use industry was constructed by multi-

plying total U.S. apparent consumption of hardwood

lumber (production plus imports less exports) times

percent consumption by industry. For 1962 and 1970,

percent consumption by industry was computed using

data presented by Phelps (Table 2). For 1960 and 1961,

the 1962 value for percent consumption by industry was

used. Trends and extrapolations using the equation:

PCI = a + b/TIME

where PCI is percent consumption by industry, was used

to complete the time series (1963 to 1969, 1971 to 1976).

PLAS: Price of Plastic

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and

QMANF: Lumber consumption in manufacturing

QSHIP: 4- Lumber consumption in shipping
QRES: Lumber consumption in residential construction

QNRES: Lumber consumption in nonresidential construction

the Census. U.S. exports-commodity by
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing-
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price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated all commodity
Wholesale Price Index. Price of plastic is the WPI

price index for plastic resins and materials.

PBRD: Price of particleboard

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and

price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity
Wholesale Price Index. Price of particleboard is the

WPI price index for hardboard, type II. Particleboard

prices prior to 1966 were not available, Particle-

board prices have closely followed hardboard prices
since 1966.

PBRDL: Price of particleboard last period

Source:

See PBRD

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity
Wholesale Price Index. Znnua1 observations represent

last period's price.

PLY: Price of softwood plywood

Source:

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and

price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity

Wholesale Price Index. Price of softwood plywood is
the WPI price index for plywood.



PLYL: Price of softwood plywood last period.

Source:

See PLY

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity

Wholesale Price Index. Znnual observations represent

last period's price.

SMNF: Price of substitutes in manufacturing

Source:

See PLAS, PBRD

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity

Wholesale Price Index. Annual observations are given

by:

.75 PLAS + .25 PBRD

where PLAS is the price of plastic and PBRD is the price

of particleboard.

SSHIP: 4 Price of substitutes in shipping

Source:

See PLAS, PLY

Description: -

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity
Wholesale Price Index. Annual observations are given

by:

.75 PLAS + .25 PLY

where PLAS is the price of plastic and PLY is the price

of softwood plywood.

SRES: Price of substitutes in residential construction

Source:

See PBRD
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Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all commodity

Wholesale Price Index. Annual observations are given

by PBRDL, the price of particleboard last period.

SNRES: Price of substitutes in nonresidential construction

Source:

See PBRD, PLY

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index deflated by all connodity

Wholesale Price Index. Annual observations are given

by:

.50 PBRDL + .50 PLYL

where PBRDL is the price of particleboard last period

and PLYL is the price of softwood plywood last period.

AMANF: Manufacturing activity

Source:

U.S. Federal Reserve System, Board of Governors. Federal

Reserve bulletin. Washington, D.C.

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index. Manufacturing activity is

the industrial production index for all manufacturing.

ASHIP: Shipping activity

Source:

U.S. Federal Reserve System, Board of Governors.
Federal Reserve bulletin. Washington, D.C.

Description:

Units in 1967 = 100.0 index. Shipping activity is the

industrial production index for containers.

ARES: Residential construction activity
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Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Housing starts. Construc-

tion Report C20. Department of Commerce, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in millions of housing units started. Residen-

tial construction activity includes public and private,

farm and non-farm housing starts.

ANRES: Nonresidential construction activity

Sources:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Value of new construction

put in place. Construction Report C30. Department of

Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Wholesale prices and

price indexes. U.S. Department of Labor, Washington,

D.C.

Description:

Units in billions of dollars deflated by the all coxrmio-

dity Wholesale Price Index (1967 = 100.0). Nonresiden-

tial construction activity is the value put in place of

nonresidential buildings.
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Original Historical Data

Variable Definition

QL Lumber consumption

QM½NF Lumber consumption in manufacturing

QSHIP Lumber consumption in shipping

QRES Lumber consumption in residential construction

QNRES Lumber consumption in nonresidential construction

PL Price of lumber
QLNE NE lumber production
QLNC NC lumber production
QLSE SE lumber production
QLSC SC lumber production

PSNE Sawlog stumpage price NE

PSNC Sawlog stumpage price NC

PSSE Sawlog stumpage price SE

PSSC Sawlog stumpage price SC

RNEFI NE Fl sawlog stumpage removals

RNEOP NE OP sawlog stumpage removals

RNCFI NC Fl sawlog stumpage removals
RNCOP NC OP sawlog stumpage removals

RSEFI SE Fl sawlog stumpage removals

RSEOP SE OP sawlog stumpage removals

RSCFI SC Fl sawlog stumpage removals
RSCOP SC OP sawlog stumpage removals
RNENF NE NF sawlog stumpage removals

RNEOG NE OG sawlog stumpage removals
RNCNF NC NF sawlog stumpage removals

RNCOG NC OG sawlog stumpage removals
RSENF SE NF sawlog stumpage removals

RSEOG SE OG sawlog stumpage removals

RSCNF SC NF sawlog stumpage removals

RSCOG SC OG sawlog stumpage removals

AMNF Manufacturing activity

ASHIP Shipping activity
ARES Residential construction activity

INRES Nonresidential construction activity

PLAs Price of plastic
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Variable Definition

PBRD
PLY
QLW
QLIM
QLEX

WSE
WSC
BFNEFI
BENEOP
BFNCFI

BFNCOP
BFSEFI
BFSEOP
BFSCFI
BFSCOP

Price of particleboard
Price of softwood plywood
Lumber production in the West

Lumber imports
Lumber exports

Wage rate SE
Wage rate SC
NF forest industry sawtiiaber inventory
NE nonindustrial private sawltixnber inventory
NC forest industry sawtimber inventory

NC nonindustrial private sawtimber inventory
SE forest industry sawtimber inventory
SE nonindustrial private sawtiinber inventory
SC forest industry sawtimber inventory
SC nonindustrial private sawtimber inventory
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11

PS4E

12

PSNC

13

PSSE

14

PSSC

15

RNEFI

16

RNEOP

17

RNCFL

18

RNCOP

19

RSEF1

20

RSEOI'

1300
1301
1962
I 363
136'.
1965
1366
1967
1968
1369
1)70
1371
1972
1573
1374
1975
1976

19.8900
14.5500
1'4.7500
17.8 100
16.3700
18. 1700
23 .5 200
23. 2 200
19.5300
25.27 00
22. 140 0
20. 890 0
26.3400
31.1 500
45.5400
18. 9700
29. 3900

15.8400
12.25 00
12. 25 00
14.5000
13. 58 00
16.18110
20. 1700
16.9000
17. 7100
23.0300
20.3200
15.6300
22. 1900
2 7. 0800
.4.8 200
18.0400
31.0200

38. 8000
34. 58 00
32.9300
31. 1000
35. 76 00
35.5700
40.4 100
30.5300
30. 9000
44. 2300
34. 4800
29. 5900
34. 1300
48. 8600
39. 1600
20.0500
24. 3400

39.3900
33.3900
30.8200
29. 1500
33. 38 00
.32. 9100
37.6800
20.3300
22.94 00
41. 3100
33.8700
27. 1500
34. 1600
49.3700
41. 5400
t9.2800
22.9100

14.3900
13. 7100
15.4600
19.86 00
21.2800
23.1600
25.20 00
25. 93 00
27. 00 00
30. 1200
28.9100
29.3 3 00
31.5400
3 3. 69 00
3 3.45 00
31. 3400
3 5. 46 0 0

*56. 0600
119.0200
14 8. 2 600
17 9. 9 200
tS2. 2900
188.2900
134.7500
190. 9 200
139.1.900
202.0300
18 5.5 800
180.4500
186.0300
19 0. 9 200
182.3000
16 4.3900
179. 1900

2 0. 4100
18. 4300
19.2600
19.1300
22.4700
22. 34 00
22.5100
21.6500
21.0400
21. 72 00
20.9100
20.3 00 0
18. 92 00
19.7700
18. 1900
16.1700
17. 3400

202.3700
116.3800
178 .6 COO
201. 300
241.4400
2 '.5 .0 80 022.6500
248.3 4011
246.6200
260.4500
256.5 109
254.9300
243.3200
260.5300
245.6500
224.3300
246.8000

3 0. 8 200
31.2500
33.3500
3 4. 75 00
3 5. 07 00
39.0700
I. 1.6 100
90. 1500
39. 1100
19. 0100
36.570 0
3 6. 9100
35.9000
38. 2100
3 6. 0700
2 9. 910 0
3 2. 8. 00

169. 8 200
171.4500
182. 1400
189.8600
205.8500
210. 4200
223.0200
214.2100
207.6200
206.2500
202.9700
193. 6300
187.3900
199. 3100
156.3200
153.2700
168.0000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

01 JANF QSHIP QRES UNRES 1-1 OLNE QINC (IL3E OLSC

1360 6316.00110 1683.9000 2066.3000 1409.5000 1218.2000 V.2.1900 110.0O00 1569.0000 1284.0000 2145.0000
1961 bU',2.0000 1595.1000 1957.6000 1335.3000 1154.0000 135.5100 1026.0000 1'.42. 0080 129. 001)0 2061.0000
1902 6537.0000 1725.8000 2118.0000 1....70U0 121.8.6000 134.7600 1038.0000 1534.11000 1333.0000 2203.0000
1363 b0.U000 1930.9000 2406.7000 1220.0000 1337.3000 139.6700 1333.0000 1551.0000 t437.0000 2234.0000
1964 76.0000 21.9.0000 270b.T000 1122.3000 1.90.0000 14.72Q0 1364.0000 1636. 0000 1570.0000 2324.0000
1385 1661.0000 2267.7000 2805.2000 1018.9000 1509.2000 1.9.7700 1417.0000 16811.0000 1608.0000 2401.0000
1366 8003.0000 2400.9000 3049.1000 980.4000 1516.o000 111.3100 1415. 0000 193k. 0000 1708.0000 2410.0000
1967 7609.0000 2313.1000 2344.7000 3.4.6000 1506.6000 146.5300 1455.0000 1897.0000 1044.0000 2237.0000
1968 7459.0000 2232.5000 2916.5000 715.1000 1476.9000 151.26011 1453.0000 1880.0000 197. 0000 2092.0000
1969 7811.0000 2405.8000 3077.5000 765.5000 1554.4000 167.6000 1559.0000 1981.0000 1590.0000 2195.0000
1970 7329.0000 2272.0000 2909.6000 631.6000 1458.5000 154.3800 1441.0000 19.7. 0000 1368.0000 2035.0000
1371 1147.0000 2222.7000 2851.7000 636.1000 1422.3000 1,7.9900 1.t8.0000 1931.0000 1499.0000 1907.0000
1372 6958.0000 2117.9000 2790.2000 538.4000 1334.6000 1,7.5000 1413.0000 1839.0000 1454. 00110 .1875.0000
1973 7322.0000 2299.1000 2950.8000 607.7000 1464.4000 134.2400 1511.0000 1965.0000 1942.0000 1840.0000
1574 7155.0000 2253.8000 2890.6000 572.4000 1931.0000 115.9200 1452.0000 1649.0000 1452.0000 1962.0000
1375 5833.0000 t533.t000 2386.5000 458.3000 1116.6000 136.2500 1315.0000 1685.0000 1197.0000 1526.0000
1976 6497.0000 2053.1000 2644.3000 493.8000 1299.4000 142.9300 1446.0000 1850.0000 1315.0000 1677.0000
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1950

4,

WSE

I

42

KSC

3.3300

43

OFNErX

'1157.9009

44

BFNFOP

45

OFNCFX

45

BFIiCOP

A

47

BFS(FZ
43

OFSEOP

49

8FSCFI

611

nFscop
1361
1962
1163
1964
1965
1966
1957
1968
1959
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1. 39 00

1.5300
1.6200
1.6600
1.6808
1.8100
1.9400
I 960
1.970
2. OtOG
2.0300
1.9700
1.78 00
1.7600
1.8200

3600
I.1i500
1.6100
1.7400
1.730g.
1.7500
1.8200
1.9700
1.9900
2.0460
2.1100
2.1600
2.0600
1.8590
1.8500
1.9006

9531.SQoo
99D5.3ofl

1l3279.oflg
10652.7000
11026.4000
11406.1000
11773.9000
12147.6000
12521.3000
12895.0000
13260.7000
136'.2.4000
14016. 1000
V.389.99g3
2.763.6900
15137.3900

71081.4000
72993.3000
74105.1600
75217.0000
7b328.300Q
77440.f000
78552.6000
79664.4000
80776.3009
81889.tUQo
8300fl.QQ
84111.9009
85223.7000
86335.6000
87447.4000
88559.lQgQ
89671.1000

6802.10116
6391.4000
7160.7000
7340.0
7519.3900
7698.6000
7877.9090
805?.too
8236.4096
6415.7999
8595.0fl
8774.3600
8953.6000
9132.9000
9312.1090
9491.4000
'1670.r

32370.O
91.287.0000
96204.0909
98121.0000

100038.0000
101955.0000
103812.Qfloü
105709.0000
107706.0000
109623.0000
11t541j.OflQQ
113457.0000
115374.0000
117291.0009
119206.0000
121125.0000
123042.0000

13472.9000
136Ql.go
13730.3000
13959.ggØ
13997.?Q09
14116.41100
142.5.1000
14373.9000
14502.6000
14631.3000
14760.0900
14898.7000
15017.4000
*5146.I900
15274.3000
*5903.6000
15532.3000

72216.6000
72bS1.70Q
730a6.99
73522.0000
73957.jø
743I2.300
T4827.l.Q
?5262.5Q00
75697.7000
76132.9000
76568.0000
77903.1000
77438.3089
77973.4Q
78308.6000
T8743.7oo
79178.9000

17556.1000
117444QQg
179Je.7ipj
18121.0000
18309.3000
18497.600g
18665.9099
18874.1000
19062.4000
13259.790g
19f.39.QQQ
19627.309Q
19815.6000
20003.9609
20192.1000
29380.4000
20568.7900

80824.79913
d0238.1fl
79171.6000
7921.5.0999
787t8.4000
78111.909g
77665.3099
77138.7000
76612.100076985.gg
75559.0uü
75032.4099
74505.909Q
73979.10fl13
73452.7000
72926.1090
72399.6000
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Variable

QLW
QLIM
QLEX
AMPNF
ASFIIP

ARES
ANRES
PLAS
PBRD
PLY

PLYNE
PPWNE
MPNE
FLWNE
PBDNE

PLYNC
PPWNC
MPNC
FLWNC
PBDNC

PLYSE
PPWSE
MPSE
FLWSE
PEDSE

PLYSC
PPWSC
MPSC
FLWSC
PBDSC

TRNENF
TRNEOG
TRNcNF
TRNCOG
TRSENF

TRSEOG
TRSCNF
TRSCOG
WSE
WSC

Projections of Exogenous Variables

Lumber production in the West

Lumber imports
Lumber exports
Manufacturing activity
Shipping activity

Residential construction activity
Nonresidential con struct ion activity

Price of plastic
Price of particleboard
Price of softwood plywood

NE veneer log stuxnpage removals
NE pulpwood stumpage removals
NE miscellaneous products stumpage removals

NE fuelwood stumpage removals
NE particleboard stumpage removals

NC veneer log stumpage removals
NC pulpwood stumpage removals
NC miscellaneous products stumpage removals

NC fuelwood stuxnpage removals
NC particleboard stuxnpage removals

SE veneer log stumpage removals
SE pulpwood stumpage removals
SE miscellaneous products stumpage removals

SE fuelwood stuxnpage removals
SE particleboard stumpage removals

SC veneer log stumpage removals
SC pulpwood stumpage removals
SC miscellaneous products stuinpage removals

SC fuelwood stumpage removals
SC particleboard stuinpage removals

NE national forest stumpage removals
NE other government stumpage removals
NC national forest stumpage removals
NC other government stuinpage removals
SE national forest stumpage removals

SE other government stuinpage removals
SC national forest stumpage removals
SC other government stumpage removals
Wage rate SE
Wage rate SC

Definition
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BQL Base lumber consumption

BPL Base lumber price
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0001121
00011921
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0000910
00011921
0001990
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0002991
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00O1'621
0002921
0006921
0005921
0002921
0006'611
00O1'11
0006911
0009'1111
0006911
0002911
0089601
0000'901
00011901

0000906
000000s
0000'OtS
D000'00
0000005
0000905
000000G
0000906
080905
000'OOi
000905
000'011
000'0
0009111
8009911
00091511
000911111
000D211
00092*
0099111
0009011

000111
000919

000O1
000912
000'029
000'012
000'000
000'OtZ
000'092
000'012
000092
0001152
0009112
0009122
000922
080012
000'002
n00902
000902
0001102

000002
000'002
000902
000902
OOOOOZ
000902
0009102
eOO'002
0009102
009902
X31

011009100 1
0000 '066
00011 '096
0000 '016
00I1 096
00009146
0000 94pf
01100 0U
0000 026

016
0000 '006
00(10 069
0000 099
0000919
011110 09
0000059
00011 '0110
0000'019
00011 029
0000 0 19
01100909
00001192
0000 1192
0000 9111
0000 '1121
0000 9102
0000 '099
0000 9199
00009119

1129
001109109
00009195
0000 '095
U000 '0115
GOOD1124
00081109
0000 0911
00110 99"
11000 '0 1111
0000 0211
000091011
000091011
00009011
0000 0011
00011' 11011
0000'OO'i
0000 '0011
000090"
0000 91011
0000 .0011
01100 '0011
00(1091011
0000 '0011

011

011009011

0000'bSl
0000 '651
0000 951
0000 951
0000961
00 00 661
00 00 641
00 00 96 1
00 00 651
00 00 '6 61
0000 951
0000 941
0000951
0000951
0000 941
0000'641
000 0961
0000 941
0000961
0000' 651
0000 9151
0000 9151
0000951
00009151
u000 '641
00 00 641
ROOD
0000 651
0000 641
00009151
00 00 95 1
00 00 661
0000 651
0000941
00 001
0000941
00 00 9151
0000951
0000 9141
0000951
o00o 9161
000 0951
0000 9141
00 00 '651
0800951
o000941
00 001
o000 9161
00 00 651
00011 9141
0000 9141
0000 9151
00 00 9161
000 0'64I
0U00 9151

HiD

0202
6202
9202
1202
9202
5202
11202
£2112
2202
1202
0202
6102
9102
U0Z
9102
51$2
11102
£102
2102
1102
0102
6002
9002
4002
9002
4002
11002
£9112
21102
11102
00112
6661
961
4661
4661
5661
116(1

266$
166
006
6961
9261
296
996
6961
11951
£1161
2961
1961
0961
6461
9261
1161
9261

6219S22



1376
1'377
1978
1379
£980
1981
1982
1983
198.
1985
1986
133?
1988
1989
13130
1931
1392
19133
1994
11395
1.996
1997
19138
1999
2000
2801
2002
2003
200'.
20315
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
21113
201'.
2015
2816
2017
21)18
2819
2020
23121
2022
23023
202'.
23)25
23326
202?
2028
2029
2030

12.3600
12.3600
12.3600
12.3600
12.3500
12.3600
82.3600
12.3600
12.3600
12.3600
12.3600
12.
12.3600
12.
12.3600
12.56
12.
12.97
13.1800
13.
13.5900
13.8000
14.0000
1'.
1'..

11

PL U E

36 00

36 011

00
77 00

00

39 00

2100400
14.5200
14.6200
14.7300
14.6 300
14.9300
15.0300
15.1400
15.2400
15.3400
15.4500
15.7608
16. 0600
16. 31 00
16.6800
16.9900
17 3000
17. 6100
17 .92 0 0
18.2300
10.5400
16.9500
19.3600
19.7700
20. 1800
20. 60 00
2 1. 0100
21.4200
21.83130
22. 2400
22.6500

182.

240

361

160.7100
166.06(10
171.11100
176.1500
167.13100
193.7300
199.5400
205.3600
211.
216.9600
222.8000
228.6180
234.4308
241.6800
255.1100
262.5600
269.9800
277.4200
264.3)500
292.2900
299.7200
307.1600
31'..
322.4400
330.2900
338.1400
345.139031
353.11500

369.553(0
371.4000
385.2500
393.1000
'.01.6500
410.2000
418.7600
'.27.3100
435.8600
452.9680
44,1.5200
'.70.0700
478.6200
486.6608
'.95.1000
503.3400
511.5800
519.8200
528.0500
536.2900
544.5300
552.1700
561.

12 113

ppwur lIP UE

22.0700
22.0700
22.0100
22. 070 3)

1000 22.0700
22. 0 7110
22. 070 0
22. 0? 00
22.0700

1700 22.0700
22 0700
22.0700
22.0100
22 0700

.2400 22. 070 0
22.0700
22.0700
22.0700
22.0700
22. 07 00
22.0708
22.0700
22. 07 0 0
22.0700

59130 22.0700
22 0700
22.0700
22. 0100
22.0700
22. 0 100

70(10 22. 0 70 0
22.0700
22. 0700
22. 07 00
22. 0 700
22. 0700
22. 0100
22. 07 00
22.0700
22. 0700
22. 0 700
22. 070 0
22. 070 0
22.0700
22. 07 00
22. 0100
22. 07 00
22.0700
22. 0700
22. 0 70 0
22. 0700
22.0100
22. 0 70 0
22. 070 0

0100 22. 0708

14

FLI4UE

51.7 000
5'..9300
58.1600
sj.3300

.6 200
61 85130
71.01300
74 3100
77.5408
80.7700
8q.0100
87.2400
90.4700
93.7 0013
96.9304)

100. 1600
103.3908
105.6200
1013.3 500
113.0900
116.3200
119.5500
122 .780 0
126. 0 100
129. 2 40 II
132.4700
135.7000
138. 9 30 0
142.1000
145.4000
t'.8.6300
151.8600
155 .0 9011
158 .3200
161.5580
161. .7 800

0100
111.2400
17'. .4 700
171.7100
11113.9400
184.1700
1111 .'. 000
1931 .6300
1133 .8600
194.'31100
196.010)
1137 0300
1138.1 700
199.2500
200.3200
201.4000
202.11600
283.5500
204.6300

15

P130N6

.6900
1.0000
1.3100
1.5200
1.9200
7.2300
2.51100
2.8500
3.1500
3.4500
3.7700
4.38013
4.61300
5.0000
5.4000
5.8808
6.2000
6.6000
7.0000
7.430011
7.8000
8.2000
8.6000
9.0000

10.9000
12.8000
14.7000
16.6000
18.5000
2 0.'. 0030
2 2. 3 000
24.23300
26.1000
28.0 0130
3 0. 1013 0
32.2000
3 4. 3 0031
3 6.1. 000
38.5000
'.0.60031
11 2. 7000
'.4.31000
46.9000
'.9.0000
50.903)0
52.6000
54.7 000
5 6. 600 0
5 8. 5 0013
60.4080
62.3 00 0
64. 2 00 0
66.1000
65.00 00

16

PIVI4C

9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.52013
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
9.5200
13.52130
9.5200
9.5200
9.6800
9.8400

10.0000
10.1600
10.3200
10.4700
10.6300
10.7900
10.9500
11.110)
11.1900
11.2700
11.3500
11.43011
11.5100
11. 59 00
11.6600
11. 7'. 0 0
11. 8200
11. 9000
12. 1400
12. 3800
12.6200
12. 850 0
13.0900
13.3300
13. 5 (0 0
13 .8 100
14.0400
14.23300
14.6000
14.9200
15.2400
15. 55 130
15.6700
16.190 0
16.5000
16. 0200
17.11100
11 4605

17

PP WI) C

242.6500
250.11500
256. 8.00
255.333013
274.0200
2114.3000
293.71300
303.2700
312.7600
322.2400
331.7200
341.2100
350.6)00
360. 1800
369 6600
360.8400
392.02013
403.2000
414.3800
'.25.5600
1136,7400
4117.9200
459.1000
470.2800
1.61.4600
1192. 6300
503.8000
'14.9800

26. 1500
37.3200

546.119 00
559.660 0
570.8400
582.01131)
593.10110
605.4700
517.7700
030.55310
6112.3600
554.6500
(66.9400
679.2400
691.5300
703 8300
716.1200
727.9200
739.7100
751.5000
753.3000
7 75. 0130 0
786.8900
795.63300
810 '.800
022.2100
0311. 137011

IP9C

41.3300
111.3300
41 93310
41.13 30 0
'.1. 9 .30 0
41.9300
41.9300
41. 9 300
41.9 30 0
'.1. 9 30 0
4 1. 9 300
41.9300
111.9300
41.9300
41. 9 30 0
111.9300
41.9 303)
111. 9 3013
'.1. 930 0
41.9300
'.1.9300
111.9 300
'.1. 9 300
'.1.13300
41.9308
41.3300
41 13300
41. 9 JOt)
41. 9330
I. 1. 13 300
41. 9 300
41.13 30 0
41.13300
41.13380
111. 9 30 0
41.9 30 0
41. 9 300
'.1.9 30 0
41.9300
'.1 9300
41. 3 30 0
1.1, 13 300
41. 9 3013
41. 9 30 0
111. 13 30 0

1. 3 30 0
4 1. 9 30 0
111.9300
41. 9 30 0
'.1,9300
'.1.9300
1.1.9300
41,9 300
41.9300
'.1. 13 300

19

FLUNG

112. 940 0
120.0000
127. 11500
1311.1200
('.1. 1800
148.21100
1 55. 3 00 0
152. 3 600
169.1.200
176.4000
183. 5300
190.5900
197. 550 3)
204.7100
211.7700
218.6300
225.8900
232.9500
240.0100
241. 0700
254.1200
261.1800
250.21100
275.3000
262.3600
2 6 9. 4200
296.4800
3 03. 51100
310.6000
3 11. 6600
3 24. 7 100
331.7700
338.0300
345.8900
352.9500
360. 0100
367.0700
374.1300
381. 1900
388.2500
395.3000
402.3600
409.1.200
415.4600
I. 23. 51100
1 25. 8 1300
I. 28 .2500
1.30.6000
432.9500
435.3100
437.6600
1.40.0100
442.3600
444.7200
447.1)100

20

PSONIC

.6500
1.0000
1.1500
1. 3 1013
1.4600
1. 62 00
1.77 00
1. 132 00
2.0600
2. 2 300
2. 38 00
2.5400
2. 59 00
2. 85 08
3.13000
3. 20 00
3 .'. 0 00
3 .50 00
3. 80 00
4.0000
4.2000
4.11000
4.6000
4.8000
5.0000
6.2000
7.40 031
8.6000
9 .8 0 00

11. 03) 03)
12.2000
13 .4 0 00
14.0000
15.00013
17.0000
11.70 00
16.11000
19. 1003)
19 .110 00
20.5003)
21.20 00
21. 90 00
22.6000
23.30 00
24. 00 00
25.3000
26.6000
27. 90 00
29.20 00
30.5000
31.63100
33. 10 00
34.4000
35.7 0 00
37. 0000
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1976
1977
1978
1979
1380
19811q2
1953
(38'.
1585
2936
1981
1938
1559
1930
1931
1992
1333
199'.
1995
1936
1997
1998
1939
2000
2081
2082
2003
2084
2005
200
250
2058
2009
2810
2011
2012
2513
2014
2015
28(6
2017
2018
2'119
20211
2021
2022
2023
202'.
2025
2026
2027
2029
2029
2030

25.0000
25.0000
21.0000
27.0000
28. 0800
28.0000
29. 0000
30. 0000
30.0 000
31 0000
31.0000
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33.008
33. 000
3'.. ooao
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35.9800
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39. 0 00 0
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39 0000
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71. 00 00
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72 0000
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49 0000
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62. 00 00
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69 0000
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7 1. 0000
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80. 00 00
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86 0000
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1.8700
(.6900
1.91 00
1. 93 00
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1.97 00
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2. 0 0120
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2. 0508
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2. 1100
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2.240 0
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2. 2800
2.3000
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2. 37 00
2. 4000
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2. 47 00
2. 5 000
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2. 55 00
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2. 6000
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2. 3 000
2. 7300
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2.9000
2.9300
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2. 99 00
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3. 03 00
3.1100
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3. 1100
3.2008

1.970 0
1. 990 0
2. 0 (00
2.0300
2.0500
2. 0100
2. 090 0
2.1108
2.1300
2. 150 0
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2.2000
2. 220 0
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2.3 100
2. .3 3 U 0
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2. 3 58 0
2.400 0
2.430 0
2. 65 00
2. 4800
2.5 000
2.5300
2. 5500
2. 5800
2.6000
2.1 300
2. 6600
2. 6 800
2.7106
2. 740 0
2.7600
Z.?300
2. 8200
2. 850 0
2.8800
2. 9 00 0
2. 9 30 0
2. 9600
2. 990 0
3.0200
3. 0500
3.0800
3.1100
3.1'.00
3.1800
3. 2 108
3. 240 0
3. 2700
3.3 (00
3.3400
3. 3 708
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1301 IlPI

1976 6484.5200 160.5000
1977 6600.0000 11,1.5180
1978 7115.3800 162.7200
19T9 7430.7100 163.840013,0 7796.lSno 154.9700
1981 8051.5400 166.1000
1362 83(6.9280 261.2600
136.3 8692.3100 168.4000
1964 9007.6900 159.5600
1S65 9323.0600 270.7300
1906 9538.1.600 17t.910f1. 1181 9953.8500 173.1000
1968 102b9.2300 174.2800
1369 10584.6200 175.4900
1990 10900.0000 176.6900
1331 11090.0080 177.91001932 (1180.0000 179.1400
1993 11320.0000 180.3600
1934 114b0.0000 181.6100
1995 1I600.oUoo 182.8700
1916 11740.0000 184.1200
1917 1t8612.0000 185.4000
1998 12020.0000 186.6800
1199 I2tDO.0000 187.95002000 12300.0000 189.26002001 12980.0000 190.55002802 12660.00131J 191.8880
2003 12840.0000 193.2000
2004 13020.0000 194.521102005 13200.0000 195.8706
2006 13380.0090 197.21002007 13560.0000 196.58112008 13740.0000 199.94002009 13920.0000 201.3308VitO 14100.0000 202.71002011 14290.0000 204.1008
2912 t480.0OoO 205.5200
2013 14570.0000 206.3306
2014 19860.0000 208.3508
2015 15850.0000 209.7900
2016 25240.0000 211.2400
2017 15930.Q009 212.5909
2018 15620.0000 214.16002019 15810.0000 215.6300
2020 16000.0000 217.1200
2021 16140.0009 218.5280
21122 16280.0000 220.1200
2023 16420.OQrjU 221.6400202'. 16560.0000 223.1700
2025 16,00.0000 224.70802026 16840.0000 226.2400
2027 16960.0000 227.6000
2026 17120.9009 229.3600
2029 17260.0000 230.95002030 17400.0000 232.5600


